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res
for the payment.
at
[3 Peron orders his Javer discontinued, He
ust pap all arrearages,or the publisher may contas
send gountil pe
payment is made, and collect the
whole amount, wh
the paper is taken from the

unaided vision, by the help of the glass
constantly reveal new charms.
From what
seems at first glince: merely a symmetrical |
blending of curyes and colors, is found on
closer inspection to be some sacred or
donlesiariycal picture, revealing every de-

|

Geeneral Conference.
¥

should not do.

astic one.

A.

Fripay, Ocr. 6. EVENING,

The evenig was devoted to ‘the Anni
versary of the Temperance Society. The devotions were Jedby Rev. G. W. Bean of
Me.

Rev.

J.

Burnham

Davis,

of

Mass.,

then presented his Annual Report: It was
a vigorous paper, urging radical action,—

in spirit, in moral sufsion and in legislation.

1t greatly deplored the low state of the temtail in the niost finished style. This build- perance cause, especially the fact that” there
ing is in close proximity to St. Patrick's. are’ so fow who are willing to take a bold

church, and hardly surpasses it in design or #tand in jts behalf, In respect tq the exfinish. Worship becomes a luxury i either istence of this seciety, the secretary ex-

of them,

+ 25,

1871.

a

Sr ————yer

have yet seen, Beautiful printings adorn
the walls, and the high arched ceilings are
Irescoed, in the most attractive style. The
frescoes mainly represent Scripture scenes,
| and the designs, although beautiful to the

and if one

can,

in a day,

forget

the beauties by which either surrounds him,
and be prepared for any sincere or uninterrupted worship, he will do hegter than fell
to the lot of at least two *“ heretics.”
. We have already alluded to a distinguish-

ing feature of Catholic

churches.

They

are open at nearly all hours of the day, and

are thronged at a much earlier hour in the
morning than finds any considerable: num-

ber of Protestants out of bed. Every Cath| olie, be he as poor as the poorest, and with| al battered and bruised by the, dr unken orgies from which he may have” just issued,
can enter these splendid churches at any
time, and worship before the costliest shriné
that they contain, His church is like a
.
:
;
¥
home to him ; and although he may quarter

A CORRESPONDING MESSENGER.

His specch was an, enthusi-

"i

Rev. Joseph McLeod, Editor of the
Christign Intelligencer was introduced as a

Rev. J. Burnham Davis wanted one more
“no” added to. those mentioned by Bro. Corresponding Messenger from the Free
Duna. He would say “no”fo the man who, Christian Baptists of New Brunswick,
however good in himself, would consent to and pleasantly addressed the Conference,
do the devil's business. He would support In standing before the brethren assembled,
no man for office who wasnot conimitted to he expressed much emotion, He had come
action. He referred largely to his experi- a great distance to meet them. He was
ence and observation in regard to this sub- glad to see them, and waststrongly impressject. He took strong ground in favor of ed with the greatness of our denomination
the organiza*ion of a temperanoe. party.
in comparison with the one which he repreRev. J. Mariner followed, and paid a sented. At home, he knew every minister,
noble tribute to the Republican party. He but here he knew but few. But he was one
did not believe that its work was yet com- with them. The objects and aims of the
pleted, He still believed that, through this two denominations are one, They are sub-

pressed the opinion that it might as well be
given up, unless there can be infused intd’ party, the temperance work could be effected. He urged the importance of meeting
it a more vigorous life,
Rev. M. Phillips, Chairman of tlie Con- evil squarely, and spoke of his own personference Committee on Temperance, then al work in behalf of fie cause of God nd
%
presented a series of resolutions, the pre- humanity.
A substitute was offered for the third resamble to which set forth i
ng terms
the evil of intemperance.
first resolu- olution, to the effect that, in our political
lution urged the duty of opposing this evil action, we should vote only for temperas Christians as well as friends of humanity. ance men and-temperance supporters, even
The second urged the adoption of legal though they may not be supported by what
measures to remove this evil, as well as the mayin other respects be considéred'thé party
Before action was taken, the
use of moral suasion.
The third took of progress.
was closed. Prayer by Rev.-D. G.
ground against longer : co-operating with session
.
either of the two great political parties, as Holmes of Hlinois.’
they seem to be almost hoplessly connected,
SATURDAY, OCT. 7.—MORNING:
in an indirect way, with intemperance. The
The Conferenee held no business session
fourth opposed the use of tobacco.
in the forenoon, in order that the Standing
The Chairman of the Committee follow- Committees might have an opportunity to
ed the reading of the resolutions with a few attend to business. An interesting prayerremarks. He said that he was prepared to meeting was held in the morning.
endorse the principles laid down in them.
8. 8. UNION BUSINESS.
He referred
to the state of things in his own
The Sabbath School Uuion met at 9
immediate neighborhood, and showed what
had been accomplished by decided temper- o'clock. In the absence of the President,
ance action. It isa sad thought that the E. W. Page, Esq., was chosen Chairman pro
present boys are to make the tuture drunk- tem. The officers elected for the "ensuing
year, were as follows ;—Pres., E. W. Page,
ards:
Rev. A. K. Moulton, being called upon, Esq., of New York; Vice Pres., R. Dunn,

stantially the same in doctrine and chirch
polity.

They are doing something for For-

N umber >

a

vi

libraries, and | commended ths publications.
of our Printing Establishment and D. Lothrop & Co., Boston. It also favored the appolftment of a committee to recommend a
list of books for the use of S. 8. Libraries,
The agent of the society, Rev. L. L. Harmon, has been able to do but littleiin traveling the past year. He has, however, done
something in introducing S. 8. libraries.
The report .strongly urged the introduetion
ot the temperance work among the children,
and closed by urging increased and more
efficient efforts in the great work of saving

the lost.

-

:

‘Rev. Dr. Ball, of New York, was the first

speaker. He said that one of the most
beautiful utterances of the Prophet, in re~
gard to the coming ‘glory of the Messiah,

was,—**The hearts of the fathers shall be
Phillips in India since his appointment. | turned to their children,” &ec. It is a custom
‘in heathen lands for fathers to care but litThe Home Mission field is large.
Many of

eign Missions, having supported Rev. J. L

the churches are destitute of pastors, They
have 120 churches, and only 33 preachers,

with 9 or 10 licentiates.

The salaries of the

ministers do not average more. HearFIOUN
The prejudice against | aried ministersis
great, There is talk about being ** after
the fleece.” They are doing something, —
not much,—in the cause of education. The
educational advantages of the early ministers were small, and the churches are

now

tle or nothing for their children, but Christianity makes a radical change in this regard. As he had contemplated this subject,
he had been led to admire more and more
he act of Christ in blessing children. Such .
thing had never been known before. This
the glory of Christianity,—that it intersts fathers and mothers in their children.
It demands that they should be led by the

same love as that by which Christ was led, |
that they should take them, not only into

reaping bitter fruits in consequence. ‘Bro,
McLeod was listeied to with interest and their arms, but also into their hearts. This
his
fgmily
in
a
hovel,
he
can’
daily
give
evidently reached the heart of the Confer- spirit must also be in the hearts of Sabbath °
effize
or not.
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take theman hour's stay in these. elegant and
ence. He is a much younger man than school teachers to enable them to perform
uewspapers and periodicals from the
post-office, or
artistic retreats. Ome would almost supremo
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
many
who had néyer? seen him before sup- their whole duty. The old spirit of heathenfacie
of intentional fraud.
’
pose that such associations “would have an
ism is rife in
that want of interest in the
posed him to be.
;
effect. fo soften the manners and improve
schools that causes parents and
D ‘Sabbath
55 When Agents receive premuums, no percentage
TEMPERANCE,
:
on moneys ¥ent for the Star 1s allowed in addition.
the tastes of these favored worshipers,
adults to separate themselves from it. In
&3~ We send no books out to be sold on commis.
The question of adopting the report of some communities, thie people are still half
sion, or “otherwise, with the privilege of returning: But after these centuries of worshiping in
them
the Committee on Temperance, on which heathen. "In the Sabbath school work all
the presence of the most refining works of
action was postponed last evening, came up are to be preachers,——preachers everyart, they are the coarse and brutal Irishin order. The question of adopting the where, at home as well as in the church,
men that we everywhere find ‘them. Susubstitute for the third resolution still pend- We are also to preach through songs of
perstition ever degrades the life mare than
ing,
Rev. J. M. Brewster made some re- praise.
The speaker then paid a noble triart can elevate it.
took the platform aud addressed the Con- of Mich., R. Cameron, of N.Y.; Rec. Sec.,
There isa common remark among Amer- ference. He commended the past action of L. R. Burlingame ; Cor. Sec., E. W. Page, marks explanatory of its character and de- bute to the work periormed by W. B. Brad- WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1871. icans, thas the Catholics make more and bet- the Republican party in what it had done Esq., of N. Y.; Treas., D. Lothrop, Esq., sign. He thought it was better that the bury in the service of producing songs for
re
ln
wo
ter provision for the care of their needy to fight the battle of freedom and elevate of Mass. ; Ex. Com., E. W. Page, L. L. temperance battle be fought within the the 8. schools. What could we do without
ones
than we do ;. that they have more asy- the nation. He would not say a word Harmon, C. H. Latham, Geo, McMillan ranks of the Republican party than that a such men as he? We should not despise
Vacation Letters.—No. 2.
lums; that their institutions of learning against that party ; but when a party will and S. D. Bates. L. R. Burlingame, the new party be formed. It is easier to con- even the most humble work inthe cause of
afford more privileges ; that every Catholic, ignore a great moral issue for ‘the sake of Treasurer, reported the assets of the Union trol the Republican party than to.enco unter Sabbath schools. We should work in them
MONTREAL, Pet. 5,1871.
the opposition of two parties. The third
:
It is two hundred and thirty years since no matter what his condition or prospects, the loaves and fishes, he could not act with to be $890.97 ; expenses, $245.94; net re- party temperance men are, very often, ex- anywhere and everywhere,
Rev.D. M. Stuart of N. Y. followed.
is
a
part
of
the
church
and
entitled
to
its
sources,
$642.
08.
The
following
resolutions
that
party.
He
was,
years
ago,
a
third
a devout Catholic said mass one morning
tremists and impracticables, and denuncia- He wished to speak of the influéxce of the
ina hastily constructed chapel on the banks care; and they point to these numberless party man. He referredto what was said were adopted :
tory
in their spirit.
All good temperance Sabbath school work upon the worker.
1.
open cathedrals and churches, to the col- of the third party then, and what is said of
1. That this S. S. Union recommend the
of the St. Lawrence, naming the place the
men
should
act
together.
The sheaker re- The influence of a certain kind of theologiapointment
of
a
committee,
who
shall
renleges and schools, to the convents and nun- the third party now, especially in Ohio.
*¢ City of Mary,” and consecrating it to God.
neries, to the asylums and hospitals which But in spite of what was said, he would not der aid in furnishing libraries to the desti- ferred to the mischief ‘Which had been done cal study isto cause the individual to have
It was only a little while afterwards that
tute Sunday schools, in proportion to- the’ by the third party tempetance movement dev oul and. res rerentisl views of God, and
A
OY
ITE TERETE
the name was changed to Montreal, which Catholicism everywhere provides, as proof act with a party which will. do nothing to amount they are willing to do themselves, in New Hampshire, At the conclusion of
of
the
remark.
But
do
they
not,
in
advancsuppress the traffic in intoxicating drinks. as, in the opinion of the committee. the
is known to-day as the name of the finest
his remarks, the whole subject was recom- language. Or, in othes a
separate
schools may deserve.
city “in ‘the country. Its growth has not ing this opinion,” overlook the fact _that
2. That a eommittee of three be spelt: mitted to the Committee on Temperance.
him from the sympathies of the people.
what
the
church
does
for
Catholics
‘the
|
As
he
could
not
and
would
not
act
with
the
been especially rapid, but it has been of the
ed to recommend a list. of books as best
Rev. Dr. Cheney, of Maine, introduced a The best way to counteract these difficulmost substantial kind. Here is architect- United States does for its free citizens? Qur Democratic party, the only course left for Mdspte] to be used in our Sabbath Schools.
series of resolutions as a part of the report; ties is to get into the sympathies of the chilschools are public, and are open to all who" ‘him to pursue was to act with a new and|.
ure that measurably satisfies one who has
SERMON.
of the Committee on Education. The first drvn, adapt ourselves to their thought and
choose to enter them; every town has its temperance pitty.
never seen the
der styles of Europe,
resolution
thanked Brother and Sister At- language.
poor-hotise, and the charity Mstitutions that
The Sunday school enables us
At
10
1-2
o’clock,a
sermon
was
preached
by
Hon. 8S. P. Morrill, of Me., recent memand paintings that can be studied all day,
even the state provides, not to mention the ber of Congress, followed. He said that Rev. O. E. Baker, of Iowa, from Ps. 51: wood of Adamsville, Ohio, for théir noble te do this. We should be familiar with its
revealing un
beauties every moment.
an eyil to be 10—12. The theme was Personal Holiness donation of $80,000 to found a school in children. When the boys, in the streets of
The private residences, many of them of. large numbér that have been founded by intemperance is tdo great
private munificence, exceed those of our comprehended, and the fact that we can as a power in the conversion of men.
The their immediate vicinity. The second prom- Buffalo, meet the speaker,they say,—** Hal~
marble and granite, are quite palatial in
Catholic brethren.
And then the students not comprehend it, is on¢ reason why we sermon was earnest, spiritial and well ised sympathy and cooperation in the work. "loo, Brother Stuart :" and he says in reply,
appearance, and the fine lawns and parks
in most of their schools become simply tools do no more to oppose it. In this country, timed. , It was listened to with marked at- The third recognized the fact that the *¢ Halloo, John, or George,” as the case
and flower-bordered walks, with fountains
for
priestly
manipulation. Several times there are spent $600,000,000 annually - for tention and did good.
schools and colleges of the denomination may be.’ 2. By getting near the children,
;
playing here and\there in tHe sunlight, and
a
day
<here
in
Montreal
and
in
Quebec
we
are the outgrowth of the educational inter- we get near the parents.
Some complain
intoxicating
drinks;
but
this
expense
is
but
AFTERNOON.
the Porter's lodge by the gate, remind one
est and religious zeal of the denomination. of their want of success.
The secret of
forcibly of the old English residences that: have met companies of uniformed students a small item of the mischief produced, even
At the usual. hour, the Conferenee was
i that they express ‘themselves
he has seen only in the letters of travelers. marching along with two priests at their though this sum would pay our national called to order by the Moderator, and prayer The fourth congratulated Hillsdale College their failure is
The city is modern enough:to give a home- front and two at their rear, each with a debt in a little more than three years. In offered by Rev. N. W. Bixby, of Iowa. in securing the services of Dr. Graham as in such a way, and adopt such methods of
President. The fifth approved of the plan "labor, that they not -only fail to reach the
feeling to the tourist of th-day, but at the ring of keys rattling at his girdlesas though addition to this there are loss of time, heart- The records were read and the roll called.
they were taking conwiets to a prison rendings and misery of every kind. We
4
set forth by Dr. Graham for the epdowment children, but also to reach the parents.
same time presents ancient features enough
BUSINESS INTRODUCED,
house.
of
the College, The sixth recommended that We prepare matter in such a way that the
have
a
terrible
enemy
to
fight.
There"
are
to carry one back through the two hundred |
By S B. Young, of R. I., a resolution in suitable time be set apart on Monday. af-. people do not digest it. 3. We also need
| Dut we must hasten to the descent of the millions of money investéd™in the promo"years to the beginning of its history.
Lachine rapids, nine miles above Montreal, tion of this evil. Eyen the fact that our favor of a temperance department in the ternoon to raise funds for the endowment of the inspiration of success.
This inspira_
We entered Montreal over the Victoria |
| or both time and space will fail us to write | country is so productive in grains and fr uits Star. Referred to tlie Committee on Publi- the College. The report was adopted, and tion did much for our fathers in the gospel
Bridge, which spans tke St. Lawrence by a
cation.—By D. G. Holmes of Ill., the re- half-past two o'clock, on Monday afterngen,
| about it. These, as is’ well known, are a is practically against 1: . The dist
ministry.
Now the. truest and largest suclength of uvearly two miles, resting upon
quest of several Baptist Associations in was fixed upon as the time to do the work cess is gained through efforts inthe Sab
| two miles’ stretch of foaming, billowy,
24 substantial piers, and claiming to be the
Missouri to becom” members of this body.
dashing water, where the St. Lawrence
champion bridge of the world. Once in plunges over a falling and rocky bed, bis providence, made New Rafe tobe a Petitions and Requests.——A Committee contemplated ‘in the last resolution. The bath schoels, The speaker referred to the
citizens of Hillsdale were invited to cooper- success
place
for
the
nurture
of
the
friends
of
the
of labor in this direction. in his own
the city, and one feels at home at once. among the ledges and islands below Lago pe
was a)pointed, codsisting. of date with the Conference in its, work.
slave,
he
has
made
no
such
provision
for
church in Buffalo.
The pastor who loves.
. There are not so "many surly-looking can- chine. The boats that make the descent
. Stewart; R. Clark and A. H. Polk.
.
A
communication
from
Rev.
D.
Powell,
the
cause
of
temperance.
The
material
|
I
the
children
is
usually
fn, successful pastor.
non as keep nervous teurists in a constant aie of the stanchest build, and are guided
motion of Rev. N. C, Brackett, the of West Va.,* setting forth the wants of The highest ambition of the speaker was to
inggrests of the whole country are enlisted Ee
fidget at Quebec, neither do the marks of
Secretary of the Conference was’ empowerby steady-nerved and cautious men.. They
* age and clumsiness so often present them- J{ are obliged to pass up the river by a side in the cause of intemperance. But shall ed to employ a copying clerk.——An invi- “West Virginia College, and asking for help, be able to do the kind of work. indicated.
Dr..R.P. Perry, of New York, was the
selves. But it is an old. city nevertheless. canal. As we approached the rapids, which we give up the ship,” and abandon the tation’ was received from the literary so- was then read by one of the Asst, Clerks,
next speaker. He thought that enough had
Here is the Cathedral of Notre Dame, beat- we had previously discovered with a glass ‘causé? No, never. We have a great work cieties of the College, to the Conference, to and properly referred.
been already said, and he had but
. to do,and by the help of God we will do it.
a few
.- ing up its two great towers, and seeming to ‘leaping white and angry before us, two
REPORTS OF PUBLISHING BOARDS.
words to say.
There are three things,—
Let us for a few moments look” at our pos ‘attend their meetings on Monday evening.
look out like a protecting power over the men approached the wheel and prepared to
Rev, I. D. Stewart, secretary of the ‘“ What we have, what we want ; and how
litical affairs.™ The ‘speakgr’ did not take The Conference proposed that if the socie- wholéicity. It is grand without, but with- make the descent, The boat entered the
Board
of Corporators of the Freewill Bap- to get it.”
ties’
would
pastpone
their
meetings
until
|
the position that there ‘should be a third
There are .a great variety of
in it almost surpasses itself. It is adorned whirling water as though dreading the con. party. But all party leaders should under- Thursdiy evening, its members would at- tist Printing” Establishment, reported the people in the world. “Some are --burdenwith pllintings like none that we have in test, and! as it approached the main fall stand that no rumseller or rum drinker tend,
condition and work of that institution dur- bearers, work-doers.
Ei
The Lord wants all
the States, while the gilded ‘and glittering seerned to hositate ‘in its course. As the’
ing
the past three years, ‘especially as it re- to be such. A boy was once asked why the
READING Coins RESUMED,
should
have
his
vote.
‘Let
every
man
do
altars, the swinging, ever-burning censers, combing water closed around it there was
lates to: the Conference and to the Western Lord*madée men and’ women after de made
this, and politicians will be careful whom
The Illinois Y. M, reported general sucthe great galleries, the choir dnd’ tlie sdc- a momentary pause, a tremor like that of
they nominate for office. There is a terri- cess. Its members have decreased by the and Central Boards of Publication. - He al- everything else. The reply was, ‘He did
risty, worshipers’ kneeling here
|
and there all one suddenly terrified passed over it from
so gave an account ofthe present condition
not want the men and women "hanging
through the building, mumbling, their pray- stem to stern; even the great heartof the ble power on the wrong side, but, thank organization of the southern Illinois Y. M. of te finances.
God,
we
know
that
wé
are
right
and
our
round.”
Anofher bov, once sent to the
This
loss
has
been
partially
made
up
by
the
ers while counting
their beads, the whole engine ceased to beat,
* Rev. A. H. Chase, in behalf of the Westand its laboyed enemies wrong. The speaker referred to reception of a Q. M. from Missouri, and
barn for eggs, returned with the
: reply that
enveloped in mellow light streaming through Wreathing avas for the moment stilled ; then
his Fecent experience in Congress. While another from the state. Much interest has &m Board, also reported in regard to the there were no eggs, but there were a plengorgeously stained window-panes,
resent
two great rolling waves seized it in their the great majority of Senators and Repre- been manifisied in Home Missiong,—— suspension of the publicdtion of the Chris- ty of hens standing round. Now there are
a séone’ that is as restful as it is inspiring,
tian Freeman, and the comiection of the
arms and hurried ‘it dowre the rushing eur- sentatives in Congress use liquor, there are Ohio River Y.
too many such hens in the churches. This
reports
revivals and
then here, is the Grey Nunnery, | vent. Now we were driving straight for |
Western
and the Central Boards. These
some noble exceptions. He hoped the num- steady progress. Rs
class is too large. This is what we have.
interest
is
founded: a hundred and eighty years ago, an ugly ledge of rocks that seemed certainreports were laid on the table, until the reNow what do we want?
One’ great want
ber
of
the
latter
would
be
increased.
There
felt
in
8,
Schools.~—=The
Ohio-has
made
having furnished a home to the poor and ly in our pathway; now for an island that
port of the Central Board should be made.
is educated Sunday school teachers. ~Anaged and friendlesd during all’ ‘this tine, it seemed impossible to escape; then for the is a splendid chance for it. As a nation, some advance... Two useful ministers have Adjourned.
other is pleas: wt Sunny school rooms; and
till it has at length become too small for the ‘leaping water that seemed about to devour we have sufféred immensely from intemper- died.——In the Minnesota, there has been
EVENING,
a third is more
ney.
Now how shall
ance.
It
has
been
estimated
that
half
a
milconsiderable
embarrassment
but
somg
prog_ needy throng, that is ever pressing
to it, both boat and cargo; but .always there
.The evening was devoted to the Sabbath we get what we wdy ? We must use propion of our brave soldiers lost their lives in ress Rev. N..J. Robinson, one of the
and is being exchanged for a new and larg- stood those two niuscular
men atthe wheel, the late war in consequence of the use of pioneer ministers, has recently died. —The school Anniversary. Prayer was offered by ‘er appliances. We do well to use decoys,
er building up town. In one room the
lifting sometimes with all their might, and intoxicating drinks.
A large portion of Michigan is firm and inflexible in its de- Rev. L. L. Harmon of N. H.™ The singing such as ar used in catching = wild turkeys.
.black-hooded nufis are bending over sick
‘the most the officers in our. army are intemperate nominational work, Its educational inter- for the évening was done by the children of They are led along, pass ito the hele, but
past
safety
in
us
taking
always
“couches and soothing restless sufferers ; | threatening points, One places great reli~ in another they gre directing the ‘industries ance upon the rudder chain iin such places men. The same is true of the occupants of est centers largely in Hillsdale College, the Sabbath school connected with the Hills- with their attention directed’ upwards, they
never look dow to pass out of thé hole inthe different departments of our govern- which, though ,embarrassed, has done a no- dale church.
of busy laborers’; in another they are tgachas those, and is apt to look to that as his ment. Our Treasury,department has been ble work.——The N, Y. and Penn. speaks
to
which they entered. Let us go out and
(Coyresponding
the!
Esq,
Page,
W.
E.
ing eager ehildren A B C's and Catholicism ; main hope of safety.
But we passed
+ in yet, another they are attending to the through and out of the rapids, down under robbed by intemperate men. In view of all’ of the interest at Elmira as flourishing.—— Secretary, presented his annual report. It: entice children into, the Sabbath school, and
imbeciles of all ages; while in one whole the «Victoria bridge, in among the foreign these facts, 16t us go forward and dischargq The Pennsylvania reports steadfastness. showed that the secretary, though equally when once secured let us direct their attenwing are the white-veiled nuns of the ships at anchor, up to the wharf ‘and off ‘our duty as Christian men in. the fear ——The Ohio and Pénn. asks attention to painstaking, had been less successful in ob- tion away to Jesus. All can do something.
interest.——The
Holland taining statistics than last year. The facts Those that can do nothing else can scatter
- cloister, those who have renounced the upon the firm-feeling street, conscious of a of God, and his Plassing will er Own nr; ef- the Cleveland
forts.
Purchase Y. M. is strongly attached to the obtained, however, are of a very encourag- grain. The speaker closed by relating a
world and shut themselves forever from its
grateful feeling because the rudder-chain
Rev.R.
Dunn
suid,
the
idea,
of
voting
denomination, and has an ardent desive for ing character. There has been a gain’ in ‘telling anecdote of a little girl who loved
scenes, The nunnery chapel iis a beautiful held through this particular passage.
means something, and we should be careful its prosperity. The letter discussed at some the number of revivals, and in the general Jesus and whom Jesus loved, who went
little retreat, -aliays hallowed by the dei
v MM.
votions of some kneeling worshiper; and
we vote. A drunken man ii utterly length the character and importante of the character and efficiency of S. school work, and sought her brother, and led him: to

The Morning Star.
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Ami

kept quiet by the prescuce of their bowed
A forms,

A ploagant, vide from the annoy brings

one; to the Jesuits! church and : college, the

latter an extensive building ‘and filled with
students of various ages. - The church has
by far the

most

elegant

interior that we

how
Jesus also. He is now a Pastor of a Shurch
unfit to hold any office. We do not know Baptist Union, and urged that the denomi- A plan has been adopted by which aid ds | in the. West.
:
“ Would you believe if, Sandy,” said a what to expect of them. Thgywman not be nation help it.——The letter from the Pe- to be afforded to poor Sabbath schools, in’
Rev.
G,
P.
Blanchard,
of ‘Mich., said we
divine, * that I never thought of the ser- trusted anywhere. He would never vote nobscot Y. M. was of aeheering character, obtaining libraries, esnecially if they. are
needed
lo
teaching
of
what
shall not be.
for
a
drunkard
if
he
knew
it,
and.
in
referinclined
to
do
something
for
themselves,
~The
Maine
Central
letter
referred
to
mon before® 1 went té the pulpit? ' * Oh,
done,
and
much
more
of
what
may
be done,
that is’ pxactly what Mr. Mackintosh and T ‘ence tq this assertion he referred to his own | the removal of thefMaine State Seimnary and it is hoped that great good will result that is pleasant and profitable.
have been saying while you were preach- past action, and spoke of a large number of to. Pittsfield, and the removal of the Tyee from it. . The report expressed itself stronging. ".
.
ly against a class of books now in 8. school
(Continued on forth page.)
things whieh Christian. and temperate men | logical school to Lewiston,
Lar
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After you have told it six or eight times, take

On provigns ‘visit, her Misbatid had told
me

terference with that condition would be
disease.
And so all experiments prove

it for granted, that the usual atténdants have
got it by heart,

that. she—his wife—had become most abus-

waste

that

any

5. Don't always talk about.‘
1”

matter

does

not

pass

ofl’ from

This question was first asked under pecu-

ing facts you have met with, of some

the

him with thee the startling question, “Where

is Abel thy brotfer? » He knew he had kill"

ed hini,and, probably,he had buried him. He

healthy, temperate man there is from

denies the fact, and says, ** Am I my brother's

to $iX or

seven

parts

‘of waste

matter,

thought differently, and

But God

mine.”

Co

had done.

He held him

responsible for his brother's
for him,

safety, so far as he could secure it

this, I infer that we are responsible

From

This process in the human system

to God for the safety of our brother, (using

tifatty degeneracy.”

the word brother in its broadest sense, in-

to

ag

whom we may be acquainted) go far as we
have the opportunity to do. him good. This
ik in’ keeping with the teachings of the Sa-

Thou

cred Volume.

thy

shalt not hate

impoverishes

the

blood,

and

there

It

is no’

surer road to fatty degeneration of ‘muscular fiber, so much to be feared,
It is especially hurtful by bringing on disease of the
heart. Three quarters, of the chronic diseases

It is not
ourselves,
suffer loss
Testament

teaches the same,—*‘Look not every man
upon his own things, but every man also
This was the
upon the things of others.”
example of Christ. To some extent our
brother's welfare is intrusted to us,
|

of England,and a large proportion in America, are in some way combined with fatty

degeneracy,

and

chiefly

use ardent spirits.”

with those ‘who

Here we

have

one

of

the most fruitful causes of so many’ dyihg
with heart disease so suddenly. ‘“The blood
gets loaded with fat; the walls'of the
heart
become fat, and the heart. gets sluggish,

@

the common verdict of mankind we are
guilty of his blood.
We see a man gather-

talks English quite well, ~ Addressing,me
he said, ‘“ I wish gou would

say.

right.

You are a sober,
drunkard’s road to ruin.
temperate man,and can govern your appetite,

the power of life, so modifies

but your neighbor has a strong gppetite, and
is unable to control it after he drinks the
first glass, Have yowno duty to do'to him?
Is it right for you to furnish him with the
means of self-ruin ? Can you innocently say,
“Am I my brother’s keeper ?” Is it proper for
you to offer him, even-as an act of courtesy,

medical agents, that

intemperance

constitutes

one of the strongest predisposing causes.”
He says again, *‘Incbriation so enfeebles
of disease,

and

changes

the

the

profession,

of

¥nless the young phyahd

is not

fit

you

mind,

don’t

thought

when

it has

start

has just
come

to

for

.

Down in what is called here in Midnapore, the ¢ Big Bazar,” which by the way
is the chief street in the native town for
all kinds of shops, isa Zenana to which I

a practitioner of the present age.”

wish to take you:

The road itself is good

Here we have the reason why so many
intemperate men die with diseases from

being well metaled,

is ~offended,

or

words, ““As an article of daily use, alcoholic

is

liquors produce the most deplorable

made weak.” Rom. 14: 21. Paul taught
that though a man might innocently eat
* flesh or drink wine, yet if his.eating or

quences.”

offended
it, and
Christ
saying

“ere

a brother, he should abstain from
not destroy a brother for whom
Can we excuse ourselves,
died.
like Cain, “Am Imy brothér's'keep-

But‘are

not souls committed to our care?

Is tliere no responsibility resting upon us?
We know there is power in the gospeh to
3
We know many of our
save
from sin.

neighbors are exposed to ruin. Have we
no duties to do To them ? Have we warned them

as

we

ought?

‘Have

we

evén

told them of Christ and his power to save?
are

millions

without

liver, epilepsy, muscular tremor, gastrini,
pyrosis, - various dispeptic disorders, and

the

On efery side ate high brick walls.

Most of the rooms are low, dark and dismal
gospel. Are we in no sense responsible for
their salvation? Can we innocently turn a various lesions of the kidney. Incidentally with scarcely any ventilation, only here and
The walls
deaf earto their earnest cry for help, and alcohol favors the production of nearly all there a small barred window.

satisfy our consciences
my brother's keeper?”

by saying,
. % _.

“Am I diseases, by lessening the power of resisting have a heavy coatingof smoke, oil and dust;
their eauses, and contributing to their fatal- ‘but as we are allowed the court, we will
Ww,
ity by impairing the ability to tolerate or nbt trouble ourselves about the ‘private
overcome them.”

Alcohol, No. 5.
————

In Ex. Gov.

Andrews's defence of the use

of irvtoxicating liquors before the Mass.
Legislature, he claimed that laboring men
who used these liquors would not wear out
as fast as those who did .not.

The

is constantly undergoing a chauge.

Here

we

have

some

of

apartments.

The heat in the court is often

the ablest testipgony in the country. With | very.oppressive being radiated from all the
this testimony, is alcohol a remedy to be re- surrounding walls aufl the brick floor. The
sorted to for every little indisposition that Babu's wife, a girl of about fourteen or fif-

. ITS NATURE AND EFFECTS.

fleshis heir to? _ And I might add to this

teen years of age, and who has already been

testimony that of the eminent Dr. Broussais of France, on all these subjects.

married quite a number of years, yery soon

7

A.D,
Thee

system

came out with a bright smiling face and
_|sbrought for me what. looked like a yankee
kitchen chair,

:

She next

brings. her . books

and slate, and tak®s her stand directly back
“Speaking in Meeting.”
of ty chair, a place a native invariably oc;
Lr
cupies when he has anything to say.
She
May 1 offer some hints, which may, per-4 is dressed in a single piece of thin white
haps, be helpful to some young converts, muslin cloth several yards long.
This
and possibly to some old converts ?
cloth is wound around her body once only,

The

worn out particles of matter are constantly

. passing off from the body, and new parti.. cles arg deposited in the system from the
blood. The passing off of the particles
may be seen in case of sickness, when tlié
appetite fails and the new supply is not fur.nished from the food. This process is go-

Sunday-school

1. Do not think, nor feel, nor say, that

to speak in meeting, is the substance of tak-

ing up our cross, . To not a few it is, doubt-’

then taken up over her head, thus the whole

boby is vailed.
~

Jewels of
Ses

course

abound

Quackery?

J. Bennet Tyler writes

to the

National

Teacher, touching Sunday-school empiri-’
cism, as follows:
*«Tt may be well, also, to remember that

women,

BY JOSEPH
:

RANDALL'S

FULLONTON.

trae.

JOURNAL

TO

MEETING IN BELGRADE,

A

YEARLY

ME., 1801.

He left his home in New Durham, N. H.,
Sept. 1, for the purpase of attending the

Yearly Meeting, but made it, as was
mon with him, a

somewhat

¢om-

extensive

and

so-called road, which was little ‘sore than
an Indian trail, forty miles into the woods
ere he found a dozen
of the Northwest.
families, with swarms of children, who
welcomed bin as only the isolated baek-

as young,

was. taken into a private

dotted

He

says,

‘Found

it

comfortable.”
6. “First day, very-large
gathering. 1
spake from
Acts 3: 19.
Repent ve therefore and be converted.
A very glorious season. 7. Attended to the’
business of the Y. M. A number brought
out of darkness. It was a great day of
God’s power.” “8. Went over to Sydney

these

log-eabin

to be taught.

-There could be

teaching Without it.

The

speaker elncidated the theory of the

er's meeting

which

Rev.”

teach-

Mr." Crafts; of

Stoneham, at the yesterday's session, announced that he had already put into
practice. The mind of every pupi}l should be
set at work, and kept so constantly. If
scholars were of sufficient age and intelli
gence, there would sometimes be a question on which two of them would take directly opposite sides.

Each

should

be- al-

lowed to sustain his own views by such ar-

guments as he"had to offer, while the teachshe considered the decisive

argument.

attended

awarded them.
mense

He thought them an im-

improvement

on the old

question-

book system:
He then reviewed
the results of the Sabbath-school, .and spoke of

, previous visit.
Edgecomb.

This.last'town is on what thenW%was called
Squam Island. He
it one Yf the Isles
waiting for God's law, and on thd afternoon
Island call-

ed Barter’s and had a meeting afternoon and
evening: He says, ‘Souls were much
struck by the power of God.” ‘‘15, Meeting all day and evening in Boothbay.
Professors were much awakened,backsliders

returned and sinners cried for mercy.”
The two following days he was back
in Edgecomb.
He held meetings both days
and visited some who were sick. On the
last day in the evening, a remarkable meet-

ing was held at.a’ brother Knights. Three

of the Parsons family, afterwards well
known, spake in this meeting. . It did no

close till one o'clock in the morning,

S. S. Boogs.—1I sometimes take my boy's

library book when he comes home from the
Sabbath-school, and look it over.
Ooceasionally he gets hold of some valuable and

interesting book of history,
phy of Martin

Luther,

like a Biogra-

sometimes

an

his-

torical romance—not too romantic to be
instructive, nor too historical to be enter- ,
taining—like those
admirable
volumes
which Frances Eastwood has recently given
to the public. But his taste and mine do
not always agree, and-not infrequently the
book he likes the best is the one I wish he
had never seen. It seems to me that the
Sabbath-school Library ought never tp have

a book in it to which a Christian parent can
reasonably object; but it does have a good
many. None, indeed, which are vicious,
but Rot a few which teach not'a fulse but a
morbid

réligion ; -and still none which

tend

to make the youthful reader imagine that
life is like
a school in which the goed pupil is sure of a reward of merit, whereas;
ever since the days of Job the reward of

in the backwoods, but who sometimes

ven-

vention,

does

sherit has often been only blows. Certainly,” that kind of virtue which is based on

silence—a virtue, by the way, iz wlich bet-

be happy,” is not much more likely to stand

we are

ment day.—Rev.

settlements to a ¢on-

not always hold fast to the golden
bound

in

and

the aphorism, * Be virtuous and you shail

grace of

the tests of this life than those of the judg-

His efforts,

all candor to admit, are

creditable

Sunday-school

in the ‘evbning at
his good friend's, Jo
Card. His wife
was blind, but had: rgat spiritual sight.

in ~

LD

|

efficiency of the labors of a plain, earnest,
uneducated layman among a people to
whom he was adapted.
i
** We recall another who is a capital man

not always

ful and glorious seaso
He then went eas
miles, where he preac

He

rejoiced at the introduction of uniform les:
song, and had honestly joined in the praise

revivals, hundreds gf*conversions, and numbers of new churches, attestthe value and

orto a village -church,

cause.

to himself
Now,

while

with

Lyman Abbott.

or the
such

men often.do most excellent “service on the
frontier, where sympathy

.

er should finally be able to offer what he or

Sunday-schools, . and - numerous

ter men are sometimes lacking.

Went to Hallowell and

the

no success]

nei settlements ail over with

ble.” ¢ 10.

14th, he wention to

conception of what was

was also a prime requisite.

would well-nigh have
starved but for
the bag of oats with which the missionary
was provided. This same missionary has

tures out of the back

of the

nite

‘

Oue might carry a great deal in his mind,
and it might still be a jumble and confused
mass, Sympathy with the class which one
was teaching by recollection dnd’ reflection

dured a pitiless storm
without shelter, for
there was no stable in the settlement, and

and held a meeting. It was a solemn convicting time.” ‘9, Attended Conference
meetingin Belgrade and found it profita-

/

one would deny this in theory, but five thousand or more Sabbath-school teachers
in Massachusetts. practically denied or ignored it every Sabbath. They went before
their classes with little or nothing to impart.
The second requisite was a clear-and defi-

cabin,

Saturday,

is

How To TeacH.—~The late 8. S, Convetion, in Boston, began with an appropriate.
address by Rev. Wm. Lamson,
D, D., of
Brookline, on *¢ How to leach.”
The first
thing was to’have something to teach,
No

woodsman can.
The entire settlement
came out to hear a plain layman preach.
The Sunday-schgol, émbracing old as well
for the school-house was not yet built. - The
missionary ate his brown bread and maplemolasses, for this was allhegir most generous hospitality could offer. The pony en-

5.

To ‘him. and

direction at least, have less of dodged responsibility.—S8. 8. Workman, ,

or manned with teachers who know

laborious preaching tour. Ile makes in
his journal the distance to Belgrade 122
miles. He was four days on the road and
puts down nothing very . special till the
last day, from Lewiston 40 miles, concerning which he writes, < Had great consolation on the road,” TheY. M. commenced
Sept,

neglect, but his. joy is deep.

to his friends, net to the Sunday-school, be
the blame attachedif parents are negligent.
But how may therd be less neglect at
home? 1. By more preaching on the duties
of parents. 2. By more editorial attention
to the subject. 8. By a,better understanding between parents and teachers as to the
true design of their respective work.
4. By
more harmony with God's ideals of the family and the school. On these points, let all
concerned be attentive, snd.ave shall, in this

g
oi" nothing, practically, of their duties.
=H" We happer to know a Sunday-school the faults and excellences of the system
missionary who, not long since, followed a’ eloduent language.—S8. S. Workman.

Barly Sketches.—
Ne:

A

the

Ine TeacHrr's

uncul-

'WoRK. - The life-long

work of the Sunday-school should be to
furnishto these young recruits weapons and

tured, enterprising settlers, and a willingness to share their rude fare and meager
hospitality, are better than refined tastes or
rofound knowledge, they will not do at all

armor, and teach them to fight the good

would they be likely to shine in Sundayschool institutes, where advanced meth

from rank to rank; its soldiers fight on and
fight always, clear down to the invalid

or Rev. Dr. Silvertongue's “pulpit.

Nor

and the philosophy of teaching are in order.

-

fight of faith,
@
Let them understand that there are no
‘thirty day men”in this army, but that,

corps

But, on the other hand, we fear that Dr.
Silvertong ie, would not do for the woods;

and

the

veterans;

all

sentinels on

duty ; all veorultiussoficers,
And so, teacher,
having with earnest conand we doubt whether the men of science secration. entered upon your work, with
‘and refined habits and culture could quite | careful diligence prepared for its duties,
make up their minds to live on brown bread and with faithful zeal discharged them, you
and molasses, or even corn-dodgers and ba- may confidently look for the promised recon, or to sleep in cabins of only one room,
ward.
Wi
:
withs father, mother, and nine children, to
A reward beyond evety other, to bé able
say nothing of‘'dogs and vermin, even if to say with the
Master~** those whom thou
the societies could afford to pay the salaries hast given me have I kept,”—not lost and
which such men readily command,
found again after years of painful and ago“Bo, Mr. Editor, while admitting the nized seeking, but that blessed keeping
Rev. Mr. Shallow’s deficiencies, pray do which counts its treasures one by ‘one into
not be too hard on him. Send him out the hands of the Lord, And at the end—
among the people who are too hungry to be ah, let us not call it the end, but the *‘honse
fastidious ; to the numbers of destitute coming,” as the dear old Scotch song has
children who are ready to welcome the it, the home coming to our own country,
Sunday-school in its erudest form; and if where there will be more to cry welcome
his heart is full of love for Christ and the than there are here to say farewell. Not
children, he may find a field where even to go along journey -into a strange land,
shallow culture shall not be barren or un- but only stepping. at evening through an
fruitful.”
?
always open door.— National Sunday-school’
“
.
Teacher,
:
\

The next day he went on another Island,
hg on’in health just the same only it is less, no cross ‘at all. They delight in it,
called Newaggen.
In a meeting, one or
kles.
She
begins
her
lessons
by
reading.
not seen ; und the renewing. is seen in re- and are’ much happier when they speak,
the storyof Christ féeding the multitude. two professed conversion. Victory was
than when they do not speak.
! After reading a short passage, she is asked gained, and at the close of the evening serDobaiNe RESPoNsisiLITy. A dodge
> If is just nothing, usually, to what it is what Christ did with the bread. ‘He took vice he came back to Squam Island, where a deviation froin the regular line of proced-is
‘|to give our money heartily “to Christ, to it. up to heaven,” ghe replied.
0, no, think ‘he arrived after midnifht.” ¢ 19, Visited ure, in order to avoid something which, in | Hints To TeAcHERS. Trained teachers
1
would come upon us. He are a powerful element of success.
Xkeep our hearts, to be honest,
in our’ deal- again. * Hesent it'up.”
No, no, read it some families and attended the funeral of a-fthe
regular
who ayoids aline,
calamity makes a good dodge,
There is‘one key to a child's heart. That,
ings, to be gentle and Christlike to the once more, which she does, and then gives deat sister Welch.” 20. Was the Sabbath. but
he who
‘on ears, nose, neck,

wrists, . waist and an-

“hr

‘home-circle, especially to inferiors

many

other things to be and

and

in

do as we

the correct answer. *

:

. “Why,” saidI, “ ought we to give God
Shanks P ona
ors ib itnod
0
“¢ Because He gives us all ‘we have.”
2. When you speak, don't repeat what
“ If he gives us all’things,is it not our duhundreds have said, almost in their v
words. 'Itmay appear ¢ iiidess like
re: “ty fo love and obey him,” Iasked ? * How

the 1

ought.

1

we

| citinga lesson, which Alf’ have

yoursel®~=Say
eo | conned, © Be Yor
, | which you have thought
out.
A

eo
i

something

3. Don't feel it needfil’ to, tell, your

every prayer-meeting. | back?
LB

»

TM

tl

We know there

conse-

Dr. John C. Warren, of Boston,

rough door, tarred to save it from the white
ants, which you will observe has a hole in
it about two inches square.
This must

has publicly endorsed all that Dr. Sewell | have been cut for the ‘express purpose of a
has said about alcoholic liquors. Dr. Aus- peep hole for the sole benefit of the fetin Flint, of Bellevue Hospital, Medical male inmates who are not allowed to show
College, New York City, says, “In cases of. their faces outside of this inner door. It is
very amusing sometimes "when we knock
chronic alcoholism, the digestive powers
are weakened, the appetite is impaired, the for admittance, to see nothing but one great’
muscular system is enfeebled, the genera- eye sjqring out at us. _ Closing the door
tive functions decay, the blood is. impover- back of us, we entera narrow dark pasishe !, the nutrition is imperfect and disor- sage, from this we go into a well swept
dered, and as .shown by the flabbiness of open court. From this place you can see.
the skin and muscles, and emaciation, or | scarcely a single * pleasing object but the
clear,blue, beautiful sky above your head, a
abiiormal accumulation of fat.”
Again he says, ‘The effects of alcohol en- prison indeed, bereft of all the enchanting
ter directly into the causation of ‘many af- ‘scenes which God has created for ma
:
3
fections, such as cirrosis.of the liver, fatty alone.

drinking cansed a brother to stumble, or

uments described by a late‘correspondent of

tle wife not a whit abashed thpgwing up the
cloth from off” her face, laughingly asked, the scierice of Sunday-school- teaching \is
*“ What did he say ?* Telling her asmuch hardly out of its infancy. Our country is
of the conversation as I thought best, I large and new, and society is, to a great
extent, erude, and rudimental teaching is
gave her a short plain talk on the duties of not without its uses, ‘Even tlre bluster and
a wife, &c. She had neglected her needle- officiousness of empiricism may, sometimes,
work, but had made commendable progress arrest attention, and lead thoughtful minds
to study and investigation.’ But it is quite
in her studies.
4
time that these glory-seeking,
notorietyIt is,indeed,
sad to see how very low these loving liobbyists should give place to earnest
people are—scarcely a single true idea of and thoughtful workers, who shall seek the
life and real happiness.
The blessed; the advancement of Sunday-schools rather than
life-giving gospel is the only thing that can their own.
“If Rev. Nabal Shallow chances to be
lift them®to true manhood and womanhood.
a Sunday-school missionary, his place is
Are there not some young ladies in our evidently on the frontier, where the church
whole denomination whom the ¢ Still small and the regular preacher have not yet gone,
vhice ” is urging to come and take the light and where the Sunday-school is yet to be
organized, or if organized, is perchance offito these prison homes ?
Com.
cered and taught by two or three godly

but is so narrow that it |

is quite difficult Tor two garrier to pass each
other. When this is attempted, it is most
alcoholindts mildest form ? If you do, are which the temperate would sooil recover.
amusing to watch the old women with their
The
system
becomes
so
diseased
all
through,
“you not respofisible for all the sad results
oaskets of trinkets, cobblers with their tatthat grow out of it ? God says, “Woe unto so shattered, its vital enérgies so paralyzed,
tered shoes all scrambling for their treashim that giveth his neighbor drink, that that a slight disease soon takes them off.
puttest thy bottle to him; and makest himr| Dr. Sewell says, ‘from a fearful observa- ures for fear of having them run over,
The cup of tlie Lords right tion of this Subject, during many years of while the passers-by jump into the nearest
drunken. . .
practice, I am persuaded that tens of thou- shop to save their feet from crushing.
hand shall be turned unto thee, and shameful
But the’ Zenana in this street i§ what I
spewing shall be on thy glory.” Hab. 7: 15 , | sands of temperate. drinkers die annually
16. Isiit proper for you to set him the ex- of diseases through which the abstemious wish to speak of. We enter the house by a
small shop where brass dishes are sold—
ample that it will not be safe for him to fol- would pass in safety.”
Forty years ago, Dr.- George B., inthe the natives always use brass dishés when
low ? “It is good neither to eat flesh, nor
to drink wine, nor anything whereby thy United States Dispensatory, published these they can afford them—then come to a low
or

traces of ancient ruined streets and old mon-

she replied in a whis-

nothing more, so icstead of telling her that
she is a gieat scold and liar, you ought to
heip and encourage her to do better.”

have

‘A Zenana Visit.

sician has studied thoroughly the constitution of the drunkard, "he has but. partially
learned his

* At my father's”

Where
:

per to me,

something to

(3) When

Don’t say this

character

operation

Ty

© He then turned to her and asked
is your needle-work

your mind fifty times-before.
Pray over every thing,—speaking, praying, and singing. Then, you may hope
for the unction.
:
A FRIEND.

If fire or flood is ap- .the human bodyis liable, that has not, in
disease,

Say it.

come to my

there is scarcely a morbid affection to which

against

(2)

Have

Likely as not you wont, if you

one way. or’ another, been produced by
them. So far from protecting the system

stumbleth,

herdes-

* Yes,” he said, * that will be good.’

did you get up for? Don’t spin out,hoping
tc get worked up to something by and by.

proaching his premises, have we no duty
to do to apprise him of this danger, and assist in saving his property? Let us apply
this principle to the subject: of intemperThousands are going down the
ance.

brother

give

After asking her some questions about
said it stop. Don’t begin by saying you her lessons, he left us.
hn
If so, what |
have nothing on your mind.
The moment that he was out of sight,
the }it-

but a small part of the catalogue of diseases produced by alcoholic drinks.
Indeed,

a

Testament.”

E. g. “0 Lord, revive thy
I think it is decidedly better as

8. In "a word, (1)

delirium tremens, lethargy, apoplexy, melancholy, and premature old age, compose

Certainly in" this respect we are

2. His Property.

cloth

scarcely an

audible word was spoken. Her husband, a
man of twenty-four or five years of age;

grow in grace,and keep holy zeal alive, and
in a héaithful state, we must have ideas.

ulcers, rhumatism, gout, tremors, palpitation, hysteria, epilepsy, palsy, madness,

ing poisonous fruit the nature of which he
knows not, we can not innocently withold
the information,saying, ‘““Am I my .brother’s
his keeper.

“when instantly her

was drawn over her face, and

God imposed this when he instituted the
family? * And yet how few parents attempt
fairly to meet this obligation! Some neg-

ES . S. Depavtment.

1. His Lire. If we sce him geing where
ke may lose his life, for example, on weak | gets fat, gets sore, gets tired, and stops.”
and votten ice, or in the river unable to Dr. Storer.
reach the shore, and must be drowned if
Says Dr. Sewell, “But time would fail
some one does not come to the rescue. If me, were I to attempt an account of half
we in one case, give him ho warning, or in the pathology of drunkenness.
Dyspepsia,
the other, make no ei’ort to save him, by jaundice, emaciation, corpulence, dropsy,

keeper?"

is n't worth much,

We would specially apply these
coppments
to the responsibility.of parents‘inthé mas
ter of home training, = Who doubts that

*“ Madam,” said heto me, * hglf she the Star, but he found worse rains, as he
it stands in the Bible, without the *‘er”. says is lies, that is one of her excuses; she
was convinced. He met a professed minisReligion does not consist in murdering the should have it here.”
;
ter named N. N. Randall, could not feel him
King's English.
Speaking to her. again he said, in any- in the Spirit,—thought him an impostor,
7. Make a little preparation for the | thing but a pleasant manner, * Why is and was faithful enough to tell him so.
prayer-meeting.
If you meet with some- your work not here, and why do you not apRandall then turned homeward, preachthing: especially interesting, lay it up for ply yourself and learn something, you will ing and visiting by the way; and was Gor 7 |
the meeting ; if in reading the Bible, some | never have a better opportunity.
days on the journey.
Oct. 1, he reached. {
My moth|
text or Scripture incident deeply interests
er now does all the house-work, but she is New Durham and says, *“ Blessed be God, |
you, lay by some thoughts about it for growing old, soon the whole will fall on had consolation in the family while praying |
the prayer-meeting. Then, if a gap oec- you, then you will have no time for read- tooother.” Then he traveled, labored and
curs, and your speech Seems to be called ing. Ihave no time to spend with you, and preached with success for one ‘calendar
for by duty, *‘ Speak of "the things you have [if I had, T should be ashamed to teach you I” month ; and found the service of the Masmade touching the King,” or, his great Thinking that
|
:
the poor child had had ter pleasant,
|
cause. * If Christians would generally do enough of this kind of ‘admonition, turning
this, having, at home, prayed over their to him I said, ¢* Babu you should not talk in
littie speech, what instructive and impres- | this manner to - your wife, you took her
sive prayer-meetings we should have. To when a mere child, and even now she is

fatty

degeneracy more than any other agent.

.and this un-

der the Jewish dispensation.
enough that we do not injure him
we must not see him injured, or
if wé can prevent it, * The New

Titian

ion.” Peter and John, and Paul were religious, but I don’t believe they ever did
80.
1.
6. Do_not add the unmeaning syllable
*“er” or ‘‘ ah” to a sentence, or a part of a

is called

This is what gives to

Dr. Chamber Says, “Alcohol produces

brother in thine heart. thou ‘shalt in any
wise rebuke thy neighbor, and not suffer sin
upon him. Even if his ox or ass was going
astray, he should be returned,

husband entered;

liquor drinkers that plump and round appearance, and’ often makes people think
that liquors agree ‘with them; and some
even think that liquors cause more food to sentence.
be appropriated in nourishing the system. work-er.”

race with

cluding any one .of the human

of our feeling.

HRA

obey
the truth, but they dodge.
Vain are
these efforts, and damaging as well as vain,
What God sends us in
i
of . duty, that
we should cheerfully meet, and, meeting it, we would secure a greatreward.
!

tarried some days and op the 22d,he started
with them in a vessel, The wind did not lect it utterly, others make spasthodic, feefill the sails well and it required most of the ble efforts at it, but nota few dodge it, asday to. make the voyage. The next day suming that the Sunday-school fully meets
the case,
Now, let it for once be clear]
was Wednesday, and he held two meetings understood: 1, God never warranted such.’
at a school-house, He says, “The seasons a dodge. 2. Sunday-school workers never
were comfortable and refreshing.” There warranted it, but they repudiate such dodgare sevepu] islands in the vicinity of Bristol ing. All they hope to do is to help the parand of course he: found some of them, for ent, to supplement home instruction,. not
to supersede it. 3. Common sense never
thé same evening he preached on one called warrented parents in dodging their own obRuthford, He says, “The blessed presence Jigations to their ofispriag. “To provide for
of the King wasananifested.” The next day one’s own, in the highest matters as well
he preached in the same place from the text, as in food and in clothes, is as clearly the
;
“Who is this that cometh up out of the wil- demand of nature as of inspiration.
What, then, does give countenance to
derness leaning on her beloved P' He says, the idea ‘that parents may omit home train| “The saints rejoiced dnd sinners trembled.” ing because the” Sunday-school proposes to
In the evening he held a meeting at Pema- train in the Sime direction? No good conquid. He gave no special attention to the sideration fitvors it, and no good man approves it. Satan only rejoices in parental

parts to the thousand. The lungs ¢an not
sons in morals, something’ that, would teach
use up this surplus, and so it is again de- know it, It is no part of religion, and it is hermot to sgold and lie. She is reading the
positedin the system; and the system is adapted to render religion contemptible in ‘ Peep of Day * which is good, when she
the eyes of some.
Don’t set it down, that
finishes that what can she regd ? “By that
being built up with the worn out material ;
to
object
to
such
things
is to oppose relig- time” I replied ‘she will b/able to study the
just like building a house with rotten lumber.

he

for what

called him to a strict account

know why we feel, and what is the result

enough for keeping womenin ignorance ?
After making a plain and personal application of the lesson, we went on until her

which fails to maR®uas better.
:
5. Don’t get into the vulgar ways of catching your breath, nor of using a’ sing-song
tone in speaking. It tends to lead semsible
and cultyred men to question your sincerity.
They know, that it is nof natural, and you

Or, “Why do you ask me? What one thousand parts of blood, which is used
have I to do with his welfare? He can take vup in the lungs. Dr. Lecunn, an eminent
care of himself. He has never been com- French chemist, found in the blood of drunkmitted to my care. He is no concern of ards as high as one hundred and seventy

keeper?”

*“This is

scoldso fearfully when ignorant, what wi}l of light where there were openings to
she do’ when she has a greater com-' | preach the gospel, but somehow he, besitatmand of language? .Then no one will be ed us ‘to going to Bristol, but he says,
able to cope with her.”.
Is not. this reason “they would not refurn without me." “They

texts

the natural duties of Christians. At times,
indeed,it is well to relate one’s experience.
But, we want more’ living truth brought
out-in our meetings, If we feel, it is well to

three

—————

Acts, 10th chapter, was now.in part repeated, Three men had come from Bristol, 30
miles away, for Randall to go there. He
was all life and readyto fly like -an angel

thejreason,” said he,* I do not take that inter-

of Scripture, of missions, of temperante, of

er, does not prove that.
the wear, or disintegration of tissue is not going on as rapidly inthe one ag in the other.
There is
another process in the drinking man by
which this waste is disposed of, In the

. liarly interesting circumstances. Cain had
"just killed his brother, and God bad visited

ivé both to his mother and sister.

Speak

wer

&

-

more of Christ, of his cause, of any strik- est in ‘her studies as formally ; for if she can

drinking man as rapidly asfrom the teetotal-

i

I

and

that the most rapid change of tissue is the
most perfect health. But the fact’ that the

Brother's Keeper ?

2871,
et
=
————
er
{- “Bible: ‘history - in’ the case - of: - Cornelius; Qodige. CHISTES Hiei oughtto heir

—————

* was in the natural state,

@ommumcations.
Am I My

—

Rd

y

,

On an island

called

Parker's.he

preached

and had an®evening meeting. He writes,
“Glory fo God! Backsliders confessed and
cried for

mercy.

Two

sinners were

con-

verted and the meeting continued till past
midnight.” The people rested a few Lours
and early in the day assembled again, and
the two converted the evening ‘before were
baptized by Randall, after which, he hasten

dodges

a‘ responsibility, not

merely dodges in vain, for he

«cape

can

not .os-

‘it, but, if he could escape it, he him-

self would

be

responsibility
borne, and he
thereby, while
in failure, and

the

loser.

In other words,

can not be shirked, it must be
who manfully bears it profits
the effort to escape results
in damage to him who makes.

There are hosts of
ons who ought to
teach in Sundsy<school, but who do not.
iicatbeth are,
to"Woolwich and had a_meefing ine Qualifications and cOppoTiani
all men
theirs, but, they d 20.
which he says there was some awakening. ought to give more than they i but they
l}

.

a

’

,

key is sympathy,

Wi,

y

0

Power to the Sunday-school teacher has
its cost. Tt does not happen to him.

The teacher Who can stand on common * #

ground with the
succeeds.
:

pupil

is the teacher who
hers
Bf

A teacher may speakto his scholar of du-.
ties to God,

of love to Christ, of the vast

| importance of the future and of the duty
of preparation for it,~but, i his actions do
not
correspond with
his words,
the ghild
will not be deceived.

.

Jr

a

.

{

i

TEL

«

Selections.

| tox is come,

pn

‘Would

it cause

Stop and think!

the race of fashion, lar,

ie come

you joy

calleth” for

A boy came into the office of Elmwéod

All men love liberty and seem bent on
destroying her.
;
.
God is‘the brave man’s hope and not the
ecoward’s excuse,
TH
a

so room, went to the desk where the Superin-

The proper motives to . religion, are the

Mus.

thee?”

Does

Oemetery,

Lord Jesus"

one day, and looking around the

tendent sat reading,

Hamilton, don't | proper proofs of ip. ©.

Mr.

Ave you a. Christian? Dp you follow
ou think your chairs need new’ bottoins ?”
Christ in all things? = Are you unlike the “The gentleman addressud put down his pa-

:

‘

"Why so fast? Be cool; be steady,
Think! your body is but dust; . |

+

nervefo deck it? ~~

Think! and then, if shine you must,
Shine in virtue; yow’ll not peck it.
Stop and think!
Stop and think!
Friendto sudden anger moved,

and

the world as he was?
Arevyou determined
that Christ shall be your all? Are you doing all you can in his canse ? Are you winning souls to Jesus so that they “may share
his glory?" Do men know. you not as a’
‘‘professop of religion” merely, not as a
member of some particilar, sect, but as a
Christian
Do
those who know most of
you- think. most highly of your piety ? Do
those who trade with you, work with you,

“Well, how much will you charge for reseating the four?” .
x,

Do your employers or those you em

The boy looked at the four, which by the
way, were quite large ones, and named his

per, and turning toward the boy said :.
“Well,
my little fellow, I don’t think

lieve you ta be a Christian?

your rashness be reproved.

M\ Bay your friend has wronged
you ; then
,_
Pour not oil en fire; repress it,
Each sarcustic word. Perchunce
You have wounded him, . Confess it.
:
Stop and think!

de-

price.

“Very well, you maydo them.” '

on your representations ?

“Oh! Iamso glad,”

rast

and

Are you a Christian? If so, God speed with tears as he spoke.
you on your way! If not, do you. think it most enough.” .

‘Stop and think!
Money-getting man, remember,
Life is but a dying ember,
v
All the gold of
banks and mines
v
Will not purchase peace supernal ;
All th’estates and bonds on earth
Can not bring you life eternal.
.
Stop and think!

you be a Christian?

~8ab. Rec.

Why not now ?— The
;

Ate You a Christian?"

Give

your

minister &

eyes

have

filled

al-

-ied him there last week, sir, mother and

generous

Me

tian?

: Ft

dll

Christians

were,

like

day

going

support,

fear hell, or if yon

love.

but

do you love Christ? Do you meditate on
“i his life, his teaching, his sufferings, his
death,

his resurrdetion,

intercession,

his

his return,

ascension,

his

and his eternal

and

week,

the shop,

triumphant reign?
Does the thought of
Jesus fill your soul with jov as does the
thought of your most loving friend ? Do

for “the Blind.

you Tove him so that his cross seems pleasant, and his yoke easy, and his, burden
light? Do you have the love of God “shed
abroad in your heart’ by the Holy Spirit?
Do you know the power of that mysterious

up'n his eyes. He had béen !lind from
birth. The oculist, after a careful examination, said to him that

if he

kept telling his second

Revelation gives

would

sub-

mitto a critical surgical ‘operation, there
was a bare possibility that for an instant
Comforter, which takes the things of God he might see; it would be only for an inand shows them unto us? Have you felt | stant—a gleam—and then all power of visits holy impulses on your heart, purifying ion would be destroyed.
He weuldsnever
your soul and lifting it on high, above the see again.
.

i
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wife

how

mueh
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The

Lesson

in
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Complete courses of study for both sexes.
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HILLSDALE
August 3l, 1871,

-

to itself, would’
:

As the clingbing up a sardy way is to the

.

|

FACULTY :

Rev. DANIEL

“
«

.

BL

M."GRAHAM,

D. D., President.

"RANSOM DUNN,A. M., Prof. Bib, Theology.
SPENCER J. FOWLER, A. M., Prof. Mathe-

maticsand Nat. FRlosophy,

;

A. B,, Preceptor,

£

EB. BUGENEJJWADE,’A. B., Prin. of Normal Dep’t.
Miss I.
ARIA SIMONS, Associate.
Miss ADDIE SAW
R. Teacher of Drawing, Paint. ing, Wax-work and Wood Carving.
;
MgS. J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
SU
D. M: WAITT,
Teacher of Writing and Book-Keep- ;

COLLEGE,

|The Fall Term of ‘Hillsdale College will open on
Wednesday,

B, FILES,

NGLLIE KNOWLAON, Preceptress.
rinv M188
Miss AROLINE M. FERNALD, Associate.

BER)

North Scituate, R. I, Oct. 5, 1871

GEORGE

Prin.

G. H. RICK2R,

i

;

piness.

Length of Term, ten weeks.
Aree!
Fall Term Commences August 24, 1871.
Winter Term@ommences
November 9, 1871.

2

Farther S14 Sinple arrahfeients will be made
instruction in all the dep.
ents of the College.
Catalogues sent on Application,

Tay

To the Christ who was never crucified,
who never died, nor was buried, and who
had no need to rise from the dead, I commend you.
.
Some people look upon Truth as an invalid, who can only take the air in a close
carriage, with a gentleman in a black coat
on the box.

L. P.
REYNOLDS,
Hillsdale, Mich., July 29, 1871.

WHITESTOWN

Sec. §

SEMINA

for

who will spend his entire time and energies in and
for the school. “He will be assisted by teachers who
have had experience in the De
ed
them. A course of lectures of general intevest will
be given by Clergymen.
my and Physiology by P.W. McIntyre, M.D,
Terms Prim:

Trehs.

’nY.

NSS

Penmanship

for there is no man more faithful unto thee
than it. For g man’s mind is. sometimes
wont to tell

him more

than

seven

Terns moderate.
:

men that sit above in an high tower.
We have a power to suspend the prosecution of this or that desire; this seems to me
the source of all liberty; in this seemsto
Sonsist that which is improperly called Free
wll.
:
:
:
Richard Bently asked

his

son, “whom

an’

observation

gustine, that those periods
formidable,

he

L.G. JORDAN, A. B . Principal,with three Assist-

when

the

son is to

religion;

power

the

the

great

The special work of this school is to fit students fi
College, and it is open for both sexes:
The schoo.
being composed of only one department, a thorough

negs in doing their work is secured from both teachers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where 80 mi
kinds of work are done. The
students are Sathily drilled in the Latin and Greek
languages, also in
English Grammar, Arithmetic
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra and
Geometry.
Special attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,

of“putting

one

can

being
to ac-

phenomena of

nature

had he not a Supr2me Being to refer to.

If

there had been no God, mankind would have

been obliged to imagine one.
There is much folly that is well expressed,
as there are many fools who

ed.

are well cloth-

r

scanning, &¢.

The

location

'| the College and Theological

not exist

without the other. ‘A reasoning
would lose his reason in attempting
count for

ants.

are critical and

ages of association with

|

.

i

[
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The Pictorial Family Register
.

.
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Pnilisher,

free.® Address,

GEO.

MACLEAN,

3 School sireet, Bostoh.
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AS IMPROVED

:

1871,
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ALL
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/
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OTHERS,

PLACE, BOSTON, MASS.

WANTED.

TERMS LIBERAL.

2
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13eow32

PRAIRIE WEED

Treasury

near

a higher

rank

of over 50 years of successful operation.
Every facility is provided for a thorough course of
useful and ornamental education, under the direction
of a corps of more than 20 professors and
For circulars, Apply to.
!

2m33

JOHN

H.

WILLARD,

teachers.

Whitney's Neats Foot Harness Soap.
;

INSTITUTION.

Cheap

5,. un

ox

Date courses of study tor both sexes.» Classes
formed in Vocal and Instrumental Music, Painting
and Penmanship.
Board in good families, including
wood and lights, $3.00. Suitable rooms can be obtained for selt-boarding. Address for circular, cata-

A

LAND

OF

GRANT

12,000,000
OF

Homes!

THE

2

OF

ACRES

THE

Best Farming and Mineral Liands in America.
3,000,000 Acres of Choice

Farming and

. Lands on the line of the road,

Grazing

in the

State of Nebraska,in the Great Platte Valley

Prices

range

from 82

$10

Per

Acre.

TT

LE]

for acinal Settlers.

Omaha and North Platte,
STEADS ONLY.

SOLDIERS

OF

ARE

FREE

THE

HOMESTEAD

LATE
TO

WAR-

A

OF 160 ACRES

within Railroad limits,

PDERECT

between

open for entry as HOME:

ENTITLED

BOUITY

Send for the new editi

Waterbury Center; Vt., August 2, 1871.

a «

equal to a

OF

$400.

seriptive

pamphlet,

with new maps, mailed five everywhere.
Address
:
O.F. DAVIS,

SEMINARY.

and additional teachers and facilities will 1 e furnish
ed, it is expected, by the commencement of next
term.
A Commercial department has been opened
in conncetion with
this institution and will com-

Instruction will be given

A

AN: IN GENESIS AND

4

or, the

Biblical account

tested by Scientitic Theories of

quity.

By Josepn

P

36

THOMPSON,

.

Na

IN GEOLOGY:
of Man's

Creation.

bis Origin and

b.

Anti,

D..

LLD.

One vol., 12mo,
Price, $1.
Will be scui prepaid
post, on receipt of price; by
LR
BURLINGAME,

will be fur.
ughout.

»

Land Comynissioner, U. P.R. R. Co.
OMAHA, NEA.

+3m36

This Institution, at Wilton, Muscatine Co., Iowa
commences. its Fall Term Tuesday, Sept. 5. It is
soon to be changed from a Seminary to a College,

in music, instrumental and vocal.
Boarding and rooms for seli~boarding,
nished at low rates. Moderate ters
Address,
. REv, 0.

BALM
FOR INHALATION

LINE

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD.

logue or further information, the Principal.

same date.

Free

THE

92,500,000 Acres of Government Land

SEMINARY.

THE FALL TERM of this Institution begins August
29, under the charge of C. A. Moores, A. B., Princial, assisted by a full board of competent Teachers.

mence at the

Farms!

Homesteads

MOUNTAIN

REFINED.)

It Oils, Bl4cks, Polishes and Soaps at
the same time. For Bale by Harness
Makers. Grocers, and Druggists everywhere. Manufactured by
G.F. WHITNEY & CO., Lexington, Mass,

12w84

Lyndon, Vt., Aug. 1871.

WILTON

(STEAM

Ld

NOW FOR SALF, for cash or long credit.
hese lands are in a mild and healthy climate, and
for grain-growing and
toe
ing, unsurpassed by
«any in the United States.8
s

Troy, N.Y.

der a full board of instruction.
Courses of study for
both sexes complete.
1. W..SANBORN, See.

GREEN

13w30

.

advant-

TROY FEMALE SEMINARY.
. This Institution offers the accumulated advantages

» BE

H. S. WILLIAMS, General Agent. s
A~AGRNTS

BON, Proprietors, Boston.

.

is the only work extant which satisfies this want. .1t
is beautiful and ‘striking, combining an entirely new
and elegant FAMILY PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM with
a, complete FAMILY HISTORY. Full
particulars
-and circulars

school 80

The Fall Term will begin on Tueyday, Sept.

BOOK AGENTS bave Jong wanted a novelty in the shbscription lina, which will sell at sight in every family.
.

Bishop Soule’s Liniment,

and culture. The public lectures of these institutions
are invaluable.
;
2
:
A. M. JONES, Sec.
Lewiston, July 2.1871.
4

LYNDON
d

of the

School, affords

students of

$1.50.

Invented b
late BISHOP SOULE, is creat!
a revolution in the cure of SCIATICA, RHEUMATISM,
(EURAL=
GIA, KIDNEY and SPINAL COMPLAINTS, SORE
THROAT,
SPRAINS, &c. The cures effected by it are almost beyond
belief. Try ft, use nothing else, and you will be cured.
It is the ONLY SURE CURE for that dreadful disease, S8CiATICA. For sale by Druggists, price 75¢ and $1.50 per
bottle. 1f your druggist has none, ask him to
get it for
you. All wholesale druggists have it. F.W.
RYDER &

- Tuition $25.00 a year.

of St. Au-

questions runs greatly in advance of the
pains to answer them.
Such appears to be
the period in which we live.
Religiongis as necessary to reason as rea-

:

NICHIOLS
LATIN SCHOOL.
FALL TERM begins Monday, August 21st, and
closes Tuesday, November 28.
3
SPRING: TERM begins Modday,~Jan.. 1, 1872, and
closes Friday, March 22.
.
. SUMMER TERM begins Monday, April 1,!and closes
Monday, June 24.
.

found reading a novel,
Why read a book
which you can not quete ?”’—a saying which
aptly illustrates the nature and object of his
literary studies.
It is, I think,

Send for circular.
J. 8. GARDINRBR, Principal,

:

Ve

N. Parsonsflei], June 26, 1871.

:

Whitestown, N. Y., July 25, 1871.

watch-

fre

:

Suitable rooms can be obtained by those who wish
to board themselves.
:
id
Board at the Boardiag house and in good families
for $3 00. Wood and lights extra. Any
further information furnished on application to. the Principal.
Re
. E. SWEAT, Sec.

"The minds. of some People are like the
First class facilities are furnished students pre
pupil of the hurhan eye, and contract them-" pariug
for college, teaching, or business, in six comselves the more the stronger light there is plete departments.
’
shed upon them.
:
The Ladics’ English and collegiate courses are specLet the counsel of thine own heart stand ; ially recommended.

-

Common English

High English
Anguages
Musto,
Use of Instrument

The calendar of the 31st-Aeademical year of this
Institution is as follows:
i
>
FALLTERM,
+=
+
=
iia».
A$ng.98
WINTER TBRM,
«+
=.
.« Dec.1l
SPRING TERM, .
- March27,1872

he

of Crime.

transaction
of

CENTRAL ENSEXTULE,

MOMILLAN, A.
M.,
Prof.’ Aneient LanFor further particulars, nddress G. B. Files, Unity, ~
feet of the aged, so is a wife full of words GEORGE
Funges.,
Me, during
the month of July, and afterw
E. Eu‘HIRAM COLLIER, A. M., Prof. Nat. Science.
to a quiet man.
ne
8
gené
Wade, Pittsiicld, Me.
“$
H.
LAURA ROWE, A: M,, Prin. Ladies’ Department.
C.A. FARR
Secretary.
If the stone strike aging the earthen jar, JENNIE de 1a MONTAIGNE, Teacher of French.
Pittsfield, Me., June 27,1871.
BLL,
. v
©. RIDEOUT, Prin. Com. Department. =
| woe to the jar; and i the jar strike against ALEX.
W. A. DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.
1 the stone, woe, not the less, to the jar.
GEO: BX Yarones, Instructor in Drawing and
NORTH PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY
Happiness is havin what one’ likes; MELVILLE \. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental
:
The Fall term will commence on Tuesday,
Aug. 22
and Vocal Music.
’
Contentment is liking
what one has; but
and continue eloven weeks.
Js Aug
;
M. K. MABREY, Principal.
Contentment is only the pale ghost of Hap- MRS. OLIVE C. CHASE, Cultivation of Voice.

Thereis something wrong in the civil
service arrangements that make such gi-'f
gantic robberies as those of Messrs. Hodge
and Norton possible—something almost as
bad as the robberies themselves.» Such
looseness

MAINE

The Winter Ferm will commence on Monday, Nov.

~

nothingto mankind to

which human reason, if left
not attain.
:

loved his first one, when every body. knew
that he quarrelled-her to death.”
:

|

A bl nd man once applied to an eminent
oculist to inquire concerning an operation

$

in’ sufficiently dramatic situations. .

old jminister.
It is very common with
many pedple, when a new minister comes
among them, to keep telling him how much
they loved their old minister.
It makes me
‘think * of a certain man I} knew,
who
lost his wife and married another, and he

amusements as well as our de-

Sight

;

Ie that speaks the trath will find himself

stallation
service,
said,
substantially,
“Don’t tell yowr new minister, when he
calls upon you, how much youn leved your

votions, and iu our public as well as private
relations.
The minister,
therefore,
must deal with our life in its every aspect,
seeking to elevate it to the Christian standard, that we may be ‘‘whole and entire,
wanting nothing.”—Oliver Johnson, to the
Peacham (Vi.) Congregational Society.

affeetion ;

heaven,

with us into the field and

rest, in our

‘with a tender,ardent love ?.1 do not ask you
if you

of every day of the

Bo

sri!

into men that he

to an ant, as to a human being,

prettier with grass growing on the tops thun
they do without.”
“Did you love this brother of yours who

mto the caucus and the town meeting, guiding and controlling us in Qui labor dnd our

vou,

would the world be better than it ‘is now ?
Would men be happier or holier, than they
arenow? Would your neighbors be better
than they are now ?
:
Do you love Christ? Does your heart
turn to him with a steady, joyous

alone, but

§

Ag
4
I do not see why,
we should not be as just

a

‘well of Christ?
Do men, when they see
your daily walk say, “I wish 1 was a Chris-

lv

might be more Relptu?
th Himself,”

;
Si
and encourage him to declare the whole died ?” he asked.
A great sob was the answer, which spoke,
+ Are you a Christian? This is an impor- counsel of God, according to the dictates of’
tant question.
I ask if as a friend,—let his own conscience, even though in so more than any words could have done,’ his
\
me have a candid answer. I do not ask doing he should disturb your prejudices and great love for his brother.
you it you believe in some, or all of the rebuke you for your shortcomings and sins. ¢ ‘‘Well, my boy, you may take the chairs,
truths revealed in the Scriptures; no, not If your minister is to be a blessing to you, * and I'll see that the grave is all right,”
that ; nor whether you have subscribed to and not a curse, he must be fie to pro- said the kind-hearted man. The hwy took
some creed or confession of faith; nor ¢Jaim the truth as he understand®Ng; and up one and earried it away with him.
+ Two,or three weeks, later, I was in the
whether your parents were Christians; nor you should be more réady to'suppodt
him
whether you have passed through some of when he gives you manna fresh from office and the story was there told me,
“I have a great desiré to see this “grave,”
the forms and , ceremonies connectéd with heaven than when he lulls you to sleep with
I said, “Can you show it to me”
!
Christianity ; nor whether you have con- threadbare doctrines and liteléss forms.
He answered me in the affirmative, and
nected yourself with some sect Which pro- The object of preachin® "is to make men
fesses the Christin religion; nor whether wiser and better, and this can not be done rising we went into the grounds. We walkyou feel a res
for Christianity nor by humoring their prejudices and minister- ed along through the avenues bordered
whether you have sometime resolved to ing to their self-coniplacency. Above all, with costly monuments, that for the first
serve the
Lord ; nor whether you have ever do not raise against your minister the cow- time had lost their interest to me, till we
made a profession of Christianity; .nor ardly cry of “heresy,” if he should some- reached the further end of the enclosure.
“There is some one at the grave now,”
whether you are a constant attendant wpon times venture to express thoughts and conhe said; “yonder it is;” and he pointed
publie worship ; no, none of these ;' weighty victions that seem incompatible with the
as they may be. The qfiestion is different, ancient formularies of doctrine. The effort toward the spot where a woman and a little
and more pressingly and urgently impor- ‘to confine God's truth within the exact boy weré planting flowers. We stepped
tant than any I have named, and 1 beg you limits of a creed is not less absurd than it -into an adjoining lot and watched them for
not to misapprehend it, nor ‘slight it, but would be to attempt to bottle up the rays of a few moments, and then left them alone
:
1
rather consider it carefully.
the sun; and you should give your minis- with the dead.
‘Do you know anything of this boy?” 1
Are you a Christian? The disciples of ter to understand that you expect him to
#
Jesus were first called Christians at Antioch use all the faculties that God has given him asked.
many years ago. They trusted in Christ; for the discovery oF truth, snd never to . ‘““No,neither do I think it at all necessary.
Truth is stamped on every feature of his
they believed in Christ ; they obeyed Christ ; withhoid it for fear of giving you offense.
face, and in every action.
That boy one
they followed Christ ; they loved Christ; and
1 counsel you, moreover, to expect and
they served Christ.
A
encourage your minister to apply the prin- day will be a noble man, and through his
.
Do you do this? Have you given your- ciples of Christianity to every
human inter- own endeavor, too.
1 hope he will, for to be a great and good
self into Christ's hands? Are you trusting est and relation ; .to your private, social and
wholly in him? Have you yielded your- political life, and .to the li*ing questions of and useful man should be the hight of every
self to follow him fully? Have you ear- the time—the questions upon which you boy’s ambition ; and it is attention to what
nestly sought to know and do his will? are called to act—questions of reform and seem little duties now that will make him
and mark him faithful in future great ones.
Do you deny yourseli, and take up ‘your progress, involving the rights of human
cross daily and follow Jesus? . Do you hon- nature, the purity of government and the ‘* He that is faithful in that which is least,
or Christ?
Does your life honor him, or welfare of society. «The
distinction be- is faithful also in much.”"—Child’s World.
dishonor him? Dc men think more high- tween things religious and things secular is
ly of Christ by knowing you to be his servy- too often made a cover for ‘practices that
Your “ Old Minister.”
ant? Do men love Christ better by be- corrupt religion at the core, making it but
coming acquainted with you? - Does your an empty formality.
Religion, if it is good
Dr. Withington, of Newbury, once,
in a
life and conversation cause men to think for anything, will'not be an affair of Sun- charge to the people at an ordination or in:

2

The gods divided man

and I wantto earn enough money
so that
we can have his’ grave sodded—like those
others growing up there ; they lopk so much

Sani

Minister and Congregation.

dob

his

“I. shall

“Enough ? enough what?
;
you think it
‘Almost enough money: to have my little
you be a
a
ah
God? Will, brother's grave sodded.”
“Is your brother buried here, my" little
forsake the
kingdom of -man
When will ~ **Yes sir, up on the hill yonder; we bur-

Christian,

Hie

their children lke a, brother,

it

Sen

pend on you? on your word, on your work,

right to be a Christian? "Do
best {o be a Christian? Will
Christian? Will you turn toyou follow Cheist? Will you
world and sin, and seek thé.
God and his righteousness?

pit August !3, 18/1, unk eontinue thirteen woeks; under.
J Continue
(
nurge of ALBERT R. SAVAGE, A. B., Principal, asilabed by other eflieient Instructors,
Center Strag: dy Ni In
Thorough instinetion will be given in all branches.
in Vota) ii] Instiumental
The Fall " Term3 of 10 wosky, will commence Tues- ] iis il oe Cd
and
Pepm
y
esired,
day, August 29, ‘under,
the instruction of C, Musie, Penciling
The
Trastees
aim
to
o this. schdol one of the
MOCL EAN, a graduats of ¥ ale College.
best.
.
= Tuition and board us usual,
Address, for Sirsulary = iforyiation, De Prin oiRooms can be had for thoke who wish to board
al,
or
TOMAS
TUTTLE,
M
.
D.,
Presidond.
GEO, C, PEAVEY, President,
themselves.
PhS. Tasks, Hedy,
Co
?
Fa
:
, WARREN: FOSS, Sec’y.
d
Northwood, N. #1; July 10, 1871.
Straloxd Center, August 17, 1871. ©
‘

"41 do, sir,”
It is a wicked and cdvardly thing to at“You! why, you are not sarge enough.”
:
Sy apd to'rule the spirit by the flesh.
“Yes I am, sir.”
;

loy be-

Can oy

.

NORTHWOOD SEMINARY,
The Pupp Tui of this Instiution will commenoe

© There is no treasure parents can gives

would hurt them in the least, and they
really would be more confortable. Bat who
wants to do them ?”
!

and live with you, think you a Christian?

is

-

339

pg ee

Does your heart respond, “Amen ! even

Must you not die and forget it?
Sd
Stop and think!
4

'

sre

| it, thrill your soul .with gladness when you
| hear him. cay, ‘Surely I come quickly?

Will it help to regret it?
And if you chance to win, -

Let

es

or shame to hear it'said to-day, “The

Stop and think!
Why this headlong race through life?
Why this vain and eager strife?
Well suppose that you should lose,~

Why strain every

et

rapture to-day?

Stop and Think, ;

In

pe

Trade Mark.

rn

DOVER,

by
;

N. H.

EPBAKER.
business deserves the severest reprehension.
1 R.8.8 FITCH'S Family Physician, 96
=
pages, sent by mail, free.
Teaches how to cure
But-the lesson of the crime for others—
yall diseases of the person, skin, hair, eyes, compiex-WEST LEBANON ACADEMY,
ion.
roadway, New York,
1y4.
Write to 714
young men especially—is to be found in
The Fall Term of Lebanon Academy will comgrovelings of earthly passion or ‘the frrossThe blind man desired that the oculist Major Hodge's letter ‘of confession.
The method of treating Diseases of the Lungs, Asthma,
Acmence
on
Tuesday,
August
20,
and
continue
eleven
and all tubercular affections, by Inhalation, is'an
ness of worldly lust ?
Rl
should undertake the operation. The ques- knowledging that he had lost some $450,000 Catarrh
weeks under the following instructors:
acknowledged success.
By inhaling the vapor from the
Are Jn a Christian? Do youlove Jesus tion now to be decided
was, what objects
Balm, every cell or alveol
of the Inngs, and every bron| A N.
Do you waht an agency, local or traveling, with a
MARSTON, A. B,, Principal.
of
government
money
in
stock
speculations,
chial
tube
is
reached;
the
lungs
are
expanded,
and
the
chance to make $5 to $20 per day selling our new
Miss. H. L. STEVENS, Preceptress and Teacher
Christ?
Do you love his words?
The should be placed before him, so that if that
healing qualities of the vw ¢od are brought into direct ac- of Instrumental Music.
strand White Wire Clothes Lines?
They last formessages of his fove, the heavenly letters thrilling moment came, he might gain his and plunged deeper and deeper in hopes of , tion upon the diseased 0! aus,
ever; sample _free,so shere is no risk.
Address
Mes. £. J. COWELL, Teacher of French & Music.
The weed from which 1 «balm is made was discovered
at once Hudson Ricer Wire Works,
130 Maiden
he has sent his friends, do you meditate on first and last view of them.
bi
T.
A.
STACY,
Teacher
of
Penmanship
and
He could. at extricating himself, he adds:—
by a well known professi ial gentleman o f Boston, upon
Lane, cor. Water 8t., N. Y., or 16 Dearborn St.,
Music.
=
prairies In the great v dley of the Mississippi, through
them? Do
yeu treasure them in ‘your heart? once decide.
Chicago, 111,
12m17
‘He desired that the dear
I have no exuse or mitigation of my the
Miss A.V. HAYES, Teacher of Wax Work.
the instinct of horses afilictéd with the heaves, and is
Do.you find
time to read them, and do you friends who had ministered to him in all. course to offer, and prepare to take the contherefore strictly a great Natural Remedy.
He cured
TUITIONS.
of consumption when pronounced incurable by
do
this from choice, from love ?
;
those years odarkness, should be seated in sequence of my sin. I have been led on by himself
Primary Course,
=
«
=. $400
best physicians in Boston, andnow, after fifteen years
Clergymen. Superintendents
Every man’s
god is that which he serves chairs while the oculist was engaged in the the infatuation that always attends the the
Common English,
om
wis
4,50
of nearly uninterrupted health, confidently recommends
it to the public.
hen used in connection with the PraiHigher
English,
©
o
wr
h
a
t
500
and ali Buyers of
and loves best.
Do you love Christ so much operation.
;
course I entered on, hoping always to re- rie Weed Balsam, it has proved itselfan unfailing remedy
Languages, »
=
+
,
«0600
* that you love nothing else Letter? ‘Are you
For a lang time, the blind man submitted, cover my loss, and conceal my crime. I for all Consumptive difficulties. Send for Circular,
Penmanship, (12 lessons)
.
1,50
PRICE $1.50, INCLUDING INHALER.
willing to forsake all for his favor ? Would in the patience of hope. At length that believe it is really a relief to be forced to
Instrumental Music (20 lessong)
- 8,00
Use of Instrument,=.
200
you prefer sinnin a palace, to Christ in a moment came! It was only for a moment; discovery, for I have been in a hell on ealth
An
excellent,
opportunity
will
be
given
those
dé- will find it for the advantage of their Schodls to send
cottage, yea to Christ in a manger? Would but he raw his dear friends! What a look for years, ‘and the alternations of hope
P
-giring a complete course. of music, either upon the all orders direet to
you rather serve Christ in a prison than that must have been! Now their image and fear I have gone through, and the con130 Washington Street, '
Pianoforte or Organ, by a teacher of large experience
Messrs. BD. LOTH ROP & CO., Boston,
from Massachusetts,
qualified to tea¢h Thorough
BOSTON, MASS,
Satan in ‘a mansion ? Would you father would be indelibly
impressed upon his stant care to avoid deteetion, were becom- MILTON AUSTIN; Prop'r,
Bass. Secular or Sacred Music.
¢
:
whose Stock is one ofthe LARGEST and BEST Sehave Christ for your friend, than to have heart, and that thrilling moment's view ing too strong.
Special attention given to those preparing for lected in the United States,
I desire to turn oyer all
¥
41if
College,
i
all the world for friends without his friend- would be his constant solace in all
his re- the property I have as a small set-off
i
BOARD,
Ld
ship?
J
Y itd
&
maining life of darkness!
;
against my .deficiency, and, ‘after ‘giving IN A MACHINE
SHEOP.
Good board may be obtained in private fffnilies at
0 you love Christ more than money?
Look at another fact which the above il- any information that will assist in settling
to those
Young men, of sixteen years of age and upwards, and of $3,00 per week or pleasant roams furnisped
We are now making a Speetalty of ** Church Cushions,’
Would you choose riches without Christ, or lusirates. If you are still without Christ, my. accounts, or, if possible, in recovering
wishing to board themselves.
i
ood character, who are desirous of learni
thoroughly
stuffed with PATENT ELASTIC SPONGE.
It is cheapMachine business, find of becoming
skilled in the
JOHN [. SHAPLEIGH.
poverty with Christ ? Would you prefer to ou also are in darkness. Your soul is a portion of, what I have lost, I expect to fhe
working of Metals will and & good opportunity for so do- | .
er than Hair, will hold its elasticity double the length of
gain ‘wealth in wrong courses, or to be
lind. You have never seen Christ as your b take the full punishment awarded for my ing at the WHITIN MACHINE WORKS, Whittnsvilla.(WorABIDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.
time, and is proof against Morus,
cester County), Mass. Parents ale assured that the lopoor and have a good couscience towards Redeemer, the *‘chief among ten thousand offense.
A
FALL TERM begins August22d and continues ‘12 | We'can refer to more than one hundred churches that
cation is favorable to the health and good morals of their
-are
od?
Will you leave any business that and altogether lovely.” He is able and willusing the ** Elastic Sninge Cushions,” We invite insons,
and
to
their
attainment
of
thorough
mechanical
weeks,
Tuition,
$6.00;
Incidentals,
$1
00;
PenmanI have been trying to make up my mind
given on application by letter to ship, 81.50 for twenty lessons; Instrumental Musig,
God forbids, though
it may be profitable ing to open the blind eyes of your soul. to this confession for some’ days, and was skill. Kull particulars
vestigation, and will be pleased to send efreular referging
1
G. E.
TAFT, SupT.,
with’
use of instrument, $11.00; Board, $3.00 pér

GREAT CHANCE = AGENTS.

SUNDAY SCHOOL BOOKS

WEEKS. & POTTER, General Agents,

CHURCH CUSHIONS.

and ‘respectable?

that Ch

“Will you do anything Yes, the Divine oculist is himself your dear-

ppproves, Shiu it be hard ane est friend, whom you have never seen. He
Ammilising
offers to dispel your darkness and heal ypur
~
Do you love Christ so thai. you count his blindness,«~dmerican Messenger.

. friends as your friends, and his foes as your

toes?

Are you kindly

all that he loves?

pities?
are

Do

affectioned

towards

Do you pity all

that, he

you think more

good than of those

that

you loye a humble
proud worldling?

of men

are

|.

The Value of Dlustration.

gold?

is a minister,

0 you either in the old county ér in the new, who
or’ could: so arvest the attention of his hearers,
Do you labor as hard or plan as at the beginning of ‘his discourse and hold
more than

silver

earnestly to win them to Olgisk as you do to it unbroken

gain worldly wealth or hofior?

Bia

Do you love Christ enough to do all that
he forbids ? Is there no sin you hide, and
cloak and excuse? Is there no lust that
has possessionof your soul? Is there no
hidden wickedness to which you, cling P
Are diy ready to. give all up?
Can you
forsake bad, and injurious, and sinful habits

and practices P Can
and worldly lusts?

you deny ungodliness
Can .you'leave worldly

associates, and-ggito no

Guthrie

to the end, as Dr..
of Edinburgh ; but it was

Thomas
not al-

wife,

whom this frightful information will kill.
God forgive me for what I have done to
her and my children!

Varieties.
It is easier to blame than do better.

He is a rich man

friend.

"+ ©

‘Fair dealing

is the

°°

‘who has ‘God

for his

Li

bond and

sermon, which he,’in his ignorance, thought

membered,

com- ‘them

and

werenot

the

truth

society.
a
It is easy to be liberal out of another man’s
purse.
!
:

brought up.

connected

with

So gathering

‘ManyU who have wept

ion, have sung aloud
he shadow of death.

on the mount®ns

in the valley of
,

wisdom from the discovery, hé began to try
Life is a lamp whose splendor hides its
¥
‘tion? Do you gobe
cheerfully, though if to make all his sermons consist of such things
| base.
ar fi
may cost Fi reproach, labor, and loss as the members of his church remembered,
the gods do aught dishonest they are
If
Is
Christ's law your highest law,and
Christ's until at length they cameto rémember the no gods, . :
j
:
mands?

Is there no

shrinking,

love your loftiést motive ?

no

Is his favér

4wi4l

|,

ol
| Whitinsville. Mass,
week’; Board in clubs, $2.00 or less; Rooms for self"ANCHOR
LINE. STEAMERS.
. boarding at reasonable rates.
N. B. Special instructions during this term to stuSadl ovr
Wednesday and Saturday to and from
dents preparing for teaching.
NEW
YORK AND GLASGOW,
Wa. REED, Seo.
Calling at Londonderry to land Mails and Passengers. |’
Ridgeville, Ind., July 8, 1871.
29
The Steamers of this favoriteline are built express-

ly forthe Atlantic Passenger Trade, and fitted up in |
every
respect with all the modern improvements calof passengers.
:
PASSAGE RATES, PAYABLE IN CURRENCY,
TO GLASGOW, LIVERPOOL AND LONDONDERRY.
FIRST CABIN, $65 and $75, according to Loeation,
:
Cabin Return Tickets, $130. securing best accommodations,
INTERMEDIATE,
$33. | STEERAGE,
$28.
Parties sending tor their friends in the Old Country
ean purchase tickets at reduced rates, For further particulars apply to HENDERSON BROTHERS, 7 Bowling
Green, N.Y.
:
3mdl

cement of

ways so with him.” God cast+his lat in a
He who expects a friend without faults
northern parish in Scotland, and. he had will never find one.
!
therea: Sabbath afternoon class. Part of
A
heart
full
of
grace
is
better
than
a head
the exerciseés-of this class was for each to
:
A
repeat as much of the sermon as he could full of notions.
remember. To the "amazement of the
he Gospel, in its facts and influences, is
reacher, and somewhat also to his regret, a regenerating. power; it produces a radiie diseovered that those passages of his cal change of character.

place where Jesus the most telling and the most likely to be re-

will not accompany y
Do you sgrive to.do all that’ Christ

to say it, and wanted time to write my

Do

that there

in

ce; but I could not bring myself

culated to insure the safety,comfort and convenience

An interesting experiment, having an
than, a important lesson for all Christian teachers,

rich?

4
Do you strive'to save them ? Do you love pool:
em
TI do mot know
them
forfc Jesus's sake ?. Do you wee
over
desire their salvation:

your o

that

Christian more
Do you love Christ so is thus reported hy a minister from Liverfuch Sup you pity those for whom he died ?

theni?. Do you try to save them ?

on the Doin of doing so this morning

Good

Bread

DO YOU WANT BUSINESS "39484"
BLEAGART:
At and near Home ?
Suitable

time?
6139

Vi

for

and

sernion from beginning to end.

If the Sab-

bath school ‘teachers were to proceed upon
a plan like this, we should very soon en-

thing that you can obtain? iy
|
Do you Jove Christ so much that you lon

gage the attention and interest the hearts
:
:
to see his face? ‘Would you meet him with of our children.
.

>

He who is evil is also

of evil.

in the punishment

:

The wisdom of one generation will be fol-

ly in thé next.

either

sex

(EG AM—how

x

in 10 hours.

wa9
-

to

ocoupy

your

whole

or spare

Ifso, address, SIAUNG wilt pane you saw.this in,
J, N. RICHARDSON & CO., Boston, Mass,

en

made of Cider, Wine, or Sorgo.

F.SAGE; Cromwell,

Conn.

'. TREATISE. +

excep-

his approval the dearest and most welcome

for 50 cents,

Full particulars for making Bread superior to Baker’s bread will be sent on receipt of50 cents. THIS
18 NO HUMBUG, but a method by which the best of
Bread, Biscuits, Cake and Pastry can be made from
the cheapest brands of Flour.
Sent post-paid -on reagin of price. Address DAWSON & CO , Calais,Me.
m

The New Treatise, just revised by order
of the General Cofiference, can mow he had
on application, for 25 cents for each copy
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or

2 cents each for two or more copies.
ders are solicited.
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For particulars see Circulars.
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of Board.
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The Fall’ Term begins Monday, August 21, and
continues ten week.
J
A.B. MESERVEY, A.
M., Principal,

J.N,Rand, A. M.,,
~ Miss'l, A, R. Dow,
W. E. C Rich,
A. B., Miss Alice I. Libby,
A. P, Shattuck,

°

‘Miss L. D. Moore,

i
H. M. Willward.
Also a competent Musis Teacher will be engaged be:
Manuf'd
and for Sale by
;
fore the term begins,
.
ExPEsSES,
Board, including room and washing;
M. D. BROOKS od OO.
from $2.75 to $8 50 per week. In well-regulated clubs,
"5 Pearl Street, Boston,
of which there are several in successful Operhion,
SOLE. MANUFACTURERS OF THE SHOR STUDS.
the expense varies from $1.75 to 42.25. Students desirous of bodrding themselves will find convenient
Shoe Manufacturers Supplied,
opportunity, Students will provide their own sheets,
:
iid
pillow-cases and towels.
GL
6wsd
Turion. from $5.00 to $6.50 per term.
Seyeral
years ago thé Trustees introduced a Commercial
Department, which has been very
successful.
It is
now proposed to add a Scientific and Agricultural Energetic, intel
t Ladies and Gentlemen should
Course, of two years each, which will be open apply immediately
for
al nd
ofterms
for the admission "of students at the: commencement | fo r local
oy in
the United States
and
of the fall term.
British
Provinces
ion
JoserH
P.
THOMPSON,
D.
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or to
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work for all denominations
of
Christiane,
pre
and published
*. Theological fchool of Bates College.
Subscription De AToent oF JAMES R Dao
he
‘The next term
and year of this “Institution will Canvassers will find this new book excelling all other «+ =
commence Aug.
24, 1871. Thé expense of board in Subscription Books in attractiveness.
* Liberal Terms ih
commons is about $2.25
wi
Liberal provig- given. pv
all appiisations nd rin
ion 18 made for those nv
aid. General arrange.
:
MH. A:
BROW
ments as last year.
J. J. BUTLER, See.
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of the Freewill Baptists, at their Assocfa-

Jjournment, the amount of the pledges’ had Tene 10" lis peuple
Ding all your
reached five thousand dollars. - The farther tithes into the storehouse;” Le. Our people
consideration of the subject was postponed in India resolved even ytars ago to accept
until Wednesday evening. President Gra- [that challenge. They resolved to givea
Now, according to
ham offered a prayer of thanksgiving. The tenth to the Lord.
occasion was qne long to be remerhbered, and arithmetic, one from ten leaves nine, Who
the friends of the College ev idently took does not know that ? But the Lord gays,
“No,it is not so. According to my arithmeheart. *
, Among the pledges mide were 81, 000 hy tic, one from ten leaves eleven;” and. it is
At an early hour, on Sabbath morning, a
I. P. Reynolds, the Treasurer of the Col- even so. This is the principle on which we
in this country,
prayer-meeting was held in the F. Baptist
‘These reports were velorred fo the Com- lege; $3500 each hy Messrs. Cook and acted when we raised the $600 ini India.
church, led by J. Burnham Davis, of Mass.
There i another item which indicates
Mitchell of Hillsdale; 8300 by Rev. L. L.
mittee on Correspondence.
As is usual on such occasions, the spirit
of
According to the same report of
of the success.
‘Rev. -C. 0. Libby reported attendance, as Harmon, of N. H. Thé ng
_ the meeting was excellent, and many will
corresponding messenger, with * the Free pledges were made mostly by citizens of the New Hampshire Y, M. to which I have
rémember it as one of the green. spots jn
Christian Baptists, of New Brnnswick,— Hillsdale and ministers at the Ww est. During referred, there were 58 additions by baptheir lives. The pulpit of the F. Baptist
this session a very large audience was pros- tism to the Orissa Q.. M., whilé to the New
church, in the morning, was occupied by They are very cordial and fraternal toward ent,
Dirham, with its “nembership of some
\
Q
us. They differ somewhat
from: us in
Rev. C. F. Penney, of Me., who preached
2000, there were only77 additions. A less
church polity, their Conference having moré
MONDAY EVENING.
from Rom. 1:14—16. The same pulpit in
nymber was: added, to each of the other
disciplinary
power
th®h
ours.
They
have.
The Conference was called to. order.
by. a M's.
4
a
§
v
_ the afternoon. was occupied by Rev. W, H.
Prayer was offered by
"Bowen, of Maine who preached from John, a great deal of fervor, are occupying a the Moderator.
And have yon any idea of the oxhigh positionyin the Province, and are mak- Rev. R. Cooley, of Wisconsin, a_ returned
7:17.
The sermon
at the same church
tent
of our field in India? I wish to say,
‘
:
missionary. The evening was <levoted to
was preached in the evening by Rev, Be ing great pubgress,
for your information, that, ‘God has given
(Contintied from first page.)

Gen. Packard, of Indiana, and a member tion at Leicester, England.
.|
i
of Congress, made an earnest and eloquent
Rev. H. N. Herrick reported some interaddress, illustrating the Uignity and impor’ esting veminiseences of his visit to the Gen, tance of Sabbath school work.
eral Baptists—particularly in reference to
After a stirring piece of music by the chil- |‘ the growing sympathy and co-operation
dren, the Conference adjourned.
between the General and Partienlar’ Bap-*
tists of Englands’ He hoped a similar co- i
SABBATH SERVICES.
operation among Baptists might take place

of New

York,

from

2.

the Anniversary of the Foreign Mission. So-

THE CENTRAL PUBLISHING BOARD. 3

Cor. 15

All these sermons were of a high rity
# and were listened to by large and attentive
-pomgregations. At the close of the ev ening
service, the communion was administered

.Rev.. D. M.'

Stuagt,;of

N.

Y.,

read

the

report of the Central Board of Corporators,
giving a detailed account of the measures
that have resulted in ‘the establishment of

by Rev. 8. Curtis and ex<President Calder.

the Baptist Union, This veport, gad also
The former made extended and ipterestingy the reports of the other publisking Asrernarks int reference to his past experiences’ sociations, were referred to the’ Committee
and labors,
It is estimated that nearly a on Publications.
This Committée was enthousand people of different denominations larged by the addition of Revs.R. Dunn and
partook of the communion.
The sc ene was G. W. Howe.’ Adjourned.
most. beautiful and iimpre ssive. +
;
AFTERNOON,
The pulpits of other churches in Hillsdale
The
Conference
was called to order by
were occupied on the Sabbath as follows: —
Presbyterian Church, Rev. J. Burnham Davis fhe Moderator. Prayer was offered by Rev.
. Parks, of N. Y.
:
“The Committee op, Temperance reported

and LD.Stewart.
The Methodist Church,—
Rev. G. W. Howe and J. McLeod.
The

a series of resolutions,

(. Baptist Church,—Reys. D. M. Stuart
wt A. H, Polk. , The Sabbath School of
the Freewill Baptis st church was addressed
by Rev. Dr. Day,
Rev. 1. Hyatt, Dr.
Perry and others.
]

presented

reso-

prohibition.

lutions concerning the raising of funds.
State of the denomination.—By J. Runnells
concemaing ministerial conduct. Ministry.
—By

Rev.

M.

Phillips,

of

R.

I., that

recast

duty

of

tree, and the removal of the causes. of intemperance, and denounced the use of tobacco as leading to the use of aleohol. The
third resolution urged the necessity of a
prohibitory law, and the employment of
proper means. to enforce it. The fourth
pledged the use of our influence to ~ecure
the riomination of temperance men for office. Thefifth is agdinst voting far those
who are not temperance men,and against action with any party which does not favor

BUSINESS INTRODUCED.
i
A Resolution’ was presented by Rev. S.
D. Church, of Maine, concerning correspondence. Referred to the Committee on
also

a

The first resolution set forth the

, The Conference was called by the Modoraor. + Prayer by Rev. J. McLeod, of New
Brunswick. The Minutes were read an
»,
the roll called.

He

was

opposing intemperance.
The second urge
ed the laying of the ax at the root of the

MONDAY, OCT. 0.—MORNING.

Uorrespondence.

which

and modification of its former report.

‘The

sixth

urges

temperance

effort in behalf of the yeuth of our land.
The report was adopted. without discussion.
THE HILLSDALE ENDOWMENT.

the

peRy General Conference. be held within the - The assignment for half past two was to
imits of the R. I. and Mass. Y. M. Peti- make an effort to endow Hillsdale Colleze.
tions and Requests.—By Rev. P.- Randall, At that hour, the Lommittee on education
{ Ohio, resolutions concerning wissions. reported through its Chairman, Rev. Dr.
Home Missions.—By Rev. E. A. Stockman,
Cheney, a resolittion, thanking the citizens
of Mass., concerning the Christian charac- of Hillsdale for their interestin the college.
ter of Sabbath School teachers.
Sabbath The addresses were opened by President
Schools.—By Rev. A. K. Moulton, of Ohio, Graham.
He heartily endorsed the sentiinviting Baptists'to unite with the Confer- ment of the resolutions. Could the Conénce. Correspondence. —Rev. Dr. Cheney,of ference, however, and the mfitaal action of
Maine, concerning location of General Con the citizens, carry forward the endowment
ference. Petitions and Requests.—Hon. 8 830,000. or $40, 000- more at this time, it
P. Morrill requested leave of absence after would so encourage the friends of the colThursday, on
gecount of the sickness of his lege,and give such an impetus to the endowson.—By 1. D. Stewart, that the next session ment, that there would soon be enough raised
of the Conference be held within the limits to render the College safe for all time. This
of the N. H. Y.M. Petitions and Requests. work must be done now.
At present, the
—A Committee was appointed on closing field is, by common consent, yielded, to us
resolutions, consisting of Revs. C. B. Mills, as a pioneer College. It will not always be
G. W. Howe and A. W.
Ensign.—By so. Now is a golden opportunity, and
Rev.

A. W. Ensign, of Mich.,

publishing the

Myrtle

in

favor

weekly.

shall we not imprové«t?

of

Sabbath

Many things are.

favorable. . The College is free

from debt.

.Schools.—Dr. Cheney presented a resolu-- Our Board of Trustees have in this respect,
tion in favor of raising a centenary fund in managed wisely and well. The effort at
endowment has commenced under favor* 1880, which was referred to Committee on
State of the Denomination.
able auspices.
One of our citizens proposes to give us $5,000. At least $20,000
LETTERS READ.
should be raised" here. But the Colleges
The St. Lawrence Y. M. reports general
can not maintain its present position much
steadfastness, with somg
progress.
The
longer without an increase of endowment.
a
are generally supplied with pasThe salaries, of our Professors are only $900.
5.—The R. I. and Mass. is doing well.
They can not endure this much longer, and
it ee a denomipdtional school,—Lapham
- Institute, within its borders.—In the Liber- unless they are raised, they will seek more
ty Assogjation of General Baptists, the opposition to union with the Genegal Conferenee has to-a great degree passed” away. —
The Genesee has strong attachment to the
Morning

Star, and

Baptist

Union.

a high

The

regard

Y. M.

the

fighting

against intemperance,

and

41

issues.—~The

denominational

is

for

is

orthodox

on

New

“ !Lumpshire suffers much from emigration,
The Morning Star is still loved and cherished:—The Ohio Central asks aid for" the

Cleveland ‘Mission.—The

Indiana reports

decided success.—The Towa has in three
years more than doubled its membership.
The Wilton seminary is prospering, and is

raised to a collegiate standard.
UNFINISHED BUSINESS.

"Fhe Conference then took up the unfinish"ed business of the last session.—The com‘mittee on the Quarterly reported that
“i4 was published for one
year, after
which it was deemed advisable, for various

reasons, to suspend it.—The resignation of
Rev. H. Quinby

as Chairman

of the His-

tofial Committee was received.
to the Committee

on

‘nomination.—Rev.

Committee

Referred

the State of the De-

A. K. Moulton, from the

on Treatise reported, that

it

‘bad been revised and was now before the
denomination.
Accepted. —The
standing
Clerk Teportod concerning the action of they

: Bh

ere’
d, and both “overe reas rejected, —the requisite number

Aon
1 voting
in favor,
to

shiking

related

One of th

out. the

words—*

supervision over the Printing Establishi” and the other to the
: ELS: amendments to

the’

miethod of
u-

son Yip Tho:divided
Y. Ms-reporting
re” about
upon these:

ciefy. The first’ thing ‘in ‘order was thé
Annnal Report of the Corresponding Secretary, Rev. C. O. Libby.
ANNUAE REPORT.
+

us in that land, for our spiritual

the cause. While the collection. was proceeding, Miss Annie 'S. Dudley made an
earnest appeal in behalf of the Missions in
India.
President Graham called the attention - of

{me. taken, brief and pertifient addresses
e by Ex. President ‘Caldeér, Hon.

o { pony Coo

and

others.

If | thusiasni
was intense.

interests under the supervision
missionary Board j and, in spite

of a single
of the ter-

viction,

The Horning Star.
WE DNESDAY, OCTOBER

that

this Joad would

ed rather than lessened

by

be

ipcreas-

bredking up

‘the agreement .which has bden in force,
only a single year, and in w
the denomination is just beginning
qhjetlyto ac-

quiesce, And so the burden is strapped
afresh upon the stooping shoulders of that

2, 1871

college as a felt neeessity, and wét and
weary eyes ave sarned in’ some other direc-

(GEORGE T. DAY. nar.
a All communications designed for publication
should bé addressed to the Editor, and all letters on

tion for relief.

Heaven

grant it ‘may be

found, and that right early.

The terrible conflagration, having its’
accepted the call from that land, what a ‘business, remittances of money, &o., shonld be adparallel in nothing later than the burning of
responsibility. they were assuming.
Sd dressed to the Publisher.
Moscow, which has laid nearly all that
ers may wear out and fail, as some have large is the field in India.that ten times our
made Chicago glorious to the eye in a mass
emdone, but the work éndures, and we must. present force mightbe successfully
Editor jal « Yorresponderce :
of smoking ruins, came in the very center
J
carry it on. We must do it with diligence ployed. And what shgll yve do? Shall we |
w
hrm
of the business of Conference.
It's a large
and energy. Whatever we do will not be recall our missionavies?
Never,
Rather |
ILLspALE, Mion. Oct. 13, 1871.
lost, God will bless our effort. The mis- let us increase’ their number, and do what
“The General Conference closed yester- drop of merey to us, in-the midst of unsion work is noble, grand and soul-inspir- we canto sustain themhy our prayers, day atternoon, without haste, or beat, or speakable calamities to the great city and
sympathies and contributions.
The field confusion. Its sessions, including the an- the greater nation,that the Conferenee could
ing.
is great, and more laborers must be sent. niversaay
The report
from the Mission
during
‘ exercises,
&e., covered about keep on with its work amid the quiet of
the past year is as encouraging as could be
The speaker would have closed his re- eight days,
It proved to, bea working Hillsdale, instead of being broken up and
expectod.
The Zenana work hasbeen pros- marks at this point, but he was earnestly body.
Thede
was
less of continuous, pro- scattered by the térrors and agonies of the
.
Ld
.
=
ecuted
with
encouraging
results.
The
urged by the audience to proceed. The tracted
and
Yeedless “talk than usual. ai eat city, as it writhed and shrieked in its
present outlook of the mission work indi- Zenana work in India is a very impor fant | There wore more than - the ordinary direct- clinging garment of flame and found no deLet God be thanked for this
cates that it is worth “far more
than the one.
When we first went to India, we |[ ness an point-in‘the projects and work. livers dneg.
Misssion has -cost.
The
Sabbath School heard much about the higher classes. : Bat
was only rarely sacrificed. A prov dential mercy, while we go back to
Courtesy
work promises well for the future. Over fow of us got a sight at them. ‘The speak- | dignified
fone and a fraternal “spirit marked our task of helping to relieve men from the
one hundred girls of Jellasore are conneet- er, however, got a sort of glimpse at them | the great portion of its proceedings. The burdens of misfortune and the suffering of
‘ed with the’ church.
The Secretary called
as a physician, Sometimes when he was | partisanship
which
yields nothing and sin, and urge them to lay up their chief
special attention to thé¢R8port which had called to attend the. sick, there would be. fizhts for mere vicfory was not prominent, treasures where they are ev ermore safe with
been received from the missionaries, and something lying upon the floor, and from | The devotional spirit was strong and active. the Great Keeper.
which will soon be published for general beneath a sheet : a hand would be thrust out || There was a general and manifest longing
circulation. The report made special men- so as to enable him to feel the pulse.. On | for God's fellowship and blessing,and hearttion of what had been done by the Foreign one occasion, he requested to see the eyes | fofce was prized and sought by the deleThere are three modes of preaching in
Mission Society of New Brungwick in pay- and tongue before be could prescribe for || gates and visitors as one of the chief things.
vogue, viz.,— extemporaneous, memoriter
ing the salary of Rev. J. L
Phillips, of the his patient, but he was told that he could | The unity of soul was delightful.
oud
Each has iff advantages and
work of the Nova Scotia Society, and of the not.. He said he must, and he did, but on | | friends came together and clasped hands and written.
Men
fccastomed to one
Mission Board in New York, led by Mus. this wise. The face of the patient was en- | with grateful tears, while they who met disadvantages.
wes agaist another.
Upham, which pays the salary of Miss tirely bandaged except the eyes, at which | as strangers parted with a new comprehen- have strong p
Julia Phillips. The report gave a brief ex- alone he was permitted to look. He was | sion of the apostle’s idea, when be speaks Those familiar with the first can not brook .
he last. It is to them no preaching at all;
hibit of the financial sondition of the socie- then obliged to withdraw until the face | | of being fellow citizens with the saints and
ty, from which it appears that there have could be so bandaged that he could see on- of the household of God. On the whole, it it is only reading.
Preaching
purely extempore or imbeen received, by contributions, 86, 860, 93; ly the tongue.
The ‘speaker mentioned | I was a most refreshing season; and they
by -donatidns,
$947,00;
by bequests, this to show the position of the wom2n of | who had attended most of the Conferences promptu must be defective, To depend entirely upon the suggestions -of the moment
$1091,56 ;
by
interest
and
dividends,
the higher classes.
This is the class of per- | since the denomination w aslorganized, were
$8373,70. - There has also been received: of sofis to whom our sisters in the misssion ready to pronounce this one of the very for text and matter, however fluent the
speaker, must result in some imperfect prothe Foreign Mission Society of New Bruns- find access, - They first enter their houses best.
ductions.
I have seen an account of a man
wick, $964,27; of Nova Scotia, $130,40.
for the purpose of teaching them to do fancy | The welcome extended by the people of
There have been transferred from the per- work, and then teach them to read. At Hillsdale was cordial, generous and hearty. who boasted that he could preach better on
manent fund,—it being a gain on the ex- length numbers congregate to listen to {In .spite of prevailing sickness ang the the spur of the moment, from any text
change of Bonds,—$800,00.
Total
re- reading and instruction. ,We do not ex-| pressure of other public interests, the hos- gwen him, than 4 * college larnt minister”
ceipts,—$11,167,86.
The
expenditures
pect immediate conversions as the result df pitality was abundant in quantity and with all his study. At one time he had no
text. He took off his coat and hung it on
were
$12,029,05.
The
permanent fund this work. = Indeed, such is the present
choice in quality. Tt is quite enough to | a chair,saying,** This action suggests a text,
Ours is a work for all

time.

The

work-

Modes, of Palit Utterance.

amounts to $6,540,02, of which 85,850,00 is

invested.

There

is an

outstanding

against the society amounting

debt

to $2,790.

The Bible and Tract Cause has received the
past year $168,10, and that amount has
been remitted to India and used in publishing books and tracts by our press at Midnapore. The report closed . with words of
cheer and encouragement.
:
RESOLUTIONS.
Rev. O. R. Bacheler, returned missionary

State of society in India, that immediate | |
conversions would
not be desirable; but |
we expect to sow seed which will at some |
time result in a harvest.
|

to increased effort in the cause

Missions.

of Foreign

The third lays our

der obligation to do all in

ministry un-

their

power

to

increase the interest in this work amd contributionsin its behalf in their respéetive
localities. ‘The fourth calls on the Ex,
Committee to estimate the amount required
for the prosecution of the work cicH “yeur,

say, mn this respect, that Hillsdale maintained its high reputation for large-hearted-

~I have put off my coat ; how shall I put it _
lon? a text on which no man that I know of
ness, and the committee of arrangements
has ever preached.”
At the close of the
did its work with a quiet, courteous and harangue a hearer rose up and replied, ** 1
In regard to the desirableness of immeskillfu! efficiency worthy of all” praise. Be-- have heard you preach that same sermon
diate conversions.
we differ in opinion.
We | yond that statement compliment has no
before, sir, when you
put off your coat just
sometimes think we know

subject than

God

sometimes almost

more

about

this

We

have

been

at the

slow

knows.

discouraged

need to go.

:

Rev. E. Knowlton presided
accustomed fairness, urbanity,

with all his
dignity and

progress of the work in India. We have ‘skill, and foung ready helpers in the officers
wondered why the Lord did not answer associated with him. Conference was held
prayer in the conversion of thousands. But steadily to its work ; episodes and by-play

and Chairman of the Committee on Foreign Missions, then presented a series of we have come to the conclusion that, had
resolutions as the report of the committee.”| © ur prayers been answered twenty years
The first yesolution recognized the hand aco, we should have had to-day in Imdia |
We |
of God in the prosecution and: sicdess of a nation of merely nominal Christians.
could
not
have
nursed
them.
our mission work. The second pledges us

"At times

the en-

At the hour
of ad-

membership, $600. The largest contribution made by any. other.Q. M. in the Y. M.

was $500, Why is this? The native Christians are poor. Sly. because of their

There arises the old question,

sions pay

“Do

mis-

‘When 1 visited Central "Park,

in New York, the other day,

and

observed

how millions had been squandered there,
1 asked the question, Does this expenditure

as you have now.”
The preacher left for
parts-unknown.
Sach charlatans are shortlived.

"It is dificult for any man to practice pure
extemporaneous or impromptu speaking.
If he expec ty to speak he will naturally

were reduced to the minimum, and the way think of what he is going to say and make
to blend strength and sweetness was set Some -ar rangement,
at
least
if his own
forth in a living and grateful example.
1 mind. The interests of the College were often
“What is denominated
extemporaneous

and effectively sety forth.

The

new

Presi

preaching follows
address,—the- devotion of the most thorough

dent's inaugural
an entire afternoen
endowment, —the:

to

the ‘interest

attendance

of the

of

its

mem-

bers of Conference with the other visitors
upon its regular chapel exercises,—the vis-

mature and the

out..

preparation,—i: may be
preparation,
A plan is
wh

The

speaker

closed

by referring
to the re-

flex influence of missions.
wad
Rev. N. C. Brackett then offered
lution, to the

effect that

reso-

the two" “migsion

criticism, though with some

e subject is thought

The second mode is simply the rehearsal

ity

¥

Hug

snes

.

’

Jeena

{

,

r
orn

Jatin

tloa

20h
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Era rt
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The

When you wish to touch the emotions and

action really taken upon this matter will be arouse the consciéhces of men, go at them
reported in the account of the proceedings. « withouv book ” to impede yop. Let the
The prevailing opinion, touching our Home electric fire of your éye, and the warm outMission work, seemed to be, that the need gushing emotion of your heart, come into

oN
i

surprise.

re en i

i

og

0

oF

This mode has many advantages.

interest in the work; and this is another: societies be united. Referred to the Comof a Corresponding Secretary, who should contact with theirs, ‘and then your living
evidence of success. Some time ago, the mittees on Home and Foreign Missions,
good Lord condescended to send a chal- A collection was then taken in behalf of devote his entire time¢ and. energies to tho words will find a vesponse in living souls.
RR

hgr70a i

interests of that cause, was $0 wgont at
this hour as to make.it improper to attempt
a union of our Hong and Foreign Mission

of a written sermon from memory, which
pay?
I answered,Yes, in many ways.
So it to the college societies which held pub- iz so much of a task that but few can praclucrative positions.
The salary of the Presit is with the Mission, A few years ago, lic meetings on the evening after the final tice it successfully.
—
ident is only £1,200. He accepts the posiwe were put to this test, and we answered I adjournment of the body,—these and other
. The third mode, if the sermon is well
tion at a large sacrifice. But, notwith- apportion the same to the churches, which Yes, the Mission pays. The work of rais- expressions of interést in its welfare brought written and well delivered, has its advanstanding this, he had proposed to the stu- will be expected to respond to the calls of ing up a spiritual empire in a heathen land the institutiin and the denomination who tages. When the object is correctness, as
dents and the fature alumni of the College, the Board,
These resolutions were adopt- can not but pay, however long or slow the very close felationship, and in such ways gs in some doctrinal sermons, or when there is
that for every deliar of endowment they can ed.
process may be. If there is anything this promise to bea help to ‘both.
There is a demand for choice literature, it is prefer;
iy
secure, he will add another. The College
Rev. G. W. Bean, a member of the same side of heaven which pays, this pays.
much to cheer and give hope in the condi- able. Order, eleghnce of style;industry and
lost a golden opportunity for endowment Committee, presented
two. resolutions.
Rey. C. O. Libby followed. He said that tion and prospects of - this school of letters exemption from failure are promoted by it.
soon after the close of the war. Something The first was to the effect that we recogand religion.
it was often the case with him that, when
I think, however, all things considered, the ..
must now be done to atone. for past neg- nize the divine hand in the presery. ation of he commenced to talk upon this subject,
The Sabbath services and the frequent extemporizer has the advantage.
He has
lect. Will not the friends of the- College
Dr. Bacheler during the years of his ab- he did not know where to stop.
He’ refer- prayer meetings were very grateful. The at least asmuch time for study. He may
now rally to its support dud come, to its re- sence and labors in India, and in permited'to the lesson faught the New England gospel was preached with peculiar effeetive- be as thorough a theologian, as. appropriate,
lief?
can testi- impressive, "sia life-like, to'say the least, in
ting him to return in safety to us again. delegates in their journey hither. They ness at the F, Baptist church, as‘'we
Prof. Dann was the next speaker.
His
The second was to the effect that: we welwere detained by the. fog, and were thus fy from personal knowledge ; and'the several his manner and in his illustrations. The
speech was an earnest and telling effort, in come him to our homes, and pray that he
taught to exercise the grace of patience. It’ congregations in the city had the word of life ready off-hand speaker has the public mind
his own peculiar and unreportable style. He may in due time’ return to his chosen field
is often the case with us, as it was with the set forth with power and unction, as we in his favor, and will be listened to longer
recounted the past history and struggles of
boy who refused to obey his teacher until he are assured by those who helped to fill the than the reader, which gives him more inin
India.
the College, gave expression to its wants,and
This mode inDr. Bacheler expressed his sincere grati- saw his whip“coming, and then he said he pews, The great company that sat down fluence over the masses.
made a strong and earnest appeal iin its beto the Conference for this manifesta- had just as lief as not. We might as well to partake of the Lord’s supper on Sunday sures more warmth, earnestness, animatude
“half.
make up our minds that we will be perfect evening were moved and melted by the tion, better emphasis, a more natural and
Rev. Dr. Day followed. He sympathized tion of sympathy in his behalf. In miisare many trials, and he ly willing to do God's work, for he will sense of the Master's presence and of the effective tone, and more significant gesthere
work
sionary
most profoundly with both the letter and
tures.
It will adapt itself to circumfor all the sympathy which he |L have it done, and he will have us do it. sacredness of his ¢laims,
spirit of the resolution. - From the first day was grateful
Of the specific action taken by the Con- stances, admit new thoughts, arguments,
The occasion, however, of The Lord means that a great many more
had received.
that he knew of the Cellege, his sympathies|.
was that he had the souls shall be gathered in through the in- ference upon the several questions fresent- illustrations and figures in the presence of |
have been with it. ~ Since I have been ac- the deepest gratitude,
remembered in'the strumentality of foreign missions. This is edto it, there is need of saying little now. the audience and in the excitement of
was
he
that
assurance
quainted with the men who have made it, I
After the work which he has committed to us. The reports which are still in course of pub- preaching. Says Fenelon: ‘ The warmth
at home.
brethren
his
of
prayers
have not been surprised at the result—it is
for its mani- Thisis the work of the churches, and the lication will tell what was done, and par- ‘which animates him gives birth to" expresagain
Conference
the
thanking
just like them, If it was shrewdness that
evening, he pro- churches would do, wellto 'say, “We had tially ‘photograph - the spirit of the body sions and figures which he never could have
did it, it is @ kind of shrewdness that selfish festation of sympathy this
When our mis- just as lief do it as not.” Our success is to when it put its thought and purpose into prepared in his study.”
Thomas Scott
length,
at
speak
to
men are never guilty of. And, if it will ceeded
form. The questions which arose in con- observes: * Generally the most striking
a
great
degree’
determined
by
our
efforts.
question
the
commenced,
India
in
work,
sion
cost them a struggle to carry .the work on
Some Some are saved who would not be saved. nection with our Home Mission intérests, things jn my sermons were unpremeditated.”
to completion, it would cost them a ‘ greater of success was an important one.
the were not these efforts pus forth. , The speak- | our Educational methods, and our Periodi- Dr. Alexander wrote a young friend: “I
been
has
what
but
failure,
struggle to relinquish .it. I thank these prophesied
er referred to the labors and sacrificed”of| cal Literature, were those which awakened am glad that you write one sermon a week.
have
$5000
year
‘last
the
During
result?
‘citizens, in the name of the denomination.
the Morayians, and commended their ex- most enthusiasm and at times stirred the I am not elear that you ought to read it. I
work.
mission
~
And we don’t mean to leave the. college to been raised in India for
ample as worthy of imitation. He then re- deepest anxieties. The two- former topics practice reading once in three times, from
the
that
‘¢learly
very
indicates
them alone. We shall put it into our hearts, “This fact
lated an incident of a boy in a wholesale were discussed frankly, earnestly, various- long habit; butif I had to do the thing'over
secure
to
as
success
a
far
so
been
has
work
where the hlood flows, and cherish it with
the confidence and ‘codperation of the Gov- store in Boston, who surprised his .employ- ly and at some length; while the last men- again, and were at your “stage, I would
our warmest affections.
er by extra promptness in.the performance tionedsubject, in the form that was alone never take a line of manuscript into the
. Dr. Cheney, President of Bates College, ernment officials, for without this confidence
of his duties. That boy was wanted in significant, was promptly laid on the table pulpit.” When we consider that men are
have
never
could
sum
this
cooperation
and
expressed his interest in the college, and
that
store, and he at length became a part- in order to avoid inquiry and debate. to be reached by the. way of the ‘conscience
of
evidence
pledged one hundred dolldrs, and proposed been raised. This is the first
ner
in
the firhd." This is true of the church. Whether wisely or unwisely it may be ‘im- and of the heart, we can not but agree. with
contrithe
is
evidence.
next
The
to give his scholarship to the Southern Il- success,
The church that does something is the possible to say, but in fact the. Conference Dr. Alexander. - We would, by no means
linois Yearly Meeting, for the benefit of ‘butions of native Chrisfians. By examinchurch that God wants, and the: church chose silence instead of intelligent speech undervalue or exclude writing. One mode
some colored student in that Yearly Meeting. ing the minutes of the Ney Hampshire
which will do nothing is the church which upon the subject which, it was confessed, will improve the other.
A man will ex- I
since,
two
or
year
a
published
M.,
Y.
Hoi, E. Knowlton said we are under obGod does not want, Many churches are lay most heavily upon its heart. The ver- temporize better if he writes some, and he
connected
ligations to these men—these Professors, learn that Orissa Q. M., which is
President, ex-President,and others. 1 shall” with this Y. M., contributed with its small dying to-day because they will do nothing. dict is accepted without * a word of* hostile will read better if he extemporizes some.

with
rE
The. Ph
the English General Baptiee, —reading first
te and Shen never forget my emotions when I i heard
a | of this college.
.
Pledges followed. While they were be-

GERM

TS

the audience to the fearful work of destruc- ‘rible pressure under which Bates College is
tion Ywhich had been in progressdin Chicago staggering heroically on, and of which no
the last twenty-fourihours, and the fact that one gould fail to tgke note, the impolicy of
thousands had been rendered homeless by breaking up so soon the arrarfigement which
the raging element. A feeling of .gredt ‘had been settled upon after fifteen years of
sadness and solemnity settled upon the au- inquiry.and debate; seemed so obvious, and
dience. After some discussion in regard to the peril so large, that it was decided to
the method of affording Alief, one of the les ave the present plan as it is, and tryto
Heavy as
most interesting and profitable of the An- find relief in some other way.
niversaries was closed with prayer by Bro. the load is which that young college is carBacheler.
y7
+ rying, jt seemed tobe the prevailing con-

oversight,

«a population largér than the one te which
we as a denomination minister in America.
I .doubt if our fathers realized, when they

-
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in’ Tesponse to a proposition to. aid them

¢ Every man,” says Bp. ar “ may
thus rise far above what he could ever have
obtained in any other way.”
Prof. Park
- Jehominates it “the highest order of
preaching.” ' But all can not attain tot.

fifty dollars, provided they would make
same one hundred

dollars,

their

promptly collected, and we

part

Quarterly

the
was

had the satis-

faction of knowing that their debt was re-

UNITY

Meetings:

: M—Held its Sept. session ith

Newburg

church.

It was a season

- December term to Be

and

J P Leach, Farina. I
y
‘EA W Hurd, w Lebanon, Me.

the

of interest

with the church; Ruble and 4ocial.} i
attended.

orism,—* Reading makes a full man, speaking a ‘ready man, and. writing a correct Who has it in his heart and in his power to% quest at this gesion,
man,” and ‘have themall ‘ina minister of help that church in this its time of need?

5 well

h

th

the”

correctness,

B.¥oaa, Clerk.

©.

The Chicago F.
F. W. B. Chuioh.

Wil

Rev Matti Uhm Chee.
y
W F Eaton,Po
Joram

prayer-meetings were interesting, and preachin

was spiritual.
the
Montville

1d Allen, Ea

and people both be seathed.

Let preacher

aroused and something
the work is done.

EE

The

The ‘beautiful house” is not
burned, but the soeiety is burdened with a
debt of several hound) dollars. Almost

Fine Premium,

is accomplished—

Held its Sept.
tern Wt
- FPREEBORN
he Shurch &
outh Bristol, Iowa, Preach
sBinson, Rev. J. M. Peéase an
the derangement of businegs, so that it is DY Vv.ReyWin. i Nichols
of the Blue Earth Valley
‘now almost impossible ‘to ‘meet the current Q. M. - Asa Q. M. we are in great need of ministerinl
help.
expfbnses and impossible to ‘provide for this

rutssara

Route toto Conference.

The next session will be held with

the

| paid, the « CRITICAL, Gregg AND ExGLISH CONCORDANCE, oF THE NEw
pr a ENT,
a work of the highest
value to all careful stadents.” The reg:
ular price of the work, here and else-

out.

Prof. Dunn, coming weekly
dale, 175 miles distant, supplies
without any specific salary; but
‘be done with the debt and the

trapsacted, That line was not the shortest
and most direct for us... To arrange matters for our convenience cost some time and
effort on the part of the agent. But all this

penses ?

was promptly taken into account by him, and
every needful service accepted without hesitation. The terms Were given at once
when asked, and adhered to after a month
had elapsed and no promise had been given
or implied that we ‘should take that line,
dnd

when,

besides; it was known

generosity nd

er.

Ev eryin the

to Colngo; via.

New York, the Perm.
Centra! and Fort
'W ayne linie is ev ery way pleasant and ex- cellent.
It is as rapid and. cheap as any

to

relieve

i

addressed

If he can not guar-

antee

the Sound,

Freedmen'ss Mission.

A Roman Catholic has devoted a Jot
"here for a
F. B. church, and we shall build soon. We in-

friends,—

tend immediately to'put up a little room 16 ft. by

For this reaproper

32 ft. to hold meetings in for the present.

statements in regardto the condition and
prospects of this cause should appear from
Just now, the revival spirit is kindling
anew in soe of our churches. . Since the
last session of the Harper's Ferry Q. Meeting, at Charlestown, that church is being
refreshed, and sinners are coming to Christ
At Martinsburg, several conver..theré..
Sons have occurred during the last ten days.
Yesterday (Sabbath,) Bro. B. Kirk, who
commenced his pastoral charge of this
on

that

day,

added

two

to

1803.

their heart wanderings.

the

as before,

Bro. W. R. Preston

is teaching one of

ing the church good service in the. revival
there. Bro. Veney has beén- aiding Bro.
Kirk in the revival at Charlestown.

RICHEMOND, ME.

pleasant day

NORMAL $CHOOL.
school

opens

lage.

to-morrow.

some students are here

from

Already

a distance,—

one from a hundred miles away.

In re-

sponse to a desire expressed, that he might

become a Christian, he promptly replied,
“That is one'thing I came

here

for.”

He

had heard of the religious influence ot this
school, and had a desire to share in it. Will
Christians who read this pray for him ?

The free schools (of color) in this valley
depend ‘largely on Storer Normal School
for

their teachers,

and the churches

are

greatly benefited by it, through their ministers who have availed themselves of its advantages.
i
ky
{

FUNDS WANTED.

school

is

and our prayer is that God may reward them by
bestowing upon them eternal life.
A.C. PEASLEE.

the free schoolsat Martinsbarg,and render-

This

Our Sabbath

increasing in numbers and interest.
vA few evenings since about fifty of the young
people happened to drop in at the parsonage,and
what renders it the more surprising, they all
happened to bring, with their friendly greetings,
temporal blessings which were left on our ‘shelves
and tables. For this and other tokens of love
shown us they have our mast. heart-felt thanks; |

here one hal of the tinde, the

other fit Charlestown

_a glorious reformafion

was

;

We are hoping that some of the friends
of this cause are feeling the duty of rendering aid to this institution. Where are some
of the thousands, to be given for the benefit

of this race, more needed than at this point?

Last" Sabbath

for our ehurch

in

was

a

very

Richmond

vil-

After the public services in the afternoon,

a very large audience gathered upon the river
to witness the ordinance of baptism,
bank
Three happy persons followed the -Saviour in
this rite, Rev. E. G. Page officiating. The ordinance was beautiful and impressive beyond
description. The sun eame out, through rifts Ja
the clouds, justin time to gild and glorify the
scene. The good seed heretofore sown in this
village is beginning to yield precious fruit.
An interesting work of grace has commenced
among the Sabbath school children,—two having
d of heart. . Others
a change
already experience
are inquiring, and we hail

the Spirits presence with

joy.

‘dear brethren, in your prayers. '

POTEhR, N.Y.’

of

indications

these

Remember.

us,

‘
@G. S. RICKER.

'The Lord is soviving his work

in Potter, Some have been reclaimed, ra few
hopefully converted, and others are seeking the
Lord.
B. H. DAMON.

VASSALBORO, ME. The religious interest in
the first ¥'. W-, Baptist church in Vassalboro con-

In what department of benevolent effort | tinues very.good. The membersof the church
ean a few thousands of dollars be appropri- | were encouraged again, Oct, 15, by witnessing
ated more wisely and effectively? We
net “|A ie buptism of two more young. people who were
G. W. COLBY.
the means this very hour for the Phi sy of | added to the church, ;
I
I
a teacher y—one who could play the instru-

ment and instruct in music.

The teacher

can be obtained, if the money to pay him or
her. were supplied. Oh, that some friend,

Rev. Joel Bakers aly Jutito ‘return ‘from the
West, and would like’ o' 'dettlement with some
.church in New England or New York.
.

Letters of corrésponderts

thay

CHURCH.

This church’ has a convenient house of

solicited;

and

will

Dover,
FOR
Mgrs.

E.

THE

E. NORTON,

N.

Castle,

PM.

P.M.

PM.

is,

5.45 . THO

be

every description of sewing,

his
free

even to

The

successfully in the Christian‘ ministry, for the
last thirty years, is now laid aside by overwork
in the cause of his Master, It-will bea long time

“worship, all completed. The church and before, if ever, our dear brothes will be able to
congregation haye lifted nobly at the bur] ‘resume his work. We ask the prayers - of the
den that was upoy them, Very tevenly people of God that, if 1t 14 his win, Tie may be.re-

Best

Hair

It has

been fested for over twenty years, and is constantly
growingin favor. It not only beautifies the hair, but
causes it to Brow luxuriantly, and prevents it from
41

attending

General

FREE.~" Please send

Cén-

erence, and transacting business in Michigan and Illinois during October.
Those having funds are requested to forward them, as
usual, and they will be acknowledged in the Star after

your

name and

get

spect-

men of STAR SpPANSLE
the liveliest family paper published.

RE

to all.

oy

73 cents

mens FREE.

a

year.

3

months

10° ce

Address, Banner, Hinsdale, N.

B

=

Ferry, W.

Va.

STANDARD

ersons who
have made pledges, or given
i, i J ith many others who ought to) to ‘‘the Com
mission for the Promotion of Education in the South,”

letter.

Superintendents and pastors will take notice that
unless thew Reports are forwarded at once they wik

west

who

want

Registers

and

Toany former student of Pike Seminar;
You are
hereby invited to be present at the ke-Union of the
Sthidents of Pike Seminary, to be held in Seminary

and evening,

Addresses are to be deliv ered

planted.

Pike,

Wyoming

Oet. 13,4 71.

VERMONT

wiighe clear exposition of the dificult passages’

OFTEN.
OFTEN.

render iv" & Yaluable aid, ff not

AND
AND

St
0N
G or

Sunday

School

I

YIGIHD

1) ¥

CR
3

and Sunday in November.

We earnestly

hope

extra

that

TRUNK

R.

P. M.

The

church clerks are

re

L1sBON Q. M. will hold its next session with the
church at Franconia, Nov. 3, at 1 o’clock, P.M.
J. M. DUKGIN, Clerk.

MARRIED,
At the parsonage,

ln

in Acton,

Tw

sist y

most

Och. 14, by Rev. D.

Mr. George £. Nelson and Miss Lizzie R Averill,

1 the closest

Ms, Geo. 8. Hawes, of Tarboro,N. C, a {formerly of
Winslow, Me.,) and Miss Ellen M. Nowell, of

rency.
For

i iki
N. X., Oct. 8, by Rev. Wm. Whitfield,
Mr, Caleb f1iison and Mus. Abigail H. Cochran.
;
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Torch
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further

and accrued interest in cur-
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Any of which will be sent by mail, free of postage
on receipt of the price.
_ This little book has been revised by the author, has
Parties designing to get new Sabbath School Li.
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and présents
braries, orto replenish old ones, can send us their
a very comely appearance. It should be in every
orders whieh will be immediately filled with our awn
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ber have a copy of this newly revised and useful
furnished to Sabbath school
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pastor.
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present it to their congregations immediateC. F. PENNEY,
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brethsén,

from 825,000 to £30,000, would be clear

The business of the road is rapidly multiplying as it deserves to do,and it is almost sure
to become increasingly popular as its merits
draw the large patronige which it is bound
to secure. We most cordially commend it
to the attention of tourists and business’
men. Whoever has occasion to deal with
its agent,” at 77 Washington St., Boston,

readers of the Morning Siar.
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should

In justice toy #he society it should be said,
that the debt was not fecklessly assumed,
but has come upon them through the failure
of the society that purchased the old house
on Loomis street. -But for that failure, the
handsome property now endangered, worth

rolling stock is. ‘owsurpassed ; the scenery,
especially through the Allegheny region, is
grandly beautiful, and some of the finest
dgricultural sectivns of the middle
s
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it?

other; there need be no change of cars between New York and Chicago; tli¢ accom®
modations are of the very. best sort’ {he
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only to Hillsdale, and far in advance of
every other. “In the future, the Chicago
church should be the heart of the denomination West. Is.it. saying too much to say
that there can be no- ¥igoreus ‘life without

is a pleasure to us to tender them ‘this special acknowledgment.

fogs

for

providential burden which is laid

can hardly be overestimated.

titled to special mention and thanks, and it
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and the results of their best labors, in ad- to bé supplied to any who may want it at the
dition to all their other losses. We must “following rates, viz:
Single copy 10 cts; one dozen copies,
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do something, and do it Now. The importance of this church in western interests one hundred copies, $7,00. Postage on a single:
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liven more courtesy was shbwn than was
asked or expected. The managers are en-

As a route
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us remember the sacrifices. that have been
made, and though other calls seem heavy

upon the whole denomination.

were trying to treat with other parties for
spirit of
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new and

that we

taking us over a more { direct route.
thing done was gentlemanly and
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what shall
regular ex-
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The teeth soon become speckled if every defllement
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next.
"a The first edition of this work is exhausted.
- Penn. Central Railroad, and especially to ‘thing maybe lost, After all the toil and |
J. F. HALL, Clerk.
The publishers will furnishus with a new supply
the agent in Boston, in view of the straight- saorifice, ruin ‘stares them in the fice unjust
as soon as they shall have published angther
less
immediate
relief
shall
come
from
withSpotted
like
Dominos.
forwardmess, courtesy and kindness wi
| edition, Our patrons will, thaspfore, please wait in
A worl

and much improved about the firstof April,

more of them.

Rey. J.D. Couilard, repregontytod
Rev. W. Andrews the: Uhi-

Next session with the 1st Monroe Shurch, at
the center Morir house,
3
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IX. ROBERTSON, Clerk,
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To anf person
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sending ws . hase new
EllsworthQ. subscribers, with a year’ 8. subscription
‘ Nothing is more indecent,” as Baxter © The great fire, so terrible §in its work up- ty Q. M., and Fa
Chose Cor. Mess, as follows: To Montville,
said, ** than a doad preacher speaking to on every interestin Chicago, has not left M.
Rev. H. Small. To Unity, Rev. Wm. Ford. To
the
Freewill
Baptist
church’
and
society
unin advance, $7.50, we will ‘send, post
Ellsworth, D. G. Davis,
dead sinners the living truth of the living
der thé influence. of the same spirit; for,

This sonibitily; published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, for the

100 Men and Women
to sell Christmas Books, Now
the time to commence, 4d have! Shree
se that are the i
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Conelse history of the PAST of this most wonderful of
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Ec.Ty Messrs. COLRORTE CHAMBERLAIN. CltyFo: use of Sunday School scholars, was enlarged

Caleb W
HoseaEe
Me
J Henderson, New
Vig
Silas C Judd, 1370 roadway, New York.

PROSPECTQ. M.—Held its Sept. session with
the Brooks church, Had an interesting session
business8 al done with dispateh, social ir

A. H. MORRELL.

permeated with the unction and. life of the
Spirit.
And I would have the hearer un-

God.”

341

Cling 2i Gt Contigratin,

“CA Filion, Frankfort Sta.. mm.
Mrs M D Dike, Sebago, Me,

Sd

church, firstduy of the oh
Con
duced to about three hundred dollars | But . Thorndike
ference 2, P, M. as usual,Any church wishing
they have done all they can at prosent, to convene the March term will hand in their re-

‘We would fall back upon Lord Bacon's aph-

Christ—fullness, readiness

25, 1871.
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BY T. H. STACY,

~

¥ How lovely is the breeze
That's wafted through the trees
In autumn, when the green to brown is turn|

Lh

hy

Rosy, beginning to pick up the
| John and Mary became parents of a nu- asked
things.
:
;
i
merous family.
Six fine \boys. and three |
! blooming
daughters were successfully ad- | “Oh! out with my sled.. I promised
ded to their household. The care of rear- Jimmy Lane and Ned Wheeler to go over
,| ing all these infants was entirely borne by to the hill coasting with them, this morning,
Mary without a servant of any kinds my, and I forgot all about it'till this minute. I.|
expect they're having lots o'fun. Say, you'll
diminuation of her household labors, excep!
| for the first fortnight after the birth of the clear up all that niuss,” will you? I wonfirst child, "when a good woman of the ‘der where my hat is"
* O Bertie! mayn't I go withgvou?" beg-'
neighborhood came in to look after things
|

———

Indian Summer.

ing,

;

?

:

daughter early became a ‘proficient - in
household industries, and when only twelve
years of age was competent to take her
mother’s place in the family, at the birth of a
little brother, ~ These boys, when they were

‘We are awakened to a bright and sunny morn.
The last ray of summer—
The brooklets fresh murmur =
w
Brings fond recollections of days that are gone.

The flowers, springtime blessed,
And which summer caressed,
Sere and crisp, are pendant on the broken stalks;
'
And trees, o’er vale and hill, With crimson glory fill,
Where with flaming torch the God

little, were likewise trained

to

tle industrial association, every

which

From the bold mountain crown,
Glad to change the withered
store.
aii

feed for

winter's
s
hy

Barn-doors are openwide,
‘Where, standing side by side,

The fowl seem to brood .thanksgiving o’er and
o'er.

\

and all night-long,

toward one

And circling round and round,
Then, lighting on the ground,
Sable rooks come gut’ to’ test their strength fof

ery moment to go over.

brother,

looking

round

The noontide sun now plays
Its soft and mellow rays

In corners, where the chill has scarce
And then a silver cloud,

receded,

many of the male sex

‘While at the twilight hour,

the

ar,

foamy

-

Or far out on the rim,

chairs

and

*‘D'ye s'pose a fellow

life.
are

John

temper is a bad

have,

of

A sail so neat and trim,
.
Tossing on the waves tg,meet thé evening star,

The fact was, that

. Or perhaps at the tide,
That from the ocean wide,
Dashes ’gainst the rocky confines at my feet,
Then ebbing out again,
Beneath the curling train
oa
That comes rushing on, the same sad fate to
meet,

John

Please, Ber-

conflicts.

master,

ly for a moment,

and

tlfen her

It takes

A quick

but a good

slave;

possession

of you likea

ness and

strength

must be soflething very bad, because she
had hegrd one of the large girls at school

regarding

say it to another,

stand higher and be

one day, when in a great

has had no struggle and ‘gained no victory.
Weare apt to think that a meek person
must be a spiritless, passive body, with no
temptations to get angry. I do not think
thig'is what Gbd means by meekness, for

came in to dinner, his red cheeks glowing
and his black eyes sparkling with the frosty
air and the *‘ fun” together, the good-heart-

ed little thing had quite forgiven him and, indeed, nearly forgotten his selfishness.

remembered it again

She

the next day though,

when their mother, coming into

the nurse-

ry, said:

mentt.

¢ Quick,
children, get ready.
Mrs.
Brown has called to offer me a sleigh-ride,

quisition, and his wife and daughters as de-

You remember, too, how he assum-

ed, with the greatest arrogance, that he had
and she says there is room enough for you. 4 brought the wateg out of the rock, and not

pendents upon his bounty.
Now comes our inquiry. ‘Who did earn But make haste; the horses must n't stand God.
.
to.
the money that paid for John’s farm? If lwwaiting in the cold.”
If
you
are
troubled
with
a
very
ugly
rest,
his wife performed for him all the service
Humming a cheerful song,
¢ Oh! jolly,” cried Bertie, jumping up in temper, you have a great field for conquest.
| for which he paid a tailor formerly, did she high delight.
The boatman rows along,
¢ The Brown's big sleigh; Alexander the Great once wept because he
not earn that money as really
as the tailor ? only think, Rosy!
Raising countless jewels on old ocean’ breast;
Lots o’buffaloes, and had no more worlds to conquer. You will
Ir John had been obliged to hire a woman
such bells;—my! Where in the world is probably never be reduced to this extremeThe new moon's silver light,
to perform thg labors which Mary perform- that hat now 2
ty. you will have something to conquer
So sheeny, pure and bright,
:
if
you live to be a hundred years old, but,
Looks with splendor on the ocean wide and ed in the house and dairy, how much a
dosy was ¢ flying round,” pulling on her
deep,
~
week would he have been obliged to pay wollen jacket, tying her tippet, getting out day by day, with each victory, you shall
Upon the placid bay,

Were

Toved

ing his children, and

She

them

in
be

cook,

instructing

housekeeper,

and’ moral

selfish

Knowing that beyond the
Dark, deep, urfathomed sea,
No winter plucks the flowers of summer’s day.

them by money,
for love ?

Be Kind.

instead

not.

So much as he would

have beén

week

of her life, and ought

freely

to

have

had

—e——

It should have been

her

salary, .and

God commands us to be kind :

the

or feature,

Kind to every living ereatufe,

Never'pain or anguish bring,

Even to the'smzllest thing;
For, remember that the fly,
Just as muchas you or I,
Is the work of that great Hand
That hath made the sea-and land ;
Therefore, children; bear in mind,
Ever, ever to * be kind.”

Query:
H.

B. Stowe,

supported

;

The Fuily Circl.

|

Revenge.

« Bertie, here's your hat again tossed
down behind the settee on the piazza, in-

Hiring

himself

am

out

going

earnest.

to

say,

for

Tam

Bertie looked a little sheepish

very much in

Iam really quite tired of talking

you remember to'be more careful, I am going to make you stay in-doors all day the

abled to pay in part the price of a farm, the

remainder being held upon mortgage—the
Interest to be paid yearly, and the principal ‘next time your hat is out of place. You
in installments, till the whole was liquidat- know best how you will like that, and you
can choosé for yourself. ' Now go and hang
od.
gh TORT
i,
it up, and remember.”
;
the’
of
one
Evans,
Mary
wife
te
took
Jobin
decidedly, in.’
Bertie's
mother
spoke
very
two
". prettiest girls in the parish, and they
careless little son.

Both under-

them; |

but both were young and hopefal, bred ‘up

fol-

“ revenge.’ — Methodist.

plaguey old

thing.

shall

crown

The earth

them

and gonquerors.—Liltle Corporal.

kings

Charlie Was Made Noble.

for me to visit her.’

Rs

I found my red-checked, laughing friend,

a dignified mamma with three children.
The youngest, a boy of four, had stolen his

tion

to Lou

is perfectly

beautiful;” and,

fully dressed, the next morning, he tapped
at my door with, *‘May I come in?

“Come in!”

But a glance at his sad face

made me ask, ‘What is the matter dar-

Bag?

| me.”

:

———

WCBS

op

“All you?”

Children.

- * Suffer Little
one thing would save

BER

‘her life.. "Fhat

was

:

:

Brio

in

“Yes, ma'am! Four years ago we ware
playing and I pushed her against the kitchen-door,

and the Sharp handle

stuck

into

Mother

for which she was taken to a Boston hosp

al, It is one.of God's gifts to man,

some camphor and auntie some water; and

tha mamma gave them to her, and she opened

which can put you to

her eyes; and I thought she was all well,
or would be in a day or two. . But, ina day

him with admiring eyes, and giving him little girl was laid upon the table, she clasp:
the benefitof her advice as to the proper ed her hamds, and closing her éyes, said

said her spine was broken, and she could

there

are medicines

could do the ‘longest
and hardest day's the picturesiin the last Harper's Weekly. sleep, so you will have no senseof pain or two, mamma sent for the doctor, and he
Rosy, his little sister, stood by, watching seven under the
operator's knife. As the
for her skill

* butter
was known as bringing

and

tints to put inte the ladies’ dresses,

an extra

price; her ehioése had a_vemarkable flavor

nd Snow, Sholnd a wonderful adrpit-

It was

sweetly,

very good fun for a while, but Bertie got

me,

‘tired of it by and

hegven.”

and

Oh; Jesus, I know

it I die,

Thou

lovest

I shall go’ straight to

never be-well any more.

1 eried’ before a

andleaned back in

you? that's a good girl,” he said. “I have
| not got time. I must be off right away.”
“Where are you going all of a sudden?”

a

was wont 0 boas “that

~~
a

Socrates lookgd

at him and “hid,

“I

re. ~~

God;
pain ;

turn your good wishes, and will do as you

but it is not very hard with so many to love
me sé, and. its’ nice to think I may, by my

charming the man is! Since I have been in
prison he has always been comingto see me,

make

bid.”

Then turning to js, he

said, “How

-

and at times he would talk to me; and was
as good as he could be to,me, and now see

Charlie perfect; for he is just

perfect, you see. Don't forget to write that,

how generously

«

hé Sorrows
for me.

But

we must do as he says. Crito, let the cup
**But tell them,’ said
rlie, who came be brought, if the poison is prepared ; if not
in just as she said the last” sentence, ‘‘that let the attendant pre
some.” ‘‘Yes,"
‘didn’t mean to’ don't help her hack a bit.” said Crito, * the sun is still upon the hill:
| tops, and many a one has taken the draught
—Christian Index.
late, and, after the annquncément has been
made to him he has eaten and drunk and

Aunt Betsey’s Children.

;

.

——

2

indulged in sensual delights. Do hot hasten,”

~

Some time ago a lady in London was trying to get a girl, to help her in doing house

children ?” * Aunt Betsey's children ?” Pray

who is Aunt Betsey?" She is an old Scotch
woman who lives in Bird's Alley. She

then; there is still time.”
Socrates said,
“Yes, Crito, and they of whom you spedk

are right in-doing thus, for they think that
they will gain by the délay ; but I am right,

in not doing thus, for I do not think 4hat I
should gain anything by drinking the poison
alittle later. 1 should be sparing and saving a life which is already gone.
I could
on ! laugh at myself for. this, Please, then,
to do as I say, and'not to refuse me.”
‘Crito, when he heard this, made a sign to
the servant, and the servant went in and
remained some time, and then returned

adopts poor, homeless, motherless children ; with the jailer, carrying the cup of poison.
teaches them, takes care of them, gets them

as she

entered it she saw a large, tidy look-

ing room.

The floor was as clean as hands

could make it.

She saw eightor nine girls,

from three years old to fifteen. They were
all busy. Some of the oldest were ironing
clothes, others were sewing or knitting, and

the youngest were twisting up- slips of paper to make lamp lighters.
5

god?

May I, or not?”

The man answered,

“We only prepare, Socrates, just so much
as we déem enough,” “I in lerstand,”he
said, ‘yet I may and must pray to the gods
to prosper my journey from this to that

other world.

May this.

then, which

prayer. be granted to me.”

is my

Then

holding

the cup to his lips, quite readily and cheerfullyhe drank off the poison,
And hitherto
most of us had been able to control our

While she was looking at them an eldersorrow, but now,
we saw him drinkly Scotch woman came in. She wore a | ing, and saw, too, when
that he had finished the
plain gingham dress, with
a white. apron, draught, we would no longer forbore, and,
and a large broad-frilled cap. She ‘made a in spite of myself, 1 own tedrs were flowing
courtesy to the lady, and her face lighted fast; so that I covered my face and wept
up witha smile that made it look quite over myself, for certainly I was not weeping
him, but at the thought of my own.
beautiful. “I am looking fora girl, my over
calamity in having lost such'a companion.
friend,” said’ Mrs. Levy, “and your home Nor was I the first, for Crito, when he found
has been recommended to me asa good himself unable to restrain his tears, had got
place to get que. Are these your own chil- up and moved away; and I followed; and
at that moment; Apollpdoruz, who had been
dren?’ ;
i
weeping all fhe time, broke into a loud cry
“0, no! ma'm , 'm not so rich as that. | that made cowards of us all. .
But let me see, therels- Lizzie, she's been
Soerates
alone retained his

here long enough

fora recommend.

She's

a strong, hearty girl ma'm, and never will
trouble you with any
mean, low ways.
Come here, Lizzie. Now, look in her face

mam.
That's how I choose my children.”
‘‘ Then are none of them yours?”
‘“ Never had

one in my life, ma'm,” said

’
calmness,

*““What is this strange outcry?” he said;
“I sent away the women mainly in order
that they might not offend in this way, for
I have heard that a man should die in peace.
Be quiet then, and have patidnee.”
When
we heard that, we were ashamed, and refrained our tears; and he walked about
until, as he said. his legs

bagan

to fail, and

then he.lay on his back according to the directions; and the man who gave him the

Aunt Betsey, with a smile.
You are paid, then, for taking care of poison now" and then looked at his feet and
these children, and providing them with a legs, and, alter awhile he pressed his foot
hard, and asked him if he could feel, and he
home.”
‘Not a stiver, ma'm;

who's

to pay me?

They are all poor orphans, not oné of them
has a father or mother except me, and I am
both. to. them,

‘they

think,”

she

said,

sald,

“No,”

ward

and upward,

and

then

and

his

leg,

showed

and
us

so up-

that

he

was cold and stiff. And he felt them himself, dhd said, “When the poison reaches
the Leart that will be the. end.”
He was

as

she looked around affectionately at them.
“Sometimes I feel half sorry that I tookthe
wee things, but what could I do? They'd

. + Xes'm, andthe Lord's blessed me:to | -

but they'll all mid me, that they will mia'si, -hé'hid never visited.
with lifting up a finger.”
"
What a beautiful sheltering clond Aunt
Betsey was! She was working for Jesus,

all alone in that, little alley, while nobody
in the busy world knew what she was do-

ing.

But God knew it all.

band, or children

Without hu.

of her own,

without any

church or conimittee to help hery without
any means but what she earned with her
own hands, she had been a bright, shéltering cloud to thirty-one poor’ children, be-

sides the eight or nine then. in her house,
‘She had

clothed them, and

fed them, and

«sii

The example of this good woman
us what it is to

be a. Christian,

shows

and

how

those who love Jesus can. make themselves,
useful. They. can praise God, as the clouds
do, by giving pleasant shades or shelter,—
8. 8. World,
Hota
3

-

T

8

The great statesman

felt inclinedto have some talented young
man to accompany him, and in looking over
New England for such a companion, his attention was attractedto young Fessenden,
and he extendehim’an invitation to travel
with
. him,’ which was eagerly accepted.
Many a time, says the editor of the
Portland Argus, Mr, Fessenden has gpoken to
us of the advantages and impressions of that

trip. Mr. Wébster treated
him with
kindness, and gave him much good

great
adyice

which he treasured up in his memory.
Webster told him how hard he had studied,

and how careful he was in making out papers when he commenced the practice of
law. He said he never let a writ or other
legal document pass frou: his hands until
he had read it over three times at least.

And he further remarked, that while many
young men were idling away their time, he
was trimming the midnight lamp. ~~
“Now,” said Webster, “I have acquirec
some fame both as a lawyer and an orator,
and have made some speeches in which
have occurred some figures and illustrations
often quoted, and which have already passed into mottoes. And now do you suppose
these

terse

sayings

were

made

from the

*‘Doés not the. devil tell you that” yoii of thought, have been studied and trimmed
are not a Christian’ ¢ Yes, sometimes.”
** Well, "what do you"
say to him # ++ [ tél}
him, ‘réplied’ the boy with something ‘of
Luther's spirit, * that whether I am a Christian or not, it is none of his business.”

cure this blessing more easily (han'a little Maybe, if you would write it, some rude litHow great a pity that we should not feel
child. It is an easy thing for children to tle. boy who is always doing something he for what end we are born into this world,
come to Jesus,
signa
: did not ‘mean to, might read it before he till just as we are leaving it l—Walsingham,
-

3

Busband

has lofs of

‘NONE oF .His BUSINESS.”—A minister spur of the moment? By no means; they
the result of previous study—an d close
had cried half enough, and it don’t seem as. asked a little boy who had been converted, ‘were
study too.. Some of my best illustrations

great deal; but then it. did not seem as if [

if I had begun to cry half enough yet; but
Sie
98,
hu
the it’s no good.” And the great sobs could be
and
eyes,
many
in
|
his
chair
with
a
big
yawn,
thinking
what
he
tears
were
There
ent td il in the cutting, shaping, and
;
would do next.
:
etek wi kind professor could not at oncego on with kept back no longer. ©
“Were you playing?”
=
his task, his feelings were so touched. Ah!
‘Presently
a bright thought struc
“Yes, ma'am, We were belliggood ; hut
and he jumped down from his chairin a was. not a faith that could bear the little
more
worth
I
was
a careless, rough boy, and she must
moment
a
such
in
up
heart
| hurry
“ Rosy, Jou put away ‘those things, won't than all the gold of earth? No one can se- suffer for it. ‘Oh! if I could bear it. myself!
by,

them

sure you

what must neéds be ;you know my errand,”
Then bursting into tears, he turned away
dnd went out.
:

very dreadful to think of, but more dread- her back. She fainted, and I screamed ; and taught them the best she knew how, and
ful in apprekension thanin "reality. A se- mamma ran out and carried her, and laid. then had found good homes for them where
vere surgical operation must be performed, her. on. the, sofa; and grandma brought they could be useful and happy.”

to constant industry and economy, and means it; she don’t often look like that.”
‘He was in the children’s room, very busy
their toils seemed lightto them. John was
renowned in his vicinity as the man who painting over, with his new box of color’s,
among
the housewives

bid

Webster and Fessenden.
do it with my own hands, for whore than
J
I've “never ‘wanted,
“My tobe “Boy, Goa” will bless” you for it. fifteen years back
Some thirty-five years ago-—perhaps more,
fieither have they: and whether its knack’ —Daniel Te
Good night ! "and kissed ‘him.
:
eT]
ha
He ran out of the room: Before I wae in me, or goodness. in them, I don’t know, to-our Western States and territories which

.andmever caf be well any more; and its all

A

AE

i

op

A dear little girl was very ill, and only

And Bertie, hastily put-

“I guess Thad better try and remember

about the

is theirs, and God

the ‘charm and the excitement of a long
Choking back a sob, he said, **You oalldrive in *‘ Brown's big sleigh” put quité out * ed me ‘a noble boy ; and it made my heurt
of both their heads all ‘thought of Rasy’s | acheall hight. My sister
can not live long,

CL

ting the hatin its proper place, walked off
a little sheepishly, thinking to himself:

the fruit of her own industry,or the wedstood that a life of toil‘ was before

he

‘had been a good-for-nothing, selfish, careless scamp, but that this sort of thing had:
to be changed now, right away. ‘And then

‘commenced housekeeping together. Mary deed, and looked as nearly angryas she
brought to the establishment beds and bed- ever could, as she gave this warning to her

“ding gifts of her parents.

as

himself, quite in earnest this time; that he

to you on this one subject; and to make

Intime, he was en-

I

I am

running my hand through his curls, I said,

been called upon to help you look fpr it. lowed heriand his sister out. to the sleigh,
and all he said was a hurried whisper,
Come and pick it up; and listen to what I
You're a jolly girl, Rosy ;” But he said to

. as a common laborer, he laid up gradyally
gmail sums of money.

big boy,

er again appeared at the door; all ready in

Presently the whole household would ‘have

John Simmons began fife with nothing
but a pair of hands.

and ‘made him stay

her own wraps to start.

stead of being hung up on thedhat-rack.

Who Earned That Money?

everybody

authorities,

beginning to grow cold about the groin,
when he uncovered his face (for he had COVhis black curls all tangled with poking his
ered himself up,) and said (these were his
head into all sorts of corners, and his red. mamma's smile and color. The second-was
last words), “Crito, I owe a cock to (Esele
cheeks stained with tears. Pity filled her a tall, slight, graceful, spirited-looking, but honest parents as was taken off with heavy pius, Will you remember to pay the debt ?’
tepder little breast at the sight, however, very gentle boy -of-ten; and the oldest a sickness, and I couldn’t see them left to “The debt shall be paid,” said Crito; “Is
and she thought again :
sweet, frail, suffering, hunch-backed girl of suffer. True it's but little I can do, for ‘there anything else?” ‘There was no anto this question, but in a minute or
, “But I guess T'll tell him this time, and twelve years.
there is thousands of such poor creattires swer
Li
two a movemeut was heard and thé attend
that shall be my revenge instead of the
in
the
world;
but
Fl
do
all
Ican.
Ive
put
Charlie, kind to every one, and very careants uncovered ‘him.
His eyes were sct,
other.”
:
pt
ful of baby, was absolutely devoted to his thirty-one into good places.”
and Crito closed his eyes and mouth,
Such
~ So she only said saucily, O you big cry- ailing'sister. He watched all her needs,
*“ What!” cried Mrs. Levy; “Do you was the end, Echecrates,of our friend, whom
baby ! hurry on your coat and mittens. I'l and ran to antivipate her slightest wish.
mea: to say that you have taken care of, -| T may tiuly call the wisest, the est the
best of all the men whom. I ave ever
find your hat ;” and flew, like a little bird,
The third evening that 1 was there, I "ard provided for, thirty-one children besides knowh;—Jowetts *“Plato.”
up to the garret and back, just as her moth- spoke of it to his mother. ‘‘Charlie’s devo- these that are here now”

ppv

Rosy’s

is

all things shall be in subjection.

all thi§ brought back to Rosy the: How

looked a little triumphantly at the

her P—
.

Where
9

at home,-it would be my revenge ;” and she

Has not his wife supported him

quite as much as he has

I have to stay or

And I haven't had a real good sleigh-

if I didn’t teli him,

have paid her portion to raise the mortgage
and seciffe the family homestead.
But because this salary, fairly earned, has
never been paid her, her husband cherishes
the idea that he alone has earned the money
paid for the Ay and that he supported his
wife and daughters.
vn

not only to our friends,
on whom our care depends; |
not only,to the poor,
who poverty endure;

The Bible says the meek shall inherit
the earth, and I used to think this was very
strange. I supposed - that meek people
meant spiritless people, and if they ever
wére going to inherit the earth it would be
4 long time before they came into their
property. But I see it differently:now.- The

meek,—that is those who have overcome
cried, almost sobbing, |
*‘* You're allready, and themselyes,—are the royal natures; to them

thing !” -he

Now,

‘| ehoice left with her to spend it as she pleased. Then she could, and probably would,

Always bear this thing in mind:

had not even heard

enter upon your certain possessions.

—
—
recollection of yesterday when she had begv
ged in vain of him, and the ‘thought came
Laura was my school friend ; but we had
into her mind :
so
‘| not met since the examination day on which
“1 know where his hatis; I saw it fall we vowed eternal friendship, and parted, as
behind the big chest in the garret, when we we thought, with broken hearts. And I
were up there a little while ago. 1 slpose was very happy when, last month, she sent

put into her hands—not as a husband's gift,
but as her own lawful, “proper earnings.

Little children, bright and fair,
‘Blessed with every needful care,

she

ride this whole winter—now!
that hateful old hat?”

of getting them

obliged to pay, his wife earned every

so busy

big boy as he was.
you don't ear¢ whether

would he have had to pay for all these
things united, if he had been obliged to hire

last faint golden

was

what her brother was saying, and he disgusted at seeing her quite ready while he
was poking round in vain for the ever-missing hat, broke out in loud reproach.
¢ Yes, that’s all you care for, you selfish,

gudrdian, in addition tg being - tailoress,
seamstress, and dairy-woman—how much

’

But, in spite of form

her maff and her mittens, and her own hat
his day's: was already snugly tied under her chin.

morals—a woman, in short, who should

nurse,

Happy, sunny hours,
Though thorns with the flowers

"Kind
They
Kind
They

earn this

ble of superintending his dairy, but of train-

Telling to us softly, ‘‘ passing fast away.”

‘

earned

work in the field ?
.
. Bat suppose John had been: obliged, in
addition, to hire & woman, not only capa-

The brown rustling leaves,
That with the autumn sheaves
gathered, seem to whisper of the decay
That’s written on all things,
That nature’s.spring-time brings,

Come, we cling to summer’s

fairly

sum—as fiirlyas John

And

troublé here, or they would forget
and Tine comes now in siekness and

the

Socrates said, “You, my good friend, who
are experienced in these matters, shall
give
into good habits, and then puts them out in me directions how I am to proeeed.”
The
good places. Ihave had one of her children man answered, “You have only to walk
about till your legs are heaty, and thento
Moses, the meekest man that ever lived, for a good. while, and she is the best girl
lie down, and the
poison will act,”
At the
had, by nature, a quick temper. You re- ever had.” *Thatis very. singular,” said same time he handed «he -cup to Socrates,
Mrs.
L.
‘This
woman
must
be
a
curiosi‘member how he_once killed a man who
who in the easiest and gentlest manner,
was unjust to another, how he meddled in ty. I would like to see her for her own without the least fear or change of color or
sake. I'll go.”
i
feature, looking at the man with all his
other people's quarrels, how he threw down
eyes, Lehecrates, as his manner was, took
The
next
day
Mrs.
Levy
went
to
Bird's
and broke the tables of stone on which
Alley to find Aunt Betsey’s home. As soon the cup and said, “What do you say about
God had just written the ten commandWakiok
lihatioh out of this cup to any

er; and by the time her naughty brother

in his

stronger,—more va

ous than any one naturally amiable, “who

passion. Rosy wasina great passion now,
but it relieved her so much to utter that
fierce speech that she began to grow ealm-

own mind, had considered that any work
but his earned the money that paid for the
farm and supplied the provisions for the
family. Every cent that came into the family coffers he regarded as his by right of ac-

her ? «And did not Mary

got a great work for Charlie to do in

the worldg and this isthe way he is fitting
him to do it.

to

‘the - poison; indeed,

will not
be angry with me, for others, as you
dre aware, and not I, are the guilty cause.
And so fare you well,and try to bear lightly

work. Her name was Mrs. Levy. One
passionately, *‘and I kndw what, I'll" do. quest. The highest excellence of charac- «day while walking in ‘the street.she met a
I'll have my revenge !”
: ter comes from subduing evil and rising
friend and asked her if she knew of any
Now, Rosy didn’t know in the least what above it. If you have a good deal of the evil good girl that she could get. Said her friend,
this terrible threat meant; but. she knew it in our nature, you will make a great as- * Why don’t you get one of Aunt-Betsey’s
cent when you get above it and you yill

Where white-winged vessels lay
Like weary birds of flights now nestled down

And in upon the leas,
Down through the cypress trees
On the grass-grown graves, where absent
ones sleep.
f}

has

Make

from the effort at con-

obedience

have grown up sélfish:'and harsh, like a
great many boys 1 séé. Mamma says, God

own natural

and your own character will grow in nobleselfish boy,” she said

I

drink

or, that he didn’t mean to hurt me.”

ence to your will and it will serve you well,”

little face

Soerates,' whom

maybe if I had got all well soon, he would

feet in kicks,

conquer it,—hold it in obedi-

you,

‘will not impute the angry feelings of othey .
men, who rage and swear at me when, in

in fists, it' thrusts: out your

But a quick temper is a good.slave.

saying, “To

won't he be just splendid!” and, her eyes
shone with the great love in them, ¢‘And

pain,

to speak, when you werd your

im,

unselfish, and—you said the right fword— know to be the: poblest, and gentlest, and
‘noble,’
When he grows to be a man, -best- of "all who ever came to this place, I

self; it gets you into evil that perhaps a
life-time can nof undo.
:

grew ligt with anger.
‘« He's/a bad, mean,

every day, and it makes him very gentle and

it gnashes your teeth, it clinches ydur hands

it-your slave,

. Now the hour of sunset was near, for a
good dgal of time had passed while he was

“Some say, God ought not to punish mes within, When he came out, he gat down
us again after his bath, butnot much
for Charlie's carelessnégs. But it is just with
was said. Soon the jailer, whoj was the
right. You see Charlie is being punished
ervant of the eleven, extered and stood by

it causes your tongue’ to hiss out hateful
words, that you would find it impossible

Poor Rosy stood looking-after him blank-

some-

never,

its

master, and leads you into a great deal of

“The other boys take their wrong.

a single good ride all winter.

end—

was

with

little fiend ; it flushes and bloats your face,
it kindles your eyes, it scowls your brows,

ning to fill.

of

You will have need of it before you
through

sisters—it's all the more fun when there are
boys and girls together—and I haven't had

everything that is bought for a woman as. a
superfluity. The pretty Sunday bonnets of
his blooming daughters, their nice, lady-like
dresses, their little girlish ornaments, were
remarked ‘with a savage severity.
*¢1I
york hard for the money that. you spend on
finery,” wasa common saying, accepted in’
silence py his wife and daughters.

Its beams from us may shroud,
As o’er the plain 1 shadow floats unheeded.

:
There seems a magic power
‘ That Biidies me-on the cliffs to watch

under

your loving Creator. He gave it to you
in love; itis good for you; itis part of
your‘arms and equipments in the battle of

‘when you Jet it get control of you it is your

thing of a hypochondriac, and at’ thege
times would talk bitterly about family expenses, and accuse his wife and daughters
of extravagance. He fell into a way, that

.

oh

- “1 think youmight take me,” pepsisted
Rosy beseechingly, her pretty eyes begin-

of farming life ; and sometimes the domestic ark seemed to roll and plunge heavily,
like a water-logged vessel, threatening ev-

'

Tells of joy among the weakest things of night.

flight.

working

not much,” ansivered her

droughts, and all the other disappointments

The cricket's, chirping song,

Al} day

was

——"

El

Don’t fancy young ‘people, that, because
your quick temper causes you a good deal of

namely: the payment of the yearly interest tie, and I'll help you find your hat!”
‘“ Much obliged; I've fowid it myself.
on the mortgage, and the gaining ofa sur
For
a wonder, it was on the hat-rack this
plus wherewith to pay the principal.
:
But so large a family has many expens- | time.”
And
before
Rosy
could
put
in another
es. There were sicknesses and accidents to
plea,
he
had
clapped
it
on
his
head
and was
increase labors; there were bad crops,
off.

The herds came winding down,

ir

tropble, that itis a thing of evil and only

creation is that plaguey hat?”

household

member

Quick Temper,
J

Last Hours of Socrates. -

| leganybo
sad.or Charlie.”
|
“What do yoy mean, dear?"

from, the fold t—Presbyterian.’

wants to he bothered with a girl to
take care
of when he's goirg in for fun? © Where in

till they were lange enough to make * their
servites of value in the fields.
In time, this family became a perfect 1it-

walks.

indeed,

tables for his hat.

labor, and helped their mother in the house

‘
o
of autumn

he sobbed again,
I spoke of it'to Lou, as I thought she
. Will'iyou not be'among the number? Oh !
=
when Christ numbers over his lambs, can might not like it tobe put in the paper,
“You may write as you please, only don’t
you bear the thought of .being shut ouw

“I'll clean this

“No,

And

For of such is the kingdom of Heaven,”

you went to ‘the hill, if you'd take care of evil. Your quick temper like all the rest
+ | of your qualities and powers, is a gift from
me. And you will won't you, Bertie

infant. As her children grew up, she trained them tofbe her helpers. The eldest

Literary Miscellany.

Sa

killed his only, littl® darling, sister,”

* Many dear children are gathering there,

all up for you; I won't be aminute, Mamma said I might go with you the next time

But after the first fortnight, Mary went
back to her work with the added care of the

ing.
And lovely is the day,
‘When ‘mid October’s sway,

ged Rsy with eager eyed,

while Mary was getting back her stréngth.

Andsweet the zephyr sighs,
As faded niture dies,
‘Where silv’ry frosts fell, summers relics spurn-

:

5, 1871.
AIRC,

Pokey.

b.

OCTOB

a

fv

1)

STAR,

MORNING

a

TILE

842

down when the fishing
rod was in my
hands. 'Bhié words ric i Sh fitly represent’
England's power, so often quoted, and 8o
much raised, were strung together while’.
|. I
on the American side of the Bt.

Lawrence river, near Niagara Falls, and
heard the British drums beaten on the Can-

dada side,”
:
AE
Many other statements he made to young
Fessenden, which provedspretty cor clusive-

ly that there is no royal road to learning *

. .

»

sss

|

"Rov.

Elijah Kellogg, in his capital story,

«The. Spark of Genius,” relates this
itQident and vouches for its truth :

funny

oe extent to which theory often fails in
tice 18 furpishéd by a venerated professa most « distinguished mathemetician,
vhose works ave still a text-book in many
« of our institutions, and which - occurred «|
within the compass
of our own experiegce,
He went to Bethel; on his return’
he
spent the Sabbath at Lewiston. Monday
morning
he started. The horse went a few
‘rods, fell down and broke the thills, He
then sent his

wife

home,

and "also

about the lives of innocent people, is too
plain a proposition to need argument. The
welfare of the community is the first objeet of government, and the preservation
of the lives of lionest citizens the first step
to haying any community at all. Even the

Michigan code, which does not allow of
hanging for murder, does hang for treason

against the - State,—admitting thus that the
ublic safety is to be ‘conserved: by the galows, though illogically asserting that pri-"
vate safety is not.—The World,
’

J

to take him and the broken chaise home.

. When

the ‘driver came they lashed the

two vehicles together and started,

"|

Stimulants.

sent to

Brunswick for anotlier! horse and carriage

RE

&

That man is a maniac, a deliberate suicide,
who drinks tea, goffee,
or" ardent

All went

between Lewiston

and

Brunswiok;

on its

forma

work

in hand, ;when

The

‘question

en ‘seek

is often asked why

admission

into

instead of being content to
arate institutions as may
them. You might as well
®xpects, on her marriage,

wom-

mer’s. colleges,

he feels too

have a shanty erected for hér in
It is greatly to the credit of
women that whenever they open
to thie fact that: they have been

the yard,
American
their eyes
wronged,

they have the sense to demand full justice,
.
not: half-justice.
:)
For two hundred years we have been
building
collgg:
or American
men,
These colleges rést
moreover on the tra

only.

weak to .go through with it without such

Wealth, energy, learning, have been

lavished to make these places what they

aid, This is the reason that the
majority
of are. If there is any advantage in their acgreat orators and public favorites die cumulations and traditions for men, women
vunkards. The pulpit, the bench, the bar, 4, ave aright to the advantage. If the. old
the foram, have contributed their legions of ‘wine of university experience is better than
victims to drunken habits. The beautiful the new, they have the rightto say; “Give

and said:
Hi
A Mr, Chandler, it is too ;much for the
horse to hold the carriage on this steep
descent ; take the horse out ; I'll get into the
woman, the sweet singer, the conversationshafts,”
4 fos
“Professor; replied Chandler,
‘The alist, the periodical writer, have filled but
breccling is strong, and so is the arm- too often a drunkard’s grave, Now that the
ress has become such a great power in the
girth,”
pws
Ld
Hi

It i8 about eighteen ears since this womi=
an, then young and = almost white, escaped
from slavery ‘ona’ Georgia plantation, by
assuming the
garb of a yonng man and an

of her husband's house, instead of in a sling, that she
content, like a Mormon spouse, to. for asking the hotel

queen
being

us theold.y

...'

hint

|. No doubt, sonie of the most flourishing
institutions of learning, even for
gen, are
new.

‘But even these

have a sort 8

brevet

might

have an: excuse

clerks to enter her:
their registers, ‘She brought her

name in

husband with her in the capacity ‘ofa servant, and, the two traveled together in cars

of 1834, when

esca)

corresponde
|wealth:

of the

Commion-

w
v
_ “Ellen Craft is quite good looking, quite
intelligent, and is welcomed in the best society of London.
Lately she met at a dinner company, without knowing it, ex-Gov.
Eyre, and;

as fate

would

have

:

layer,»

which,

under

knownto

and

not in the vein of writing, he must whip Vassar Female College, the institution of
himself up to it by thé stimulus of drink, the highest claim in this respect, does
Some of the greatest writers of the country not perceptibly vary in its’ programme from
have confessed to the practice on urgent oc- that ‘of good High Schools for girls. Its

culated that 225,000,000 cubic feet of earthy
matter are deposited annually in the Gulf
: at this South-west Pass,
4

-Abundantly Protected. ub
It was one evening last summer when a

the ex-Governor was

sir; but I know a horse understands his own

business,—whicli

casions, of taking a sip-of brandy

is handling-a load on the

of his property ; if you

times I

will take the *husi-

answerable for the

notice,

when alittle

excited, of giving
a nervous twitch. to the
lapels of his coat with his right hand,
“1,” replied he with a most emphatic
witch, * assume all responsibilty.” The driver, nothing loth to witness the.
operation, took out the horse and held him
by the bridle, and the professor getting into the shafts, took hold of them at the ends.

The forward

carriage

hill, and the back

was

descending the

one a little over the sum-

mjt when the professor

trod upon a rollin

stone, which caused him to plunge forward,

and increase the velocity of his load so

adopted, fora Jeshendicular one. Atlength
he was pushed
into a run; she carriages
were going at a fearful rate.
ye
At the
m of the hjll was a brook;
on each side precipitous banks. The probetween

Scylla and Charybdis,

going nine feet at a leap. In order to cramp
the or
od he turned suddenly. to
the right.” The shafts of the front carriage
went two feet into the bank,

breaking

them,

both short off ; the lashings of the hinder one
- slipped; it ran into the forward ong, break“ing the fender; both Velfieles' turned over
down

the hill,

the learned

‘la,—one of

ing

some

with

a tremendous

crash,

gentleman describing a parabo-

‘his favorite

fig

rods. away.

s,—and land-

He rose

from the

+ earth, a dirtier and wiser man; knees skinned, pantaloons torn, a piece of skin knock-

od off his forehead, and his best hat as flat
as « pancake underneath the hind carriage,
and looking round He exclaimed:
“‘Is it
possible I could be so deceived as to the
momentum?
It-was prodigious.”
“1 don’t know anythihg about momentum,” replied Chandler, * but I know something about horses.

Much complaint is made by women, that
men are less regardful of their comfort than
especially in” street cars

cases,

apd

gard as a right what

is only

on our part.

"The

Women re-

a concession
is

ree

ot

same. writer says that one day last

winter he mét three misses,
academy, on the side-walk

pupils of an
of a village,

where the spow lay. piled up two feet deep

* on the outer part of the walk, necessitating
the passer by to junge in up to the knees,

. if so disposed.

The

fair young creatures,

furred to the threat, came tripping along
in solid file, till they got within a couple of
: paces or 80, when, seeing no manifestation

on their part to give way, he halted them
in a ‘fatherly. manner, and said, ‘* Do you
suppose that a man of my ‘years ought to

jump intothe

snow to let you

pass, when

lesson that,

in

matters

of courtesy,

men

too have rights which the gentler sex are
bound to respect.
he

The Death Penalty.

’

—t

|

——

The Nathan mugderer,

|

to-day, if known,

‘convicted, and sentenced to the gallows,
would have those who would Spuly for ‘his
pardons aid whether this goft o i eseach.

ing have its origin ina mawkish

enthusi-

asin, half-sentimentality and halfscowardice,

or in*what is reportedto bea regular sys.
~ tem of pardon brokerage, a deadly blow is
struck at the public safety whenever its im-

plorations are heeded.

all murderers,

as we

Out of 280 convicts,

may

reasonably

as-

sume,

sentenced, either
y court or commutation, to imprisonment for life in three
States, the average term served is but six
years and three-quarters. In those same

States the average term of those sentenced

in

Quackenbos’

class in the

college,

ty pupils, who are still in the rudimentary
stages of that study.
Except, perhaps, in

the department of astronomy, I can not
learn that. this institution is essentially in
advance of® the best

High Schools,

Acade-

mies and Normal Schools already existing.
If so, it may yet fill an important place, but
it isplajnly a misnomer to call it a college.
to both.

the blood

to women, that they be’ examined with pre-

which

were obtained

from

the

food eaten
previously, and the brain is so
constituted
that it can best receive and appropriate to itself those nutrient
particles
during the state of rest, of quiet and of stillness insleep. Mere stimulants supply nothing

in

themselves—they

brain,

force it to a greater

its swhstance,

only

goad - the

consumption of

until that substance has been

so fully exhausted that there is not power
enough left to receive a supply ; just as men
are so near death by thirst or starvation,
that there is not power enough left to swallow anything, and all is over;, The ineca-

pacity of the brain for receiving recupera-

tive
particles sometimes comes on with the
rapidity of a stroke of lightning, and the
man becomes mad in an instant; in an instant falls in convulsions, in an instant lose
sense,

and

1s

an

idiot.

It

was

under

circumstances of this very sort, in the very
middle of a sentence of great oratorical
power, one of the most eminent minds-ef
the age forgot his ideas, pressed his hand
against his forehead, and after a moment's
silence said,

“God, as

blotted out my mind.”

with a sponge,

has

Personally,

joint education
But

I believe

heartily

in

were this

doubtful, I

men’s

colleges,

the best;

simply

and I should

becayse

demand,

with a standard

any

they

been detained by: office duties until rather
alate hour,
Living on .the Hights in
Brooklyn, but a short distance from
Fulton

Tarrant's Effervescent

not

So

declared

his

best pupil in Sanskrit to have been a woman, a graduate of Vassar; and a Harvard
professor told me that the most interesting
areek class he had éver taught was one in
the school for young ladies formerly kept by
Profs. Apassiz ang Felton at Cambridge.
That school, indeed, taught mainly by Harvard professors, came so near to being a
department of the university that it would
have meeded little more than a vote of the
corporation te make it such; and I have no
doubt that a donation of a hundred thousand

dollars would secure a department for women, within a single year, at Harvard, Amherst or Williams. So near is the epoch
of justice come .—Woman's Journal.

Be assured readers,

and abundant sleep, and wise and happy
—
are they who have firmness enough to reThere are four little boys in Poughkeepsolve that “By God's help I will seek it in wie, N.Y., who will probably. evince in funo other way.”— Hall's Journal of Health. ture no very strong disposition to steal a
+obop
ride on a locomotive.
These four boys:

|

who

Spontaneous Combustion.
last,

a well

known

zine

over

it,

another Biees

Detroit

under it, and

‘then the chest filled with paper and rags,
and then this particular cleth placed in
the:
center. Although the room was.not a light
one,

and the

weather

cold,

in eight

days

there was a smell of fire about the trunk,
and the chances were so good for a’ conflagration

within it, that the contents were

empted.

An examination: showed that the

fiber of the oil-cloth had untwisted and
shriveled up, and that the rag looked as if it
had been held too near a hot blaze. In

April,

when, the rays of the sun

playing

about—the

were

stronger, a pair of painter's ‘overalls, literally covered with paint and oil, were rolled
up, & handful of pine shavings placed iniy and these were crowded in next to the

person wit

replied, ¢ Now,

the

° Well, a good many

company

he was

straightly

in felt a

in the eye, ‘I

In treating
would hardly
the hegira of
ing the last

no

make the

matter

what hap-

Little. inconveniences will intrude upon
the most fortunate people; sé the only way
to be master of every situation, isto make

depot

it left Ponghkoepsie.
The poor little fellows, covered with dust from head to foot,
presented a sorry sight. The boy who was
astride of the link was unable to walk when
taken off, his.legs being awfully chafed by

to suc-

Toward

the

close

of. the “fourth

day,

the

had

hecome noised

Sumner or

puff of black cinders, which flew all over as

the lid was lifted.

Mud Volcanoes.
4

rp

ry to try that over again.—Every Saturduny.

—

Having a vacant corner

in his brick wood-houseat home, the chem-

Se

ng oi,

ist took the trunk up there, where there
thing more important than
was ‘no danger of burning a b uilding, He |’ {there is one
children: should be at
filled the trunk with the contents of the pa- another, it i$" that
if they are abroad, that
per rag bag, and then smeared one "with home at night ; or
friends should be with
enzine and threw it in last of all.. The their parents or oldermore certain than that
¥
Nothing
them.
trunk was shut tight, everything cleared
parental
outside of the
away from its viethity, and he commenced letting children go

q00f and its restraints

watching, On the first day of Van Amburg’s
menagerie, the family went, to witness the

garding the Upper Delta of the

# summary of which may
Naturalist.

Among

be

other

Mississippi,

found

in the

things,

he de-

scribes the mud islands.
These originate
in miniature voloanoes, upheavals from the
river bottom.

with a ‘central

crater.

The

active agencies art springs of liquid mud,
together with gas,
Extensive cones are
thus raised, often in mid-channel,

A

’

nei»

DOLLAR.

!

SCEPTRE,

collection of Church

Music. Anthems,

struction or Singing Schools,

aim of

..c

Ready October

obstruot-

in the .darkuess ol ing navigation, and diverting the current,
while they result in islands in courseof

night, is bad, and bad continually.

time. The gas is such arises from vegeta¢ to ten years and over was five years anda ‘sights, and came "home to find a few ashes
Men are often capable of greater things ble matter in the first stages. of decay ;.the
halfy Le showing the average as sassin serving marking: the place where the trunk stood; |"
perform. They are sent into the ‘mud and water are of mixed marine and
but- six months Jomgor than the average while the bricke above and: around were | than they
thief, That the meaning thus given to *!im« badly. ‘stainaesl with: smoke.—~Deirost Free world wit bills of credit, and seldom draw river origin. The mud is the samé which
is deposited: outside of the Bar on a blue
to their full extent.
.
ess. ,
j
prisonment for life,” demonstrates. the cur

The Author. Dr. Everett. Is widély and

.mihitious

known. particularly in the Middle

favorably

-and Southern

and practical.
Price One Dollar,

pe

rb

.

¥Y

States,

;
\
To Choirs $10.50 per dozen.

OLD
TROY,

.

Academy,

| This Book, an ELEGANT OCTAVO VOLUME, oon-

the

taining ¥5@ pages, and 103 first-class BEngravings,
is an Exhaustive and Standard work, eminen
adapted to the times. It fully uncovers the -Romis
system from its origin fo the
presen time, exposes
its baseless pretences, its frauds, its persecutions,its

immoralities, its opposition to our public schools,
and civil and religious liberty, it shows its insidious
workings which strongly tend to bring this Soupiry
under fuk Romish Control. An entirely New an
original work. CONN. PUBLISHING CO‘, HART-

NO

divine

eourage,

from

and. girlhood

maidenhood,—looks’out

in the dark and unilluminated

6w4i(tc)

The past was

.

Independent Farmer,
A new, large, highly interesting and beautiful

ear.

bsorib
Hab
12w34

future, way
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.
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EDDIE A., died at the residence of his father,
Palmyra, Nebraska, Sept 8.
eokuk Co, Iowa,
June
Eddie was: born in
nine years and 4
.1, 761, and was consequent]
e was an attentive
months old at-his death,
member of the Sabbath school and a worthy little
boy. May the Lord bless this event in his provi
dence to the good of our brother and sister MilJoshua Miller, in

L. C. CHASE.

M. J. BENNETT, wife of Wm. Bennett, died

in

She was born Oct. .12, 1842. She

was awakened in the winter of
’63, came out under the labors of B. F. Barker in the spring of
1866, and joined the M. EB. church of Fabius, She
| was faithful to the end.
B. H. DAMON.

JAMES HigaT died in Néw Hampfon, April 16,
aged81 years. He was born in Pittsfield, and h
béen a member of the F. W, Baptist church in

He was a good man

the

& GRIFFITHS,

35 and 147 Fedetul St, Boston,

any single

obituary. Verses areinadmissible,

and
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‘ORDERS FOR THE

NEW QUESTION BOOK,
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The Publishers confidently rec ommend THE SCEPTRE he Choirs and Singing Schools asjust the book
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Prof. Longfellow: in four hundred and1 uaries published in the Morning Star, who do
twenty-five yards of trimming!
Imagine not patronize it, must accompany them with cawh:
the speech on San Domingo, or the Psalm equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
ot Life, written with a black silk sash tied Brevity is specially important. Not more than a

As we have, |. Prof. Hilgard, State Geologist of Louistrain they were on arrived.
said, our young friendd will not be in ‘a hur- iana, gives some interesting partioulars rex

| the contents’ to consist of nothing but a

This new

Lippincott's Magazine.

‘Dr, Dio Lewis tells of:a bging who put

four hundred and twenty-five (I think) yards
of trimming upon one single dress.
Four hundred and twenty-five yards!

and a large crowd of people was in |chemist took down thie box to see how the, about,
experiment: was progressing, and found waititfg at the depot to see them, when the

A
AN

Glees, &c., with a concise but complete course of in-

——

before kings, and they wil
worship false
gods. - They will -mistake notoriety for
fame, and will linger in the glitter of a fictitious brilliancy till some dreadful specter
of a gray hair or a lostcharm tells them
that they have eaten of Dead Sea apples.—

Women’s Clothes.

The’ handsof to the author's ecoat-tails, he pausing at
that it fa to be crowded intoa pail of watér the motion of the engine.
to, Sevens total destruction.
: the other boys were blistertd terribly, and every classic stanza;to’ see if he'had tumFancy Brown Seuring the hot weather of August, a the blood oozed out from under the finger- bled himself behind.
handful of old cotton rags, in which two nails, so tightly had Rey grasped the wood~
uard at a consultation in two hundred and
work
of
the
tender..
They.
were
nearly
exmatches were
placed, but which were not
ven
curls, Picture hn
timing the
smeared with oil or other matter, were shut hausted, and could have ‘maintained their pulse of a dying man with oné hand and
osition but little longer, when they would tightening his hair-pins with the other.”
up ivatin box, and hung up in a loft, a
rear window allowing
the afternoon sun to in been, probably, instantly killed by the
shine directly on the.box, for several hours. fall. They were taken back to Poughkeep- |
gie, where the incident

ONE

THE

Yet-the story is as old as Messalina, as
Theodora, as Herodias. Wogpen will dance T FORD, CONN.
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ceed in other undertakings.
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Church Music Book for the People.

old age, when the poor glory
of being the
‘‘emperor’s favorite” is taken away, and
when beauty goes and only the memory of
folly remains?
:

better

VAN

CRE

suceeads, and

ing with skill and patience, he is a success,

he is

AR

A NEW

others? . What will be their fate, what their

labor, to accomplish a certain object, work-

brain and hand,
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nearly a block

certainties, and then, if disappointed, refuse

pass-

the boys on the rear of the locomotive when

a

is with

‘and Americans far more than her own ;
to be reconciléd,
Do the very best you can, and then take one at least of these poor butterflies,
things as they come. If a man strives with most brilliant of all, has been crushed
What has become of
his best knowledge, energy, and untiring Fortune's wheel.

at

ed.
e locomotive was signaled at New
Hamburg, Mr. James Signar having seen
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then

American women, whose

climed upon

the flagmen and trackmen whom they

A.
1

known that they would be immediately callup your mind not to notice small annoyan- ed in every club and in every parlor in
ces. People may keep themselves in a con- New York, have a European infamy in this
stant broil over what amounts to nothing; way,and unfortunately their example spread
and, without accomplishing - the least good, for they were all handsome and gifted.
may ruin the peace and quiet of a house- They bought beautiful dresses for their
hold. We can not have every thing just as friends at home—they were much courted
we want it in this world, and the sooner a by the more decent Americans, very" glad
person anderstands
that fact, the sooner he to be admitted to the Tuileries even by -the
may have a true bagis for happiness.
If is back stairs.
the greatest folly to set the heart upon un-

or

lmao

Parisian than that’ of the Parisians them- A single speetmen copy sent on receipt of $1.00.
selves, paying little heed to the conveniences,
which are almost always regarded by Eu- BIGLOW. & MAIN, 425 Broome St.,
(Successors to Wat. B. BRADBURY.).
ropean women.
To be admired by the em4w40
peror was a matter of boast—to be talked
about became the great earthly good. Three |
Re

tault-finding, as possible.

fails

genuONE

ha

husbandless wives led a career much more

is to

pens to annoy, let it all glide along as easily, and with as few words of complaint and

whether the scheme

re
and
ReCepr

Canada, asa gentleman of superiormusical ability.
dreams of many of our infatu..ci -uv..ry- ‘|. and
The music in the Sceptre is mostly new, and will
be found
women, It has beento them what riding pure and; Sleyating, i in an easy and popular style that
in a cart was to Tilly Slowboy—*‘the sum-. . Great care has beentl bestowed upon every department
mit of human happiness, the highest pinna- ofthe * Sceptre.” The metres embrace every variety in
use, (including all those n the Meth:
Hymc
cle of earthly hopes.” And once there, common
Book.) and the copious indexes have been made a spethrowing appearances to the winds, these cialty. The Anthems and Opening Pieces are attractive

Failure Not
a Failure.sy
heh
thing;

a

They can; and

SOLD BYALL DRUGGISTS.

of the politics of women, it
be a possible thing to ignore
American women to Paris durtwelve
years. To gain Paris

has been the end and

5

every

car,

ny

strange that an intélligent and refmed fu-

best of

2

Tenet.

tae Seltzer Aperient, when undoubtedly
ri Peoves the fuct. BE CAUTIOUS,

American Women in Paris.

gitive slave should be over here confronting and rebuking in high places the enemies of hei people.”

The secret of happimess

.

who

Tonic
every

BY DR. A, BROOKS EVERETT.

hope you wil never azair write anything
which shall make people believe that you
are against the negro.’
Is it not passing

om

burst sparkifng from the earth

away. The heroic woman was permitted
to *‘ keepto the right as'the law directs,”
and enjoy that full measure of quiet satisfaction one always feels from keeping good
company.’

certain sympathy, with her rebuke, and he
said: “ Notat all; I abuse white people as
muuch as I do the blacks.’ ¢ Well,’ rejoined
‘Ellen looking him

-

Fulton Avenue

people; but, in fact, there is a good deal in
your books that would never have been
written by a friend of that unfortunate
ace.) ‘Artemus colored considerably, for
he felt that

Mm

any one

Aperient

source.
8 Juestion has been settled whether artificlally medicated
waters may not be
equal to those which

4 God Almighty and the angels; I'm
never alone !”
ia
“ You keep too good company,
for me,
madam ; good night,” and he .shot fora

Miss Elizabeth Stuart. Phelps is writing a
the wooden guard just above the. bumper
series of vigorous articles fathe N.Y. Inon the rear of. the tender, supposing that dependent upon the Woman Question.
She
the engine wasa switch engine, and that it
would run down the track a short distance thicks that ‘¢ Women’s wits go into their
and then back into the - depot again. Un- clothes.” We quote from her timely words
ed
happily for our young friends this was not as follows:
the case, as they shortly discovered. The | “The average young woman expends
locomotive moved off and continued. in- enough inventive power, - enough financial
creasing its speed ; it was going atthe rate shrewdness, enough close foresight, enough
of forty miles an hour.
The guard upon perturbation of spirit, enough presence of
which the young scamps were sitting was mind, enough patience of hope and anguish
only six inches ‘wide.
Three of the boys of regret upon one season’s outfit—I had alwere perched. upon the guard and
the most said upon one single street suit—to
fourth sat astride of the iron links which make an excellent bank cashier, or a comprotrade from the bumper, a position which fortable graduate of a theological seminahid them from the "view of the" engineer.
There they were clinging for dear life to
JJonce saw a younz lady ride the whole
the. wood-work of the tender, bowlin
way from Portland to Boston in the cars
along forty miles an. hour!
They dare
without once leaning back against the
not climb to the top of the tender, for fear cushioned seat, so that she should not tumof losing their balance, gnd their cries were ble her blacs¥ silk sash.
.
drowned by the noise ofthe engine. Over
A~barber told me that he ¢ curled a young
bridges and on the edge of precipices they lady
' once fora ball; ‘and she . hadtwo
were whirled, the tender surgingto and hupdred and forty-seven curls when she
fro, the dust filling their eyes and noses, was done. And I began at ten o'clock in
and almost choking them to death, and the morning, and I never got through with
entirely obscuring them from the view of her till nine o'clock at night !’
:

.Poughk®epsie, the other day,
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In March

were

you

he ought to reconcile himself to failure if it
is inevitable. If his labors have been of

A Stolen Ride.

“There is rest for the, weary,” only in early

race of the

conversing,

who told you that ©

to

ing colleges, except the need of money.
The prejudice is substantially gone, at some
of these places. I heard at New Haven,
that Prof. Whitney

whom he was

in justice

lower.

-¢ Why; I don’t see

Seltzer

Is its duplicate, Lette's attestiug its womde:
Aperientgnd anti-Bilfous qualities swarm in

* I thought you were not alone,” said the
fellow, stepping to her side agein. *¢ I am not,” replied the lady,

Ellen is a.kind
grahdees here.

that you are always very hard upon the
poor negro.’ Artemus, who was entirel

unaware of the

-

KING OF MINERAL SPRINGS is the German

“ No, sir,” said the lady, and without farther intérruption, when
the boat touched,
she stepped off,
*
.

this

She was the other doy at a fine dinner,
whete Artemus Ward was a guest,and came
out bluntly with,* They tell me, Mr. Brown,

are

ready is the public mind for this, that there
now seems no obstacle in some of our lead-

last week,

with confusion, turned
himself, and walked to

should

cisely the same strietness as men, and

let off

the

of the sexes, as beneficial

still advocafe the admission of women

one of you dropping behind the other, 1 roof-boards of the loft. The experiment
would enable us to pass, on the dry walk P” was not a week old when, during one alter
“You are not a gentleman, sir,” said the noon, a smell of smoke alarmed a workman
most unwomanly and best dressed of the in the next room, and he found the overalls
trio. He says
that he inwardly blamed
burning, and so tinder-like was tlie cloth
the, mother of the, poor girl for such breed-.
ing, while he taught them the practical

and

there is but one Greek

It is an tnderiable

dinal point in the discussion.

French,

a. and that this now comprises less than twen-

it carried its. chemist, assisted by two seriously inclined
truth, and science-loving gentlemen, resolved to
that Jack of courtesy on the part of women make a number of experiments to test the,
breeds coarseness in most gentlemen.
A worth of this talk about spontaneous comwriter on this subject says he can count on WN 1stion, and thelr experiments are worth
his fingers all the ** thank yous” he ever got the attention of every reader.
by rendering little kindnesses to well-dressed
They first took
a piece of cotton cloth,
women.
ey sail past without the slight- which had once formed part of a sheet, and
cst acknowledgnient, as if they had been all which had beerrnsed until quite threadbare,
bred milleners. - Blank, blank, blank: of fade and smeared it with boiled linseed oil. An
as 50 many lay fizures. There isa hide- old chest was placed in the loft of a storeous defect somewhere. . And here is.a car- room back of the ‘drug store, a piece of
reasons with it.

not

consumes, burns-up solid particles, as
every turn of the wheel or screw of the
splendid steamer is thé result of consumption by fire of the fuel in the furnace. That
supply of consumed brain substance can
only be had from the nutrient
particles in|

pa

’

This is'indeed so in many

and sleep

week if he can; this is the only true recuperation of brain power; the only actual renewal of brain force ; because, during sleep
the brain is in a sense of rest, in a condition
to receive and appropriate particles of nu-

power he represented.

formerly.

elementary

thing for a man: te do, when he feels too
tired to perform a task or too weak to care

ry it ‘through, i$ to go to bed

does

not

or of

Rhetovie—which is incomparafly, worse
than no rhetoric at all. And yet
appears
from the catalogue that.more thanfone-third
of thesstudents (151 out of 381) ang
in the
*‘ preparatory class,” and have
“not yet
reached even this low standard of qualification&
~ I learn fromone of the teachers that

and gave promise of a life of usefulness,
honor and eminence. The best possible

and fifty cents to asceriain how much horse

—

died young,

whose ‘talents have been of the first order,

ty difference about holding back a load ona
<teep ‘hill, whether the horse has two legs
or four and whether he weighs a hundred
and seventy-five or twelve hundred pounds.”
It cost the professor thirty-seven dollars

ll

have

ucational callings put together ; young men

I know it makes a migh-

Courtesies of Life.

men

the Latin. required

are

surpass that of the poorest’ colleges for
men ; they are examined in algebra * to
equations of the second degree only,” in

vious labor, since the very act of thinking

_ position,~with his shoufiérs drawn well
* back and his feet braced,—which he had

was

more

#eometry;

the general reader's

triment from the blood which take the place
of those which have been consumed in: pre-

much that he was forced to walk faster
than he desired, and exchange the slanti

fessor

that

the Freshman class

expected to know anything of Greek

who have been connected with the New
York press, within ten years, and that too
from intemperance, than in all the other ed-

conse:

had a habit,

candidates for

lL

- It may have escaped

108s out of his hands, and be the horse your-

self you mast be
quences,”
The professor

at the end

of every written page or even oftener. Lord
Byron, at the end of every paragraph some-

hill,~begter
than all the professors in the
United States.
1 was sent up here by my
employer, who confides in me, to take caré

was overwhelmed
very red, excused

the other end of the room.
of missionary among the

upon

triumphantly

the
Gulf 838 feet annually, and the Delta is
enlarged in proportionate. ratio, It is eal-

somewhat amazed and embarrassed to hear
himself terribly castigated by a lady of
whose relation to the negro race he had no

ex-Governor

She

of Louisiana are yet finish
nished.
the piusipal pass is said to advance ‘into

it, fell to

executed P © The

lips.

| and Christian fortitude. As she neared
of death she was happy, and past over to the
evergreen shore of
immortddity, « to
loved
ones that have gone on before, leaving behind
two brothers and fwo sisters and other connecThe Bar of tions to mourn their loss.
J. PINKHAM p.r

* Bat the horse, My, Chandler; it too and, when the magazine mus'come out on antiquity ; they partake of the same tra- idea whatever. Whilst the conversation ferry, it was not .much of a venture to go
much for the horse, Besides being strong- a certain day, and the daily newspapers at ditions ‘with their elder brothers; they was going on, some one hinted to her that home without escort, and, 80 she started.
er, I know how to take advantage of the a fixed hour, nothing waits, everything learn by the same body of experiance; “the person to whom she was’ utteritg her On the boat, standing outside * enjoying the
descent and manage it much ‘better than ‘must give way to the inexorable call for they accept the same standard, But a indignation was no other than ex-Gov. breeze afier:the day’s toil, she perceived a
copy, and, sick or well, disposed or indis- school for girls, however established or Eyre himself; whereupon, frankly and un- |* gentleman (?) in rather close ‘proximity to
the horse.”
.
.
posed, asleep or awake, thé copy must christened, does not adopt the same stahd- embarrassed, she turned upon’ kim and said where she was leaning over the guards, but
If the horse can’t hold it you can’t.”
* Are you alone P” said he,
“Do you, sir, intend to place me in point come; the writgr must compose his article, ard, and to apply to it the name of college solemnly, ‘Do not you yourself, sir, feel said nothing.
of intelligence, and knowledge of mechani- whether he feels Tike it or not, and if he is impairs the valfie of that name, Even now €hat poor Garflon was most unjustly as the boat neared the slip.
eal forces, ‘belowa horst? I have, made
mathematics the study of a life-time,”
“ I have no intention to be disrespectful,

her

stepped dow into the river of death,and we trust

the

talking of the Jamaica affair with him. El lady who belongs on the editorial staff of |
len knows how to use her tongue with con- one of the leading dailies of New York had sen
siderable effect,

iE

escape

as the Bar advances past the ** blue clay "

to England.

Boston

3

annual advance the

shelf into the deep water of the Gulf, now
nine miles out,
For, be it: remembered,
neither the Mississippi River nor the State

and steamers, stopping at the fashionable
hotels on the way, without detection. ‘They
lived inBoston till an attempt was made to
capture them under the Fugitive Slave law
So much by way of introduction.
e take
the followin
agraph from the London

this

:

assed safely over, and is now at rest. She
pressure of the new-formed land, the allueaves to mourn, father, mother, four brothers
vium, ete., above is forced to bulge upward and
three sfsters besides’
rélatives, and =
at
¢ points of least resistan
stance, ce, that is to say, large circle of friends.
l e Naso.
sin
in the deepest part of the channel. These
Me.,
Poland,
MARGARET L. STANTON died in
formations, called mud-lumps, are found in June
0)
{10 onthe She
18th, axed 43 years
the mouths of the passes and inside of the
about—=~%—
when
saving grace
GW.
Bur, nnd the evidences of former like up- fifteen years of age, was baptized b:
a
heavals are found above as far as the forts. Haskell sand joined the 2d ¥ Ww. ge
Poland,
of
which
she
remained
a
worthy
Tt is predicted that this phenomenon, which ber till death. Her sitkuess was long and memoften
| is peculiar to this river, will cease as soon
distressing, which slie bore with great
h

ed

take such sepbe’ founded for
ask why a wife inyalid, traveling to the North for medical
to be made the" advige. Unable to write, she put her arm

ditions of centuries behind them, through
all which period (with ‘but trifling exceptions) collegiate instititions were for men

well'till they came to the long, steep hill spirits of any kind tovinduce him to per-

summit they held a consultation, The pro(essor had an aggregate idea of his strength,
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gross nullification of the law, and a dangerous breaking down of the safeguards thrown
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News
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Episcopal church, lifted the roof of the Savage | of the past session of the North German Parliament, of the German unifaction, the progress of
5
block; and did other damage.
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tornado in Wisconsin,
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root crops and pro- |

visions were destroyed in se vor counties of Wis‘
chigan.
Fourteen per cent. of the fires in New
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com boved destroyed.
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all the timber
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A gentleman was once making

pr

method of catching
people are: supphiedd; but a large amotmt of pro- | Russia; about the
He was told, that, to
visions and clothing will be roggised for the | that country.
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